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Abstract

With the technological advances and the evolution of online services, user privacy
is becoming a crucial issue in the modern day society. Privacy in the general
sense refers to individuals’ ability to protect information about themselves
and selectively present it to other entities. This concept is nowadays strongly
affected by everyday practices that assume personal data disclosure, such as
online shopping and participation in loyalty schemes. This makes it difficult
for an individual to control the outflow of her personal data and provides third
parties with strong data gathering possibilities. On the other hand, the privacy-
related legislation obliges the service providers to limit the collection of personal
data and protect the data they collect. In rare cases, the privacy protection
can be driven by the desire to build a trust relationship with customers.

To achieve the described goals of protecting users’ privacy, this thesis focuses on
two aspects of managing personal information. Firstly, we address the privacy-
preserving design and development of information systems. The described
approach coheres to the privacy-by-design principles, which assert that privacy
should be embedded in a system design from the very beginning as an essential
component of the core functionality, rather than being introduced as an add-on.
Secondly, we develop a framework that informs the users about their privacy
level and consequences of utilising a particular service or interacting with a
particular service provider. That way, the user is enabled to make informed
decisions about the disclosure of her personal information and remain in control
of her achieved privacy.

The first part of the thesis describes a reusable mechanism for achieving
unlinkability and anonymity in incentive systems, such as loyalty schemes or
reputation systems, while creating a certain level of assurance for the providers
about the participating users. Namely, it allows the users to prove that they
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are registered for a particular service, that they satisfy specific requirements
posed by the provider and that they cannot share their earned benefits, while
remaining anonymous. The versatility of the scheme is demonstrated with its
application in a privacy-preserving ticketing system for public transport services.
The resulting system prevents tracking users’ movements. At the same time,
the provider can impose needed restrictions on transport services utilisation.

Further, this thesis presents a design of a privacy-preserving eHealth system. It
is intended for commercial use, with limited trust assumptions, while protecting
users’ personal and sensitive data. It allows the patients and elderly to connect
to a range of caregivers and care providers. Besides describing the architectural
design of the system, we also develop the protocols that describe its functioning.

The latter part of this thesis focuses on ensuring user informedness about their
attained privacy level. It presents a logic-based framework that allows the users
to track which information is known or can be learned by which providers.
This is achieved through modelling relevant credential technologies, service
providers and the interactions of a user, i.e. data disclosures. The framework
also evaluates which interactions can be linked together, as these links allow the
providers to extend their knowledge about the user. Consequently, the user can
decide on which information may be disclosed, by assessing the privacy level
that would be achieved.



Beknopte samenvatting

Door de steeds voortschrijdende technologische vooruitgang en het toenemend
gebruik van online diensten, is privacy van de gebruikers van deze diensten
erg onder druk komen te staan. Privacy verwijst in zijn meest algemene
betekenis naar het vermogen van een individu om informatie over zichzelf
te beschermen en selectief mee te delen aan andere partijen. Tegenwoordig
wordt de privacy meer en meer bedreigd door vaak voorkomende praktijken die
toegang tot persoonlijke informatie veronderstellen, zoals online winkelen en
het deelnemen aan loyaliteitsprogramma’s. Dit maakt het voor een individu
moeilijk om de vrijgave van zijn persoonlijke gegevens te controleren en laat
derde partijen toe om gemakkelijk heel wat gegevens over dit individu te
verzamelen. Aan de andere kant verplicht de privacy-gerelateerde wetgeving
de dienstverleners om het verzamelen van persoonlijke gegevens te beperken
tot het strict noodzakelijke en deze gegevens adequaat te beschermen. Eerder
uitzonderlijk wordt de bescherming van de privacy als een troef uitgespeeld om
een betere vertrouwensrelatie met de klanten op te bouwen.

Om de hierboven beschreven doelen in verband met privacy te bereiken,
concentreert deze thesis zich op twee aspecten van het beheer van persoonlijke
gegevens. Ten eerste richten we ons op het privacy-beschermend ontwerpen
en het ontwikkelen van informatiesystemen. Deze aanpak maakt gebruik
van de principes van privacy-by-design, die stellen dat privacy vanaf het
begin van het ontwerp moet ingebed worden als een essentieel onderdeel
van de kernfunctionaliteit, in plaats van achteraf te worden toegevoegd. Ten
tweede ontwikkelen we een raamwerk om gebruikers te informeren over hun
privacytoestand en hoe deze wijzigt door een bepaalde dienst te gebruiken of
door een interactie met een bepaalde dienstverlener. Op deze manier wordt de
gebruiker in staat gesteld om weloverwogen beslissingen te nemen over het al
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dan niet vrijgeven van persoonlijke informatie en zo de controle te behouden
over zijn privacy.

Het eerste deel van het proefschrift beschrijft een herbruikbaar mechanisme
dat niet-koppelbaarheid en anonimiteit verzekert in beloningssystemen zoals
loyaliteitsprogramma’s of reputatiesystemen. Tegelijkertijd krijgen de aanbieders
betere garanties over de deelnemers. Het laat de gebruikers namelijk toe om
te bewijzen dat ze zijn geregistreerd voor een bepaalde dienst, dat zij voldoen
aan specifieke vereisten die opgelegd worden door de aanbieder en dat ze
de voordelen zelf verdiend hebben en niet gekregen van andere gebruikers.
De veelzijdigheid van het mechanisme wordt aangetoond door het gebruik
ervan in een privacybeschermend ticketsysteem voor het openbaar vervoer. Het
resulterende systeem voorkomt dat de bewegingen van gebruikers gevolgd kunnen
worden. Tegelijkertijd kan de aanbieder de nodigde beperkingen opleggen op
het gebruik van de transportmiddelen.

Verder presenteert dit proefschrift een ontwerp van een privacybeschermend
e-healthsysteem. Het is bedoeld om commercieel uitgebaat te worden terwijl het
de persoonlijke gegevens van de gebruikers beschermt zonder al te hoge eisen te
stellen over het vertrouwen dat men moet hebben in de verschillende partijen.
Het is flexibel genoeg om patiënten en ouderen een waaier van zorgverleners en
zorginstellingen te laten contacteren. Naast de architectuur van het systeem,
beschrijven we ook de onderliggende protocollen.

Het laatste deel van dit proefschrift richt zich op het informeren van de gebruiker
over zijn huidige privacytoestand. Het presenteert een logisch raamwerk dat
gebruikers toelaat om bij te houden welke informatie bekend is of kan worden
geleerd door de de verschillende dienstverleners. Dit wordt gerealiseerd door
het modelleren van relevante authenticatietechnologieën en de interacties van
de gebruiker met de verschillende dienstverleners, met name het vrijgeven
van persoonlijke informatie. Het raamwerk is ook in staat de interacties te
vinden die aan elkaar kunnen gekoppeld worden, aangezien deze verbindingen
de aanbieders toelaten om hun kennis over de gebruiker uit te breiden. Bijgevolg
kan de gebruiker na beoordeling van zijn huidige en toekomstige privacytoestand,
beslissen welke informatie meegedeeld mag worden.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Privacy in the general sense refers to individuals’ ability to protect information
about themselves and selectively present it to other entities. In today’s society,
the privacy concept is strongly affected by everyday practices that assume
personal data exchange. This makes it difficult for an individual to control
the outflow of her personal data and provides third parties with strong data
gathering possibilities.

For instance, a simple task, such as grocery shopping entails revealing much
more information than most individuals anticipate. If decomposed, it can be
observed as follows. When going to or from the store, the shopper can be
caught on security cameras mounted along the way. When in the store, the
items to be bought are chosen and taken to the register. While waiting in
line, the customer may check her social network account for any recent activity,
using a smartphone. This action may reveal the location of the phone, i.e. the
individual, to the social network provider. Then, the products are scanned and
a bill is constructed. When utilising card payment, the customer’s bank details
are seen by the store, and can be linked to the purchase just made. Additionally,
if a coupon is used, a specific context where it was obtained is also recorded,
e.g. a magazine or another purchase.

Furthermore, some stores also offer loyalty schemes. A loyalty card with a
unique customer number is presented at purchase and the loyalty points are
recorded in the store’s database, together with the purchase details. Through
this loyalty scheme or the card payment details, the purchase can also be linked
to previous purchases. This data can be processed to reveal details such as

1
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preferences of the customer and the evolution of her behaviour. Needless to say,
this can lead to undesired consequences, such as being targeted with personalised
advertisement of items linked to a specific context that the individual may not
want to make public1.

The described scenario represents the core principles of today’s data gathering
practices from which new privacy issues arise. With the proliferation of electronic
services, an average individual is engaging in an increasing number of interactions
that create a digital trace. As the amount of digital data created by or about an
individual grows exponentially, key questions in privacy protection are by whom
and for what purpose is information concerning individuals collected, stored,
processed or shared. As storing capabilities are not an issue and the collected
data about individuals can be monetised, e.g. by selling it to advertisement
providers or by using it to personalise services, the service providers have
incentives to collect, process and even share large amounts of consumer data.
On the other hand, this is conflicting with the individuals’ interests.

Importance of privacy protection stems from the fact that individuals wish
to protect themselves from scrutiny or control other entities may gain over
them, empowered by the knowledge they have about them [136]. Examples
of information based on which an individual can be discriminated against are
financial and medical information or personal interests. For instance, providers
who know they are dealing with a potential customer with high purchasing
capacity may adjust their prices or offered range of services2. This is also true
for customers who have a greater need or desire to obtain a product. Similarly,
medical data can be used by insurance companies to increase the premium or
even deny the purchase of insurance to an individual with higher probability to
create a loss3.

Drivers for privacy protection

The need to address privacy in information systems and creation of solutions to
protect it are driven either by legislation or user requirements.

Legislation addresses privacy as an integral aspect of the fundamental rights
and freedom of natural persons. There are two distinct approaches to personal

1Forbes. How Target Figured Out a Teen Girl Was Pregnant Before Her Father Did.
http: //www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/ how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-
was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/

2On Orbitz, Mac Users Steered to Pricier Hotels. http://www.wsj.com/articles/
SB10001424052702304458604577488822667325882

3Hacking Your Genome: How Insurance Companies Legally Discriminate Against You
and Your Family. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/sharon-moalem/genetics-insurance_
b_5102330.html

http://www.wsj.com/articles/ SB10001424052702304458604577488822667325882
http://www.wsj.com/articles/ SB10001424052702304458604577488822667325882
http: //www.huffingtonpost.com/sharon-moalem/genetics-insurance_b_ 5102330.html
http: //www.huffingtonpost.com/sharon-moalem/genetics-insurance_b_ 5102330.html
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data protection and privacy regulation. In the United States of America, the
legislation enactment has a sectorial approach. This means that there is no
single law concerning data protection, but it is regulated through multiple laws,
each of which concerns a specific sector, i.e. industry or group of individuals4.
Examples are the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPPA)
[147, 149], the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA) [59] and the
Fair and Accurate Credit Transaction Act (FACTA) [148].

On the other hand, the European Union aims to have a single, all-encompassing
law for data protection. The one currently in force is the Data Protection
Directive 1995/46/EC [55], which concerns processing of personal information.
The personal information is defined as information pertaining to “an identified
or identifiable natural person”. The processing includes collection, consultation,
transmission or erasure of data. For instance, the directive imposes the rule
for the data to be “collected for explicit and legitimate purposes and used
accordingly” and requires protection against “accidental or unlawful destruction,
loss, alteration and disclosure” of personal information [143]. According to
the directive, the legitimate processing of personal data includes processing
necessary for service delivery, compliance with a legal obligation and with
unambiguous consent from the user [55]. In order to reply to the rapid
technological developments and globalisation, the directive is being reformed
and the new regulation is expected to be accepted by end of 2015 [145, 144, 58].

Besides the legal framework, the protection of consumer data in practice, i.e.
limitation in collecting, processing or sharing of data is driven by the user’s
requirements. For instance, users are often uncomfortable authenticating with
their national identity cards with an untrusted website they visit and which
has no need for obtaining their identities. In today’s society, the consumers
are becoming increasingly aware of privacy issues [103, 53]. This can even lead
to a withdrawal from a service consumption [140, 52]. Even if the provider is
trusted not to misuse the user data, there are threats to user privacy if too
much information is collected5.

4http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/data-privacy-information-privacy
5Hackers ’leak details of 13k users of PlayStation, Xbox and

Amazon’. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/11314805/
Hackers-leak-details-of-13k-users-of-PlayStation-Xbox-and-Amazon.html

Hackers target TK Maxx customers. http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/business/6508983.stm
eBay faces investigations over massive data breach. http://www.bbc.com/news/

technology-27539799
Privacy Rights Clearinghouse. Sony PlayStation data breach. https://www.privacyrights.

org/data-breach-asc?title=Sony
The Guardian. IT worker harvests Facebook users’ personal

data. http://www.theguardian.com/technology/video/2015/aug/07/
it-worker-harvests-non-public-data-from-facebook-video
Consumer Reports. Spam warning: Millions of e-mails hacked from

online marketer. http://www.consumerreports.org/cro/news/2011/04/

http://searchcio.techtarget.com/definition/data-privacy-information-privacy
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/11314805/ Hackers-leak-details-of-13k-users-of-PlayStation-Xbox-and-Amazon. html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/11314805/ Hackers-leak-details-of-13k-users-of-PlayStation-Xbox-and-Amazon. html
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/ business/6508983.stm
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-27539799
http://www.bbc.com/news/technology-27539799
https: //www.privacyrights.org/data-breach-asc?title=Sony
https: //www.privacyrights.org/data-breach-asc?title=Sony
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/video/2015/aug/ 07/it-worker-harvests-non-public-data-from-facebook-video
http://www.theguardian.com/technology/video/2015/aug/ 07/it-worker-harvests-non-public-data-from-facebook-video
http: //www.consumerreports.org/cro/news/2011/04/ spam-warning-millions-of-e-mails-hacked-from-online-marketer/ index.htm
http: //www.consumerreports.org/cro/news/2011/04/ spam-warning-millions-of-e-mails-hacked-from-online-marketer/ index.htm
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Therefore, there is a need for privacy protection originating from both service
provider’s and user’s sides. On the one hand, the providers aim to build user
trust and want to be privacy compliant. On the system design side, this can
be supported by implementing appropriate technologies. On the other hand,
the users wish to be empowered to manage the disclosure of their personal
information and the level of their privacy. This requires user-side mechanisms
that enable such control.

1.1 Approach and scope

In order to support privacy-preserving identity management, services should be
designed so that only the necessary data about the users is collected. Service
providers are required to ensure that the collected sensitive data is properly
protected across the entire life cycle – from collection till disposal.

On the other hand, users should be able to control what providers know about
them, i.e. to manage their identities. They should know which dataset a specific
service provider holds about them and how potential interactions change this
dataset. This enables them to make informed decisions about service utilisation
and their information disclosure.

It is important to note that this is particularly difficult in today’s world
where data mining techniques are enabling extending the collected dataset
with “hidden” attributes and properties. As data mining algorithms are often
proprietary and non-understandable by the users, it is difficult to know the
exact and complete dataset provider(s) holds about them. However, a user can
analyse the data disclosed in direct interactions with service providers in order
to estimate the extended sets on the providers’ side.

To achieve the aforementioned goals, this thesis focuses on two aspects of
managing users’ personal information held by the providers. Firstly, we address
the privacy-preserving design and development of information systems. Secondly,
we develop a framework that informs the users about their privacy level and
consequences of utilising a particular service or interacting with a particular
service provider. That way, the user is enabled to make informed decisions
about the disclosure of her personal information and remain in control of her
achieved privacy.

spam-warning-millions-of-e-mails-hacked-from-online-marketer/index.htm
Target: Data stolen from up to 70 million customers. http://www.usatoday.com/story/

money/business/2014/01/10/target-customers-data-breach/4404467/
eBay faces investigations over massive data breach. http://www.bbc.com/news/

technology-27539799
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To address the privacy-preserving system development we take two approaches.
On the one hand, we aim to tackle privacy in two challenging applications. One
is an eHealth system which is redesigned to improve flexibility and involve a
range of stakeholders. In the setup where the trust is limited, while the range of
services and involved providers is extended, privacy becomes a challenging issue.
The other application that we address is a public transport ticketing system.
Provision of privacy is not straightforward in this setting, if the providers are
to be given assurances that their services are utilised in a controlled manner.
For this reason, we provide a system design that minimises the disclosure
of users’ personal information and prevents tracking of users, while allowing
the providers to remain in control over the services consumption. Addressing
privacy in concrete scenarios has been a part of a number of research efforts
[156, 155, 150, 111]. As opposed to existing work, we addressed privacy in two
applications that are not the usual research focus or are not addressed with a
comprehensive approach that reconciles providers’ and users’ benefits and aims
at providing a range of desired assurances to both.

On the other hand, we also design a reusable building block which represents an
instrument for achieving privacy-preserving properties in different systems. As
opposed to approaches that tackle privacy in specific applications, this reusable
mechanism can be applied in any system where a particular set of properties
needs to be achieved (e.g. user actions’ unlinkability and anonymity, with
prevention of unauthorised service consumption). The described scheme relies
on more elemental cryptographic building blocks. It can be used to directly
offer services such as loyalty or reputation schemes, but can be a part of a more
complex system.

The latter part of this thesis focuses on ensuring user informedness about their
attained privacy level. To that extent, we develop a framework that informs the
users about their partial identities as seen by different parties, i.e. providers, and
the consequences of utilising a particular service or interacting with a particular
service provider. That way, the user is enabled to make informed decisions about
the disclosure of her personal information and remain in control of her achieved
privacy. This approach does not aim at developing a novel anonymity metric
[137, 49]. Instead we provide a design and implementation of a framework that
is aimed at assisting the users with keeping track of their disclosures and the
creation and extension of profiles, which record their partial identities and are
stored by providers. The framework is also compatible with different privacy
metrics. A chosen metric can be applied to the framework’s feedback to derive
the actual privacy level. Since the framework models both application- and
network-level data, it is possible to utilise both in the assessment of the user’s
privacy [32].

Prior approaches at modelling systems for verifying user privacy are usually
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focusing on a single system and require to manually create a model of the (low-
level) interaction [110, 97, 46]. We do not only provide a conceptual model, but
our system is also a step towards automation, as the provided implementation
is flexible and extensible. The modelling approach of Decroix [42] uses a logic
language to represent the rules by which a system functions. This allows to make
queries about the resulting system states from the point of view of user privacy.
Similarly to this approach, we model the system interactions and pose queries
to assess user privacy. Although the modelling language utilised by Decroix (i.e.
IDP [105]) is intuitive, we have opted for a modelling system that enables to
simultaneously model multiple systems, providers and user interactions. We
also consider the information that is exchanged in an interaction to be fully
flexible. Within one system, the user may exchange differing information in
differing sessions when consuming the same service. Unlike related approaches,
we model the actual attribute values, as they have an impact on the resulting
user’s privacy level. Our framework is also easily extensible in the sense that
the user is able to simply specify the level of her trust in the dynamic set of
providers and with the input of service policies (e.g. storage and sharing policies
supplied by providers) the framework produces an output that illustrates the
user’s privacy level.

1.2 Outline and main contributions

As discussed, the goal of this thesis is to provide mechanisms that control the
dissemination of users’ information. The first approach of privacy-preserving
system design is addressed in Chapters 3 – 5. The framework for supporting
user control through constructing feedback about privacy levels is presented
in Chapter 6. Here we summarise the contributions presented in each of the
chapters:

• Chapter 3. We present our design of a privacy-preserving incentives
system. It allows providers to issue incentives that are linked to the
interacting user, while the user’s identity remains hidden. Moreover, it
ensures unlinkability of actions, such as earning or spending the incentives.
Even though the users’ identities are protected, double-spending or
unauthorised sharing of incentives are prevented. In short, the scheme
offers an improved balance between providers’ data-gathering needs and
users’ privacy concerns.
The usage of the incentives scheme is described in the contexts of loyalty
and reputation systems. However, the scheme can also be reused in other
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systems which have a corresponding set of requirements, e.g. a ticketing
system (cf. Chapter 5).
This chapter is based on the following publications:

– Milica Milutinovic, Italo Dacosta, Andreas Put and Bart De Decker.
uCentive: An efficient, anonymous and unlinkable incentives scheme,
14th IEEE International Conference on Trust, Security and Privacy
in Computing and Communications (IEEE TrustCom-15), Helsinki,
Finland, 20-22 August, 2015. (To appear)

– Milica Milutinovic, Italo Dacosta, Andreas Put and Bart De Decker.
An advanced, privacy-friendly loyalty system, The 8th International
IFIP Summer School on Privacy and Identity Management for
Emerging Services and Technologies, pp. 128–138, Nijmegen, the
Netherlands, 17-21 June, 2013.

• Chapter 4. We developed an eHealth system for use in a commercial
setting, where the trust assumptions regarding providers are limited. It
allows for provision of services by commercial entities, not only institutions
such as hospitals, while still ensuring privacy-protection. There is no
requirement to employ medically trained personnel in order to offer the
core service of the eHealth system, which is an advantage for its commercial
deployment. The system allows patients to connect to their regular
caregivers, both medical and non-professional, and third party providers
offering commercial services, such as catering or cleaning. Therefore, there
is no need to abandon the existing network of caregivers when utilising
the proposed system.
The system is developed based on the development approach presented
in Section 2.6, which maps the privacy-by-design principles and related
activities into a system development life cycle (SDLC).
This chapter is based on the following publications:

– Milica Milutinovic and Bart De Decker. Ethical aspects in eHealth
- design of a privacy-friendly system. Journal of Information,
Communication and Ethics in Society, volume 14, 2015. (Accepted)

– Milica Milutinovic, Koen Decroix, Vincent Naessens and Bart De
Decker. Commercial Home Assistance Services. In Handbook of
Research on ICTs and Management Systems for Improving Efficiency
in Healthcare and Social Care, ed. Maria Manuela Cruz-Cunha,
Isabel Maria Miranda and Patricia Gonçalves, pp. 156–179, 2013.

– Milica Milutinovic, Vincent Naessens and Bart De Decker. Privacy-
Preserving Mechanisms for Organizing Tasks in a Pervasive eHealth
System, Proceedings of Information Security and Privacy Research:
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27th IFIP TC 11 Information Security and Privacy Conference, Sec
2012, volume 376, pp. 555–560, Heraklion, Crete, Greece, 4-6 June
2012.

• Chapter 5. We developed and described a privacy-preserving ticketing
system. It is created to ensure that travellers utilising a public transport
service can remain anonymous. Besides preventing disclosure of travellers’
identities in interactions within a ticketing system, a privacy-preserving
system needs to prevent tracking traveller’s movements, since a travelling
history can reveal sensitive information or even the identity of an individual.
In the presented system, not only are the identities of users hidden from
providers, but actions, such as purchasing and spending tickets, remain
unlinkable. This prevents profiling which could reveal sensitive information
about the travellers.
The development of the ticketing system is in accordance with the mapping
of the privacy-by-design principles and related activities into a system
development life cycle (Section 2.6).
This chapter is based on the following publication:

– Milica Milutinovic, Koen Decroix, Vincent Naessens and Bart De
Decker. Privacy-preserving public transport ticketing system. Data
and Applications Security and Privacy XXVIII - Proceedings of the
29th Annual IFIP WG 11.3 Working Conference, DBSec 2015, pp.
35–50, FairFax, VA, USA, July 13-15, 2015. (To appear)

• Chapter 6. In order to support users’ control over their personal
information, we have created a logic-based framework for privacy
evaluation and user feedback. The framework aims to empower the
users to make informed decisions about personal information disclosures
and manage their identities. It is intended to be used at the user’s side
and is meant to continuously provide information to users about their
partial identities as seen by different providers. It is built in the Prolog
logic programming language and models the system of interest and all
the disclosures that a user has made, allowing to pose queries about
the resulting privacy level. It also allows to inspect the consequences of
potential future disclosures or difference in privacy levels attained when
interacting with alternative service providers.
Besides providing feedback to users, the framework can be utilised by
system developers to inspect whether specific privacy requirements are
fulfilled.
The framework presented in this chapter is applied to the case of a
privacy-preserving ticketing system published in:
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– Milica Milutinovic, Koen Decroix, Vincent Naessens and Bart De
Decker. Privacy-preserving public transport ticketing system. Data
and Applications Security and Privacy XXVIII - Proceedings of the
29th Annual IFIP WG 11.3 Working Conference, DBSec 2015, pp.
35–50, FairFax, VA, USA, July 13-15, 2015. (To appear)





Chapter 2
Preliminaries

This section provides the background information for the rest of this thesis. It
describes relevant terminology, technologies utilised in the proposed work and
notations and assumptions that help interpret the following chapters.

2.1 Terminology

For setting a standard for the terminology used throughout the thesis, we list
and define important concepts.

2.1.1 General terms

User. An individual who engages in an interaction with a service provider in
order to request or receive services is denoted as a user.

Provider. An entity offering electronic services is denoted as a (service)
provider.

User attributes. This term refers to properties of a user’s identity. Examples
are name, age or address. It can also relate to a system-specific identity that a

11
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user assumes when registering with a provider, e.g. a store-assigned customer
number or the number of the bank account owned by the user.

User authentication. This term refers to proving that an individual is the
owner of a presented (partial) identity.

Identity. An individual may have multiple identities. It represents “any subset
of attribute values of an individual person which sufficiently identifies this
individual person within any set of persons.” [124].

Partial identity. As the identity of an individual comprises a set of attributes,
a partial identity is a subset of these attributes.

Personal information. According to the European Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC [55], personal information denotes “any information relating to an
identified or identifiable natural person”. Identification does not exclusively
refer to physical identity, but also aspects such as economic or social identity.

Framework. This term is used in this thesis to refer to a set of generic rules
and definitions that represent general system functionality and which can be
instantiated to represent a concrete model of a system of interest.

Model. A model is an instantiation of the framework, i.e. implementation
based on the provided framework that represents a concrete system or system
aspect.

Conceptual model. This term refers to a composition of concepts, which are
used to illustrate a subject.

2.1.2 Terminology for privacy discussion

Privacy. There are several definitions of privacy. We base ourselves on a
widely accepted definition stating that privacy is “the right of the individual
to decide what information about himself should be communicated to others
and under what circumstances” [161], i.e. privacy-as-control: informational
self-determination [14, 69, 67].
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Anonymity. According to the terminology outlined by Pfitzmann and Hansen
[124], “Anonymity of a subject means that the subject is not identifiable within
a set of subjects, the anonymity set”. In other words, an action or attribute of
an individual cannot distinguish it from a set of individuals.

Pseudonymity. A pseudonym is “an identifier of a subject other than one of
the subject’s real names” [124]. Therefore, an individual is pseudonymous if a
pseudonym is used as the identifier related to her.

In the context of this thesis, we use the pseudonyms as unique user identifiers
that can be used to authenticate a user in the system, which corresponds to the
definition of digital pseudonyms in [124]. With respect to linkability between the
pseudonym and its holder, we rely on initially unlinked pseudonyms. In contrast
to public pseudonyms for which the link is publicly known (e.g. a telephone
number of a user in the yellow pages), or initially non-public pseudonyms for
which the link is known only to the specific parties but can be revealed in some
circumstances (e.g. a bank account), the initially unlinked pseudonyms ensure
that the link is initially known only by the holder herself. An example of such
a pseudonym would be a biometric characteristic, e.g. an eye retina pattern,
under the assumption that there is no database that links it to its holder.

Unlinkability. We use this term to denote the lack of ability (of a party) to
determine whether two actions or pieces of information originate from or relate
to the same individual.

Linkability. As opposed to unlinkability, the linkability property means that a
party can sufficiently determine that two actions or pieces of information are
related in the sense that they pertain to the same individual.

Identifiability. This property refers to the state where a party, such as a
provider, can “sufficiently identify the subject within a set of subjects.”1 [124].

Identity management. According to Pfitzmann and Hansen [124] “Identity
management means managing various partial identities (usually denoted by
pseudonyms) of an individual person". The identity management that preserves

1According to the Data Protection Directive 95/EC/46, an identifiable person is “one who
can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identification number
or to one or more factors specific to his physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural or
social identity.”.
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unlinkability of user’s partial identities and limits the disclosure of the personal
attributes is denoted as privacy-enhancing identity management.

2.2 Cryptographic concepts

This section provides an overview of the cryptographic building blocks utilised
in the following chapters.

2.2.1 Public-key encryption

Public-key encryption [128], also denoted as asymmetric encryption uses differing
keys for encryption and decryption operations. An entity’s public key (PK ) is
used for the encryption operation (EPK ) by her communication peers and the
corresponding private key (SK ) is used for decryption (DSK ). Unlike the private
key, a public key of an entity need not be kept secret and may be publicised.

To send a message (m) to an entity, while hiding it from other parties, it suffices
to obtain the (authentic) copy of the public key of the intended receiver and
send the ciphertext (c), which is created by encrypting the message with this
public key:

c = EPK (m).

The message can be retrieved by the receiver who possesses the corresponding
private key (SK ) by decrypting the ciphertext with this key:

m = DSK (c).

Verifiable encryption

A verifiable encryption scheme [34, 20] allows a prover to convince a verifier
that a ciphertext is an encryption of one or multiple attributes with a given
public key such that the attribute(s) satisfy certain properties. For instance,
this allows the prover to encrypt data so that it can only be decrypted by a
designated trusted third party (TTP) and under previously defined conditions,
while proving to the verifier that the encrypted data is recorded in the prover’s
anonymous credential (cf. Section 2.2.6).
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2.2.2 Digital signatures

A digital signature is a value dependent on a secret known by the signer and
the data being signed. It can be used for proving authenticity, integrity of
information or for non-repudiation of origin. A signature can be verified using
data corresponding to the signer’s secret and the signed data [66, 109]. Signing
a message m with a private key SK is denoted as:

Sig ← Sign(SK , m).

The verification of a signature involves using the corresponding public key:

Verify(PK, m).

2.2.3 Commitments

Commitment schemes [39, 37, 38] are cryptographic primitives that enable an
entity to commit to a value and show the resulting commitment to another
entity, while keeping the value secret. A common analogy for these schemes
are sealed, non-transparent envelopes. When a commitment is issued to a
verifier, the user cannot change the values she committed to, without this
being detectable by the verifier. This is denoted as the binding property of the
commitment scheme. The commitment hides the values chosen by the user, but
still allows for proving certain properties of the committed values.

The security of a commitment scheme can be analysed through its binding and
hiding properties. They can be information-theoretic or computational. While
information-theoretic hiding prevents an entity from learning a committed value
from only the commitment, computational hiding does not protect against
an entity with unlimited computational power. Similarly, a committing party
would not be able to change the committed value with an information-theoretic
binding property, no matter the computational power, while computational
binding does not prevent a committer with unlimited computational power to
change the committed value after the commitment has been published. One
scheme cannot be both information-theoretic hiding and information-theoretic
binding [37].

For committing to a value, we assume usage of the Pedersen commitment scheme
[122]. This scheme offers perfect hiding and computational binding. Thus, for
a group G of prime order q and generators g1 and g2 ∈ G, the user commits to
a message m, by choosing a random value r and revealing to the verifier the
computed commitment:

C = gm
1 × gr

2 .
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Having only C, the verifier cannot determine the message m the user committed
to. The user can open the commitment by revealing values m and r, which
allow the verifier to check whether m is the message the user committed to.

2.2.4 Partially blind signatures

These signature schemes allow to sign a data structure, parts of which are not
disclosed to the signer. They are an extension of the concept of blind signatures,
where the contents of a message that is signed are completely hidden from the
signer [26]. In a partially blind signature scheme (PBS), it is possible for the
receiver (R) and the signer of the hidden message (S) to agree on some public
information, that is also included in the signature [1]:

PBSig ← PBSign(skS , public, hiddenR).

The details of the creation of the partially blind signature by Abe and Okamoto
[1] are provided in Appendix A.1.

2.2.5 Zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge

Cryptographic proofs of knowledge are proofs in which one party, the prover,
proves to a verifier that she knows certain values or secrets [7]. With zero-
knowledge proofs of knowledge (ZKPK), no additional information is revealed
with such a proof. For representing ZKPK, we utilise the notation introduced
by Camenisch and Stadler [21]: For a public value y and a private value x , such
that y = gx , we denote the zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of x with:

ZKPK{(x) : y = gx}.

A zero-knowledge proof of knowledge must have the following properties:

• Completeness. A prover who knows the private value x can convince
the verifier that y = gx holds.

• Validity. If the prover does not hold secret value x, the chances of her
convincing the verifier that y = gx holds are negligible.

• Zero-knowledge. No other data is revealed to the verifier, other then
the fact that the prover holds the secret value x.

An example of ZKPK is the Schnorr’s proof of knowledge [135] of a discrete
logarithm can be summarised as follows. For a secret value x known only by
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the prover, and public values g and y = gx, the prover choses a random value r
and sends gr to the verifier. To verify prover’s knowledge of the secret x, the
verifier then sends a random challenge c, to which the prover responds with
z = r + xc. Finally, the verifier checks that gz = gryc.

In the proposed protocols, we utilise a signature proof of knowledge, which
additionally allows the prover to sign a message when creating the proof of
knowledge [17]. For a public value y and a private value x, such that y = gx ,
and for a message m, we denote the signed proof of knowledge of x with:

SPK{(x) : y = gx}(m).

2.2.6 Digital credential technologies

This section describes credential technologies, utilised in the following chapters.

Public-key certificates

This type of digital certificates represents a data structure consisting of a
signature and the signed data [95]. The data includes a public key and at least
an identifier of the key holder. It may also include other attributes of the holder,
in order to link them to the key. The link is certified with a signature created
by an issuer. A verifier presented with a public-key certificate is assured about
the link between the recorded attributes if the issuer’s signature is successfully
verified. The trust in the certificate relies on the trust in the issuer.

A well-known standard for public-key certificates is specified in the ITU-T X.509
standard [79] and further profiled by the PKIX working group2. It specifies the
data structure of a public-key certificate. Amongst other fields, the signed data
includes a serial number, issuer identifier and validity information. The serial
number is unique for each certificate authority, i.e. issuer. Validity information
specifies in which time frame the certificate is to be considered valid.

In order to allow for certificate verification, all the data recorded in it needs to
be disclosed. This technology does not allow for selective disclosure of attributes,
i.e. disclosing only a chosen subset of recorded attributes and proving they are
certified. This may not be a desirable property in privacy-protecting applications.
In order to address this, an alternative solution is proposed [154]. Namely, it is

2https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/pkix/documents/

https://datatracker.ietf.org/wg/pkix/documents/
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possible to record the cryptographic hash values of attributes concatenated with
a salt value, instead of recording actual attribute values. Showing credential
contents would, therefore, not directly reveal the attribute values. In order
to disclose an attribute, the credential owner would show both the attribute
and the salt value, which can be verified against the certified hashed value.
However, as such a certificate records a serial number, all interactions with it
would remain linkable. Since there is usually no requirement to make the service
providers anonymous or their interactions unlinkable, public-key certificates are
suitable technology for service provider-authentication towards a user under the
assumption that they are trustworthy3.

Anonymous credentials

Anonymous credential systems allow for privacy-preserving authentication [11,
17, 22, 27]. They support selective disclosure of attributes, which allows the
owner of a credential to disclose a selected subset of recorded attributes, while
hiding others. The technology also allows for proving only possession of a valid
credential. Zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge are used for the creation of
proofs.

Two well-known examples of the anonymous credential technology are U-Prove
[11] and Idemix [17]. In U-Prove technology, the issuance of credentials is
based on blinded signatures. The issuer thus cannot link an issued credential to
the issuing session. However, for proving validity or attributes of a credential,
besides a zero-knowledge proof of knowledge of the recorded attributes, the
issuer’s signature is revealed. Different usages of the same credential are thus
linkable. In order to ensure unlinkability, a used credential would have to be
reissued after every usage.

On the other hand, Idemix technology does not require revealing the signature
for proving properties. Possession of a signature is proved with a zero-knowledge
proof. Therefore, multiple shows of the same credential can remain unlinkable.
As issuance is not based on blind signatures, the issuer can link an issued
credential to its issuance session. However, this does not immediately reveal
the link with subsequent sessions where the credential is shown. An important
feature of Idemix technology is that it also allows to prove only properties of
recorded attributes, such as a range of an attribute value. Further, it is possible
to prove that committed values or values enclosed in a verifiable encryption [20]
are credential attributes.

3https://www.eff.org/observatory

https://www.eff.org/observatory
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For more details on the described building blocks and an overview of basic
cryptographic concepts, the reader is referred to by Menezes et al. [108].

2.3 Notation

This section provides an overview of the notation that will be used throughout
this thesis. The protocols’ description in the following chapters includes
representation of entities and functions given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

Table 2.1: Notation and functions (a).

Object Description
dÊe Entity E is anonymous or pseudonymous

in the interaction.
X: O ← Operation(I) Entity X performs Operation with input I

and output O.
X → Y : message Entity X is sending message to entity Y .
X ↔ Y : O ← Protocol(I) Entities X and Y engage in the Protocol

with input I and output O. Sometimes,
the double arrow is replaced with a single
arrow to indicate the direction in which
information flows.

X ↔ Y : (OX ; OY ) ←
Protocol(IX ; IY )

Entities X and Y engage in the Protocol
with inputs IX and IY and outputs OX and
OY of X and Y respectively.

PKenc
X /PKsig

X /PKiss
X Public key of entity X used for en-

cryption/signature verification/certificate
verification.

SKenc
X /SKsig

X /SKiss
X The corresponding private key for decrypt-

ing/signing/issuing certificates.
CredX An anonymous credential belonging to

entity X.
CertX A certificate belonging to entity X.
VaultYX Encrypted data pertaining to entity X,

which can be decrypted by Y .
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Table 2.2: Notation and functions (b).

Object Description
Cert ← IssueCert(SKiss,

{IDU , PK})
Issuing a certificate linking identity IDU

and public key PK using the issuing key
SKiss.

Cred ← IssueCred(SKiss, {attrs}) Issuing a credential which includes
attributes attrs using the issuing key
SKiss.

Sig ← Sign(SKsig
X , data) Creating a signature Sig by digitally

signing data with private signing key
SKsig

X .
PBSig← PBSign(SKsig

X ,
public, blinded)

Creating a partially blind signature
PBSig with private signing key SKsig

X
on public, i.e. shared input, and blinded
data.

π ← ProveCred(CredX , {data}) Creating a proof π of properties of the
attributes recorded in the anonymous
credential CredX .

π ← ShowCred(CredX , {attrs}) Showing credential attributes attrs, i.e.
creating a proof π that the anonymous
credential CredX records attrs.

VaultYX ← Encrypt(PKenc
Y , data) Creating Vault by encrypting data with

PKenc
Y .

VaultYX ← VerifiableEnc(PKenc
Y ,
data)

Creating Vault by verifiably encrypting
data with PKenc

Y .
Nym ←

GenerateDomNym(CredX , data)
Creating a domain pseudonym Nym
using the anonymous credential CredX .
The pseudonym is based on the specified
data.

(SK, PK ) ← GenerateKeyPair() Generating a private-public key pair.
Rand ← GenerateRandom() Generating a random value Rand.
C ← Commit(s, r) Creating a commitment C to a secret

value s using the random value r.
Verify(data) Verification of data.
Verify(Sig ↔ PK ) Verification of digital signature Sig

against a public key PK.
StoreDB(data) Storing data in the database.
UpdateDB(data) Updating a specific entry in the

database with data.
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2.4 General assumptions

The proposals described in this thesis rely on some general assumptions. The
discussed results are based on these assumptions, which are listed here.

Anonymous and secure channels. It is assumed that the channels through
which the users and service providers communicate are completely anonymous.
User is assumed to become pseudonymous or identifiable only based on data
disclosed in the interaction. Furthermore, where applicable it is assumed that the
providers authenticate towards the users and a secure connection is established
between them.

Semantically secure encryption. Throughout this thesis, we assume use of
semantically secure encryption. For symmetric-key encryption this means that
an adversary must not be able to derive information about information about
a plaintext given only its ciphertext. For public-key cryptography, this means
that a computationally bounded adversary cannot derive information about
plaintext given only its ciphertext and the corresponding public encryption key.

Side-channel information. If an observed interaction between a user and a
service provider involves a secondary or auxiliary interaction, such as payment
for services, we assume that it does not reveal additional personal information
about the user to the provider. This secondary interaction is assumed not to
allow for or increase the chances of linking different sessions with the same user.

2.5 Privacy-by-design concept

Privacy-by-design is a concept put forth by Ann Cavoukian, Ontario’s former
Information and Privacy Commissioner [24]. The outlined principles offer
guidance on what needs to be achieved in a system to ensure privacy protection.
In our design of privacy-protecting systems, we shall rely on the described
approach.

The privacy-by-design principles are:

P1 Proactive not reactive; Preventative not remedial. Threats to privacy
should be anticipated and prevented, rather than remedied after they have
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occurred. By the time a system is operational, the preventive measures
should already be in place, preventing privacy risks from materialising.

P2 Privacy as the default setting. Personal data should automatically
be protected, without requiring the users to perform specific actions.
This means that privacy is protected in the ‘default’ mode of the
system operation, i.e. even if the user takes no action, privacy is still
preserved. This principle accords to maximal privacy protection. An
aspect encompassed with this principle is data minimisation, i.e. limiting
the collection to only necessary user data.

P3 Privacy embedded into design. Privacy should not be built as an add-on,
but should be an essential component of the core functionality. It should
therefore be an integral part of the system design.

P4 Full functionality - positive sum, not zero-sum. Privacy should be seen
as a business strategy that brings competitive advantage and not as an
objective that is opposed to business interests. It aims for a “win-win”
solution, thus accommodating the benefits of all involved stakeholders –
the providers and the users.

P5 End-to-end security – full life cycle protection. Data should be protected
across the entire lifecycle, including collection, storage, processing,
transmission, and destruction.

P6 Visibility and transparency – keep it open. All stakeholders of a system
should be assured that the involved business practices and technologies
fulfil the stated objectives. The operation of the system should be
transparent and verifiable by both the providers and the users.

P7 Respect for user privacy – keep it user-centric. An information system
should respect the individual’s interests, needs, and expectations regarding
privacy. Therefore, the users should be empowered to express their privacy
preferences and requirements, which would thereafter take effect in data
handling practices within the system.

2.6 Privacy-by-design in the system developement

According to the privacy-by-design principles [24], privacy requirements need
to be addressed across the information system design process and considered as
early as possible. While these principles describe what needs to be achieved,
they do not provide guidance on how they should be taken into account in
different design stages.
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This section describes how the privacy-by-design principles can be embedded in
a standard system development life cycle (SDLC). We firstly briefly introduce
the SDLC and explain its stages. Then, we explain the main privacy-related
activities in each of the SDLC stages. Finally, we map seven privacy-by-
design principles listed in Section 2.5 to each of the stages to make it easier to
understand how these principles can be implemented in practice.

2.6.1 System development life cycle

A system development life cycle (SDLC) is a conceptual model that describes a
set of stages within a process for producing an information system. It serves
as a guidance through the development stages from the purpose definition of a
system till its operation and possible disposal. The main objective of the SDLC
is to facilitate the delivery of a high quality system that meets all the identified
requirements, including security- and privacy-related ones.

There are differing approaches and models of the system development life cycle.
A traditional SDLC, known as a waterfall model [92, 130], assumes that the
stages sequentially follow each other (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: The waterfall SDLC model.

The inception phase serves to conduct a preliminary analysis and establish
the purpose of the system. Then, the requirements definition phase identifies
and documents the system requirements, including both functional and non-
functional ones, e.g. operational, or security/privacy related. Based on the
gathered requirements, the next phase (design) defines the overall system
architecture and designs its components. The building phase implements and/or
integrates the systems components (software and hardware), including the initial
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verification and testing4. Once the system is operational, there are periodic
maintenance activities that should ensure that the system operates as intended.
Finally, once the system is obsolete, its information, hardware and software are
discarded in the disposal phase.

More complex systems might require an iterative approach to SDLC, which
assumes building multiple system prototypes and iterations through the design
stages until the requirements are met. Examples of these more complex
approaches are the prototyping model or Agile [93, 6]. This thesis makes
use of the waterfall SDLC model due to its simplicity and demonstrates how
the privacy requirements are addressed in its different stages. Nevertheless, the
principles explained in this chapter can be adapted to other SDLC models as
well [93, 138].

2.6.2 Privacy in the SDLC

In what follows, we describe the main privacy-related activities in each of the
SDLC phases. To do so, we refer to to the existing privacy-oriented design
approaches and strategies and give an overview of privacy related best-practices
in each of the system development stages.

Inception

This stage should consider if privacy can support a business case and add business
value, e.g. consider privacy as a competitive advantage of the system. It also
assesses whether functionality is compatible with privacy and encompasses the
initial stage of the privacy impact assessment (PIA), which includes identification
of the main stakeholders, the types of sensitive data (e.g. data that is directly
or indirectly identifying individuals) that will be present in the system and
identification of general privacy risks.

Requirements definition

This stage aims at identifying privacy and security requirements of the system.
A standard way to systematically identify those requirements is by conducting a
detailed privacy impact assessment (PIA). Detailed PIA includes identification
of all privacy sensitive data, analysis and assessments of the privacy risks and
identification of possible solutions. The best practices for conducting PIA
include German BSI’s guidelines for Privacy Impact Assessments [13] and the

4Some SDLC models have testing as a separate phase [6].
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PIA handbook of the UK Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) [78]. PIA
encompasses the following activities:

• System characterisation, which includes understanding the system
interfaces, use cases and identification of the data flows in the system.

• Identification of applicable privacy laws, regulations and privacy policies
and the requirements arising from those. To facilitate this task, system
developer can utilise the Privacy Management Reference Model and
Methodology (PMRM) by OASIS [117] or Endorse framework [104].

• Identification of relevant privacy risks, including threat modelling and
impact assessment. This activity can be performed using the existing
methodologies, such as the privacy threat modelling framework LINDUN
of Wuyts [163] or security threat characterisation, STRIDE [75]. The
examples of modelling privacy risks and threats can be found in the work
of Gürses et al. [68].

• Preliminary analysis of privacy controls to be incorporated into the
system. At this stage, they should be defined as technology-neutral
and their applicability can be examined based on the foreseen system
functionalities and in accordance to the identified privacy threats and
risks. For instance, this step can include identification of the applicable
privacy design strategies, defined by Hoepman [74] or high-level privacy
controls, as described by García et al. [64].

Based on the PIA outcomes, privacy requirements can be expressed and
characterized in different ways, such as the ones proposed by Gürses [69]
or by Jureta et al. [86].

Design

The design phase of the SDLC includes making design choices to incorporate
privacy controls into the system in order to meet the requirements identified in
the previous phase. According to [115], it includes defining the hardware and
software architecture, components, modules, interfaces, and data for a system
to satisfy specified requirements. Privacy and security controls are selected
to fit the system architecture and can typically be divided into two categories
[115]:

• Technical controls, which include selecting and applying specific design
strategies, patterns and technologies [115]. The examples of design
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strategies are the eight strategies listed by Hoepman [74], which include
Minimise, Hide, Separate, Aggregate, Inform, Control, Enforce and
Demonstrate, or the ones defined in the PMRM methodology [117]. They
are used on a conceptual level early in a design phase. An example of using
data minimization to design a privacy-preserving system can be found
in [68]. More specific are privacy design patterns, which help a designer
break a complex problem into smaller sub-problems5. The examples of
privacy design patterns are anonymous credentials or zero knowledge
proofs. More privacy design patterns are explicitly described by Hafiz
[70], Pearson [121], van Rest et al. [151] and by UC Berkeley School of
Information6. Finally, the most concrete are privacy technologies that
represent specific instances of design patterns, such as Idemix and uProve
[17, 119] which instantiate anonymous credential design pattern.

• Organizational controls include management polices, processes and
standards, such as organizational roles and responsibilities, or staff privacy
and security training.

Building

Based on the system architecture and the selection of privacy enhancing
strategies, patterns and technologies, the implementation phase of the SDLC
includes the selection of hardware platforms and the development of the
required software components that implement the system functionalities and
the protection mechanisms.

Operation and Maintenance

Once the system is released and is operational, it needs to be ensured that the
foreseen security and privacy controls are enforced and that there is a proper
response to privacy incidents. In particular, it is important to establish data
privacy breach notification to data subjects (i.e. the users) and the privacy
authorities, if this normally arises from the data privacy legislation, e.g. [55].
Further, the operation and maintenance phase includes periodic privacy audits
to ensure that the controls are functioning as intended. Finally, this SDLC
phase might include support for data subjects to exercise their rights to access,
obtain and correct their personal data processed by the system.

5https://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/identity-and-trust/library/deliverables/privacy-
and-data-protection-by-design

6http://privacypatterns.org/

http://privacypatterns.org/
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Disposal

From the security and privacy perspective, this SDLC phase needs to ensure
that the sensitive data is safeguarded after the system is terminated. If a
regulation or an organizational policy requires archiving of the sensitive data,
proper security measures must be put in place to ensure the adequate protection.

The next section describes how the privacy-by-design principles are mapped to
the SDLC stages.

2.6.3 Privacy-by-design principles mapped to the SDLC

To explain how the privacy-by-design principles [24] can be addressed during
the SDLC, we map them to different SDLC phases. Each of the principles
should be considered in specific phases of the SDLC. Note that one principle
can be addressed in multiple phases. The mapping between the principles and
the stages of the workflow are presented in Tables 2.3-2.5.
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Table 2.3: Mapping of the privacy-by-design principles to the SDLC stages (a).

SDLC Stage Principles Rationale

Inception P4

As inception stage deals with defining
the purpose and the business case for
the system, it is an opportunity to
consider privacy as a business strategy
and possible advantage of the system.

Requirements
definition

P1

In order to capture the privacy require-
ments, this stage of a design process
includes a so-called privacy impact
assessment. It is used to identify
all privacy-sensitive data collected,
processed and stored by the system
and to identify the privacy risks at an
early stage. This approach supports the
principle – proactive not reactive, as
it enables to analyse privacy controls
from the beginning of the system
development.

P2

In order to achieve the data min-
imisation principle, the requirements
regarding data collection are defined in
this stage. It encompasses the definition
of the required minimal data set that is
relevant and necessary for the intended
system functionality and that can be
collected.

P5

An initial part of the privacy impact
assessment is identification of all the sen-
sitive data collected, stored, processed,
transmitted and deleted by the system,
i.e. the entire data life cycle. This serves
as a starting point for the definition of
the corresponding security and privacy
controls that will protect sensitive data
at each stage, thus supporting the
principle of end-to-end security.
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Table 2.4: Mapping of the privacy-by-design principles to the SDLC stages (b).

SDLC Stage Princ. Rationale

Design

P2

Setting privacy as a default option in
the system and limiting data collection
is considered as a design constraint in
this phase.

P3

Directed by the privacy requirements
identified in the previous SDLC stage,
the design stage embeds privacy controls
into the system components.

P5

By building on the life cycle of sensitive
data identified in the requirements
definition stage, this stage designs the
necessary controls to protect data across
the entire life cycle, thus providing end-
to-end protection.

P7

The design of the system components,
especially user interfaces, should provide
an option for the users to choose the
desired level of privacy in the system,
e.g. to disclose a limited set of attributes.
This empowers a user to express privacy-
related interests.

Operation
and
Maintenance

P6

In order to build user confidence that
the system is indeed operating as
expected and in accordance to the
privacy requirements, system checks
and audits are performed to ensure
visibility and transparency of the system
towards its users. Also, the fact that
the users of the system are presented
with the privacy policy once they start
using it contributes to the visibility
and transparency. Finally, data breach
notification mechanism which should
notify all the affected stakeholders in
case of privacy breach supports this
principle.
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Table 2.5: Mapping of the privacy-by-design principles to the SDLC stages (c).

SDLC Stage Princ. Rationale

Operation
and
Maintenance

P5

During the system operation, the secu-
rity and privacy controls are periodically
checked to ensure that they function
correctly. This way, it is ensured that
sensitive data is properly protected
across its lifecycle.

P7

User-centricity needs to be demon-
strated in different manners during the
system operations. All the users starting
to use the system need to be presented
with the privacy policy and give consent
to it. Also, users can exercise their
rights to verify which of their personal
data is stored in the system or to request
their deletion.

Disposal P5

To make sure that the sensitive data
is protected across the entire life cycle,
its secure disposal should be ensured,
in accordance to the applicable system
policies and legislation.



Chapter 3
uCentive: An efficient, anonymous
and unlinkable incentives scheme

Incentives systems are a popular way to encourage user actions or contributions
that benefit a service provider or a community. In exchange for their actions,
users receive incentive points that can be used to obtain benefits or reputation.
Unfortunately, these systems require users to have a central account associated
with all their activities. This approach allows providers to collect, and often
misuse, vast amounts of users’ private information, even if pseudonyms are used.

In this chapter we present uCentive, a privacy-preserving incentives scheme that
allows users to earn and redeem incentives (uCents) that cannot be linked to their
identities or actions. In addition, users can prove ownership of their incentives
without breaking unlinkability guarantees. uCentive also supports forward
unlinkability – even if the user’s secrets are compromised, uCents redeemed
in different sessions cannot be linked together or to the user’s identity. Even
though the scheme relies on multiple cryptographic operations, our experimental
evaluation shows that it is adequate for mobile devices. In short, the scheme
offers a better balance between providers’ data-gathering needs and users’
privacy concerns.

31
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3.1 Introduction

Incentives schemes are widely used by service providers to enhance customer
relationships. Examples are loyalty systems, where returning customers are
rewarded by retailers, and reputation systems, where users are awarded a
reputation for their contributions to a service. Their popularity is reflected in
the fact that almost any commercial business, such as retail, airline or credit
companies, has its own loyalty program. For instance, a US-based survey1

shows that an average household is signed up to 14 loyalty programs. Many
community-based services also rely on incentives scheme. Waze2, a traffic
and navigation service, issues points to participating users which reflect their
ranking. In FourSquare3, users can earn points or even discounts by checking
in at different places. In these systems, the incentives scheme encourages users
to actively participate and earn a reputation towards other users.

Some of the first incentives schemes are based on paper cards stamped by the
retailer during checkout. They are held by users and are not linked to any
central account. Thus, these basic schemes offer strong privacy guarantees.
Unfortunately, these privacy guarantees have practically disappeared in most
incentives schemes today. The paper cards are replaced by plastic cards or tokens
with a unique identifier. To earn incentives, users have to present their identifiers
at checkout. However, both the earned points and the actions (e.g. purchased
items) are recorded by the provider in a central account, which introduces
significant privacy concerns4. Even if users provide false registration information
or pseudonyms, powerful data-mining techniques can be used to reveal their
identities and sensitive information [113, 112, 5]. While the data gathered can
be rightfully used by providers to improve their services, some providers abuse
or misuse this information5. For instance, they can monetize this data by selling
it to third-parties, allowing the merging of multiple databases. Unfortunately,
most users are unaware of the amount of data collected about them and have
only limited or no control over it. Consequently, users’ privacy concerns are
increasing. A recent survey [52] shows that almost 30% of participants of loyalty
schemes believe that too much personal information is requested by these
systems and 24% chose not to enroll with them for privacy reasons. Similarly,
linking all the users’ contributions to their identities or pseudonyms in systems

1Getting a Business Lift from Loyalty program. Facts and Statistics. http://www.
loyaltyleaders.org/facts.php

2Waze. https://www.waze.com/
3Foursquare. https://foursquare.com/
4Forbes. How Target Figured Out a Teen Girl Was Pregnant Before

Her Father Did. http://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/
how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/

5Customer Data Means Money. http://www.informationweek.com/
customer-data-means-money/d/d-id/1011498?

http: //www.loyaltyleaders.org/facts.php
http: //www.loyaltyleaders.org/facts.php
http: //www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/ how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/
http: //www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/ how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/
http://www.informationweek.com/customer-data-means-money/d/d-id/1011498?
http://www.informationweek.com/customer-data-means-money/d/d-id/1011498?
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such as Wikipedia, may deter users from participating. Therefore, as privacy
regulations change towards a firmer protection of user data, there is a strong
need for alternative incentives schemes that allow providers to collect users’
activity data without compromising users’ privacy.

In order to address the aforementioned issues, we have designed a privacy-
preserving incentives scheme, uCentive. In this scheme, users create anonymous
sessions with the service provider to earn and redeem unlinkable incentives,
uCents. Therefore, while users still keep an account with the provider, their
activities cannot be linked. uCentive also binds uCents to their legitimate owners,
so that they cannot be shared with other users without the provider’s consent.
This property also makes uCents theft-resistant, as an adversary cannot redeem
stolen uCents without the corresponding user’s secret. Moreover, once a uCent
has been redeemed, it cannot be linked to its owner, even if the owner’s secrets
are compromised. We refer to this property as forward unlinkability.

uCentive relies on well-known cryptographic building blocks such as: anonymous
credentials (i.e. Idemix), zero-knowledge proofs, commitment schemes and
partially-blind signatures. Still, our experimental evaluation shows that uCentive
is efficient on mobile devices. For example, earning and redeeming 1 uCent
required on average 154.23 and 207.88 ms respectively on an off-the-shelf
Android smartphone6. We also describe optimizations that can reduce uCentive’s
protocols execution time without security or privacy risks.

3.2 The uCentive scheme

This section describes the privacy-friendly incentives system, denoted as
uCentive. The proposed scheme allows unlinkable and anonymous transactions
of incentives, which are represented as uCents. A user is issued with an incentive
by obtaining a uCent. This is a signed structure that contains details about the
incentive and a hidden link with the intended owner. It authorises its owner to
claim the specified benefits. The details about the incentive include information
such as its value, but also limitations on the incentive usage, such as its expiry
date. This allows the providers to utilise uCentive for multiple incentive schemes
deployed in parallel with configurable policies.

The stakeholders of the scheme are:

• Users or individuals who are utilising the uCentive scheme to be issued
with incentives by the service providers. They are equipped with a

6Samsung Galaxy Ace 2
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smartphone with the uCentive application installed on it (Figure 3.1).
They obtain an anonymous credential when registering for participation
in the uCentive scheme, which allows them to obtain or redeem incentives.

• Registration authority (RA) is a certification authority that issues
uCentive credentials to the users of the scheme. It is an issuer of anonymous
credentials trusted by the users and the collaborating providers. Every
registration authority is equipped with a credential-issuance key pair, the
public key of which is certified and made available to other parties.

• Issuance service provider (ISP) is an entity that issues incentives to
the users. Every issuance service provider authority is equipped with an
incentives-issuance key pair, the public key of which is certified and made
available to other parties.

• Redemption service provider (RSP) is an entity with which users
can spend their incentives and obtain specified benefits in return. RSPs
accept incentives that were issued by ISPs who participate in the same
incentives scheme.

The ISP and RSP providers are usually the same entity. A provider most often
issues incentives and allows users to exchange them for benefits it offers. In
addition, the ISP/RSP provider could also handle the registration (i.e. issuance
of uCentive credentials). This is typically the case with small-scale incentives
schemes. However, if there is a consortium of providers participating in one
incentives scheme, the RA services can be delegated to a separate authority.

3.2.1 Threat model

In our threat model, we consider three types of adversaries: malicious users,
malicious service providers and external adversaries. Malicious users may try
to earn or redeem uCents unlawfully. For this purpose, they may try to perform
different attacks such as: forging new uCents or modifying existent ones (e.g.
changing their value or ownership information); double-spending their uCents;
stealing other users’ credentials, secrets or uCents; illegally sharing their uCents
or credentials with other users and earning uCents for other users. Malicious
service providers may try to break the privacy guarantees offered by uCentive. A
provider may try to discover a user’s identity by analysing messages exchanged
during a transaction or by trying to link different transactions and using data
mining techniques. A malicious provider may also perform active attacks such as
issuing uCents with unique values or epochs. External adversaries (i.e. entities
which are not participants of the uCentive scheme), may also try to break the
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Figure 3.1: uCentive system architecture.

privacy or security guarantees offered by uCentive. They can eavesdrop the
communications between users and the service providers in an attempt to break
one of the privacy properties or engage in an interaction with a service provider
to obtain incentives without prior registration.

The threats that are not directly related to uCentive’s user–service provider
interaction are not in the scope of this analysis. This includes attacks on the
server, such as denial of service attacks or tricking the server to issue incentives
without them being genuinely earned. Example is an adversary attempting to
earn loyalty points of a store without making a required purchase. Further, we
do not consider user-side attacks, such as instalment of malicious software on
the user’s device that would tamper with the protocols’ execution and have the
user-earned incentives issued for the adversary. In addition, our threat model
assumes that, for most scenarios, uCentive’s transactions have low to medium
value, as this is true for incentives schemes in general.
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3.2.2 System overview

The protocols that comprise the uCentive scheme are listed and explained in
this section. They are executed between the service provider (RA, ISP or RSP)
and the users (U).

A uCent denotes a structure comprised of a commitment to a secret value from
the user’s credential (C ), the corresponding opening information (r), details on
the incentive (info) and the provider’s signature (PBSig):

uCent = {C, r, info, PBSig}.

The scheme consists of the following protocols:

• System initialisation:
For setting up the incentives scheme, the providers generate the needed
keys. The registration authority (RA) generates a key pair for issuance
of uCentive credentials (skRA, pkRA) and every issuance service provider
(ISP) generates a key pair for issuing uCents(skISP , pkISP)). The public
keys are certified and published7.

• User registration:
U ↔ RA : (CredU ; ID∗U ) ← Register(IDU ; skRA).
User U registers with her partial identity IDU and obtains an anonymous
credential CredU , signed with the private signing key of the issuer RA
(skRA). This credential records the user’s identity attributes and her
uCentive secret (ucs) which is not disclosed to the issuer. It allows the
user to participate in the uCentive scheme and prove ownership of earned
incentives without disclosing her identity. If required by the issuer, the
registration process may reveal some attributes of the user (ID∗U ) that
need to be inspected by the issuer and/or need to be included in the
credential (e.g. name and/or address).

• Anonymous session establishment:
U ↔ ISP : (Nymses; Nymses) ← EstablishSession(CredU ; ∅).
If required by the service provider, ISP, a user U can anonymously
authenticate when establishing the communication, by proving only that
she holds a valid anonymous credential issued by a trusted issuer and
generating a new session pseudonym, Nymses.

7Additional keys used for one-way authentication towards the user are outside the scope
of this work.
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• Earning uCents:
U ↔ ISP : (uCent; ∅) ← Earn(CredU , C; incentive, skISP).
For earning uCents, a user is issued with partially blind signatures on
commitments to a secret value from her credential and the details of the
incentives. The provider uses its secret signing key skISP .

• Redemption of uCents:
U ↔ RSP : (∅; uCent∗) ← Redeem(uCent, CredU ; pkISP).
For every redeemed uCent, the user shows a part of the uCent-structure,
uCent∗ to the verifying entity, i.e. the redemption service provider RSP,
and proves that it is linked to her credential, by proving that they both
contain the same secret value.

The following sections describe the protocols in more detail. Earning and
redemption are described for a single uCent, from which the expansion to
multiple uCents is straightforward. The evaluation of the design addressing the
described threat model is presented in Section 3.3.

In the subsequent text, we shall not make a distinction between the issuance
and redemption service providers and denote them as a service provider.

3.2.3 System properties

The proposed scheme is designed to achieve the following properties.

P1 Unlinkability of different interactions for the earning and redemption of
uCents.

P2 Forward unlinkabilty, meaning that compromising the user credential
cannot link the user to her previous interactions within uCentive.

S1 Unforgeability of uCents, so that it is not possible for the users to create
or modify valid uCents at will.

S2 Theft resistance, which prevents claiming unlawfully obtained uCents of
another user.

S3 Double-spending prevention, ensuring that incentives linked to one uCent
can only be claimed once.

S4 Providers’ control over incentives utilisation, which allows them to impose
terms of use on the issued incentives, such as a validity period.
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G1 Flexibility, which ensures applicability to a wide range of services which
are based on issuance, claiming or transfer of different kinds of digital
tokens.

3.2.4 Assumptions

We assume that the system has been properly initialized, and that the parameters
and public keys have been made available to all the involved parties: the public
key of the credential issuer, the parameters of the Idemix system and the
parameters of the PBS-scheme (including the parameters of the commitment
scheme). We also assume that there is no back-door information which can be
gained from those parameters. All communication is considered to be performed
over an end-to-end secure channel. Other transactions performed in the same
session (e.g. payments) or the used network protocols are assumed not to
introduce linkabilities.

3.2.5 Detailed description

User registration. All the users of uCentive initially need to obtain an
anonymous credential from a trusted issuer. This can be the service provider
itself, or other trusted authorities, such as governmental credential issuing bodies.
The anonymous credentials allow the users to anonymously or pseudonymously
interact with any party that trusts the issuer. Additionally, the credentials
contain a secret value, denoted as uCentive secret (ucs), which is created through
interaction with the issuer, but is known only to the credential holder.

Note that the issuance can be performed at the site of the issuer, or remotely,
through an online service using e.g. an electronic ID for proving the personal
attributes to be included in the anonymous credential. In order to achieve
the unlinkability of user actions, users are issued with Idemix credentials [17],
which allow them to establish unlinkable sessions with the same service provider.
Interested users would initially contact and establish a secure connection with
a trusted credential issuing party, i.e. the registration authority. They would
possibly need to prove some personal information for it to be inspected by the
issuer and optionally be included in the credential. An attribute that needs to
exist in the issued credential is a secret value, which serves as user’s uCentive
secret. For including such a value in the credential, the user initially chooses
a random number and sends a commitment to it, so that the issuing party
cannot learn its value. The issuer applies a random offset to the commitment
and the result represents the uCentive secret (ucs), which is known to the user
but remains hidden from the issuer. The details of the issuance protocol are
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presented in Appendix A.2. The application of a random offset is introduced
to prevent colluding users or adversaries from getting the same secret value in
their credentials, without the issuer’s approval.

After the credential is issued, the secret value is used to link the received uCent
to the user in an anonymous way. Optionally, the master secret, which is an
already existing secret value of the credential, could be utilised as ucs. However,
we prefer to use a separate secret value in order to reduce the likelihood of
leaking information about the master secret and for flexibility reasons, such as
allowing updates of the ucs, to have different secret values for different providers,
or to share that secret value in family loyalty schemes. Finally, the user is issued
with an anonymous credential which records her personal information and the
ucs.

Session establishment. If required by the service provider, users initiating
an interaction with the provider in order to be issued with uCents are able to
anonymously prove that they possess the required anonymous credential, but
by default do not disclose any other information contained in the credential. A
session pseudonym can be established, Nymses and the user would only provide
assurance to the service provider that she is registered as a participant in the
uCentive scheme. Nymses is generated as an Idemix domain pseudonym, which
also depends on the specified scope. The scope can encompass the service
provider’s identity and possibly a (coarse-grained) time period. Therefore,
different sessions of the same user cannot be linked by matching pseudonyms,
given that the scopes differ. In order to prevent the provider from fixing the
domain value (e.g. by not updating the time period) and thereby linking different
actions of the same user, the way of determining the domain should be made
public and should be verifiable by the user. it should be verifiable by the user
that the scope is created correctly, It is also possible for a service provider to
limit the incentives that are issued to a user in a period of time (see Waze8).
Establishing the pseudonym based on the current time frame disallows the users
to establish different pseudonyms in one time frame.

Earning uCents. The detailed protocol for earning uCents is represented in
Table 3.1. In a nutshell, the service provider determines the details of the
incentive to be awarded, among which its value. It is also possible to specify
other details, such as the epoch in which the uCent is issued or any other
specification and/or restriction, such as the name of the incentive scheme or
expiry information. However, the details should be general enough9, as a

8https://www.waze.com/
9The scheme should specify the possible values in advance, cf. further.
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Table 3.1: Protocol for earning uCents.

(1) U ← SP : info
(2) U : r R←−Zq; ucs = CredU .ucs
(3) U : C ← Commit(ucs, r)
(4) U ↔ SP : (PBSig; ∅) ← PBSign(skSP ; C; info)
(5) U : Store(uCent = {C, r, info, PBSig})

unique specification would allow linking the issuance to the redemption of a
uCent. The user then commits to the uCentive secret from her credential, and
engages with the service provider in the partially blind signing protocol [1].
This allows the service provider to sign the user commitment and the incentive’s
details, so that the latter is transparent and can be verified, while the user’s
commitment remains undisclosed. This signed structure together with the
opening information of the commitment is denoted as a uCent. It authorises the
user, i.e. the owner of the anonymous credential, to use the specified benefits.
The detailed interaction consists of the following steps:

(1) The service provider initially provides the user with the details of the
incentive, info. This information can include the value of the incentive and
the current epoch and other data that can be used to impose limitations
to the usage of the incentive. If the incentives that are issued have
indiscriminate value numbers, issuing singular numbers would disclose
the link between the redeeming and the earning session. Therefore, an
incentive value is divided into predefined denominations, which are issued
to the user in separate uCents.

(2) The user then generates a random number, r to be used for committing
to the uCentive secret (ucs) contained in the anonymous credential.

(3) In the next step, the user creates a commitment to the secret value:
C ← Commit(ucs, r) = gucs × hr.
The commitment is used to bind the issued uCent to the user’s credential,
while hiding the ucs throughout the lifetime of the uCent.

(4) The user and the service provider then engage in an interactive protocol
for creating a partially blind signature on the user commitment C and
info. The public input to the protocol is info, while the commitment of
the user remains hidden from the service provider:
(PBSig; ∅) ← PBSign(C; info; skSP).
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Table 3.2: Protocol for redemption of uCents.

(1) U ← SP : n $←−{0, 1}ln
(2) U : (C, r, info, PBSig) ← Load(uCent)
(3) U : π ← SPK{(CredU , ucs, r): C = gucs × hr

∧ ucs= CredU .ucs
∧ Genuine(CredU )}(n)

(4) U → SP : C, info, PBSig, π
(5) SP : if (! Verify(PBSig, C, info, π, n, pkSP)) Abort
(6) U ← SP : Benefit
(7) SP : Store(C, info)
(8) U : Delete(uCent)

It is necessary to utilise partially blind signatures, as the user needs to
disclose the commitment at redemption time in order to prove the link to
her credential.

(5) Finally, the user stores the resulting signature, PBSig, commitment C
with its opening information r and the related information info. This
data is collectively denoted as a uCent.

When a uCent is issued, the provider cannot verify the link between the used
commitment and the communicating user. This means that the user does not
prove that the commitments contain the correct ucs (i.e. the one that is included
in her credential). Hence, she could commit to the ucs of another user, to whom
she forwards the earned uCents. This verification is not provided in the basic
flavour of the protocol, as the blinding of the commitment in the partially blind
signature scheme does not allow proving properties about it. However, this
assurance for the service provider can be introduced by augmenting the protocol
with a cut-and-choose method (cf. Section 3.3.3).

Redeeming uCents. When a user wishes to redeem a previously earned uCent
in order to obtain certain benefits, she discloses the partially blind signature,
the corresponding commitment and incentive details info to the service provider
(Table 3.2). Additionally, she proves that the commitment is formed from
a value from her credential. The creation of such proofs is enabled through
the used Idemix technology (ProveCL and ProveCommitment protocols) [23].
After verifying the validity of the signature and the proofs of knowledge, the
provider checks the related information, such as the applicability of the epoch.
The provider also maintains a database where used commitments are recorded
with the applicable epoch. This database is checked in order to verify that the
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presented commitment has not been used before. In case of successful checks,
the provider allows the user to collect the appropriate benefits. The detailed
steps are as follows:

(1) For every uCent to be redeemed, the service provider sends a fresh random
nonce n to the user in order to prevent precomputation of proofs.

(2) The user initially loads the stored commitment, C, its opening value r,
the signature PBSig, and the related information info.

(3) Based on the received random nonce, the user then creates zero-knowledge
proof of knowledge of the correct formation of the commitment, and the
link with the anonymous credential she owns, i.e. that the committed
value corresponds to the credential’s uCentive secret10. Thereby, she also
proves that the credential is signed by the issuer. This ensures that only
the user who was the intended receiver of the benefits can redeem them.
π ← SPK{(ucs, r): C = gucs × hr ∧ C.ucs= CredU .ucs}(n).

(4) The service provider is then presented with the commitment with
accompanying signed information, the partially blind signature, and the
proofs of knowledge.

(5) The validity of the presented information is then verified:
if (! Verify(PBSig, C, info, π, n, pkSP)) Abort,
which includes: a) Verifying the accompanying information, such as the
validity of the epoch, b) Checking the validity of the signature and the
proofs of knowledge and c) Querying the database of spent commitments
for a match with the presented commitment in order to prevent double
spending.
If any of the checks fails, the protocol is aborted. To improve performance
and save resources, the checks are sorted by computational complexity
starting from least computationally expensive.

(6) Finally, in case of successful verifications, the user is authorised to claim
the benefits of the presented uCents.

(7) The service provider records the used commitments and the related info,
in order to prevent double-spending of uCents. Once the epoch becomes
invalid and the uCents obtained in that epoch expire, the provider can
delete the corresponding entries from the database.

10This proof relies on the Idemix proofs of the validity and ownership of a credential
(ProveCL) and proof that the commitment holds the credential attribute (ProveCommitment
in which commitment C is the common input of both the prover and the verifier) [8].
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(8) After redeeming a uCent, it is deleted from the user’s storage, in order to
ensure forward unlinkability (cf. Section 3.3).

3.3 Security and privacy discussion

This section evaluates uCentive’s security and privacy properties listed in
Section 3.2.3. Additionally, it discusses design decisions and possible extensions.

3.3.1 Assumptions

In order to demonstrate that the required security and privacy properties are
fulfilled by uCentive, we assume the following properties are fulfilled:

• We assume that the metadata, such as IP address or device fingerprint,
does not introduce linkabilities. This means that a link between two
session with the same user can only be established through the contents
of the exchanged data within the uCentive interactions.

• The linkabilities introduced with matching session pseudonyms are not
considered, as the users are assumed to only interact in sessions for which
the generated session pseudonyms do not repeat.

• In the partially blind signature scheme the public information, info, is
revealed and known by both parties, while the private data, C, is sent
blinded to the signer. We, therefore, assume that the info value in the PBS
scheme is constructed in a predefined way which prevents side-channel
information disclosure. The way it is formed and possible values of
denominations and epochs are public and verifiable by the users. It is also
possible to verify that the possible values are sufficiently coarse-grained.
For instance, in the expiration date field no specific date or time can
be used, but only the end of a month, a quarterly period or an epoch
denomination.

• The Idemix technology offers unlinkability of the transactions of credential
issuance and its subsequent use. It also enables a user holding the
credential’s master secret to prove that a commitment was created using
a value contained in the anonymous credential. Further, it is also ensured
that such proof does not leak any additional information. However, sharing
a credential, which entails revealing the credential attributes and master
secret, defeats the authenticity assurances this technology offers. To
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prevent users from sharing their credentials, multiple mechanisms exist
[23]. We assume such credential sharing-disincentivising schemes and
other software measures are in place. Examples are including a personal
and sensitive attribute in the credential (e.g. a credit card number) or
embedding the master secret in secure hardware.

3.3.2 Security and privacy analysis

P1. Unlinkability

The unlinkability property refers to inability of discovering links between
different uCentive sessions (earning and spending) performed between a user
and a provider11. Linking of two sessions refers to deriving the information on
whether those interactions are performed with the same user. The following
types of sessions’ combinations exist:

U1 Two sessions in which uCents are earned.

U2 A session in which a uCent is earned and a session in which a uCent
is spent. This can refer to earning and spending of the same uCent or
different ones.

U3 Two sessions in which uCents are spent.

In the subsequent analysis, we assume that the possible values and frequency
of the public info elements prevent their usage by the provider (or external
adversary having the view of the provider) for increasing the chances of deriving
a link between two sessions.

Analysis. In order to show that the unlinkability property is satisfied, we show
that the listed requirements U1–3 are fulfilled:

U1 For analysing the unlinkability of two earning sessions, we define the
following game:

Game 1: Entities SP and Ui (i ∈ {1..N}, where N is the number of
all possible system users) are honest parties that follow the protocol for
earning uCents (presented in Table 3.1). Entity SP interacts in accordance

11Term ’Provider’ denotes a single entity which has both the roles of issuer and verifier of
uCents, but also separate but collaborating parties acting as issuer and verifier.
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with the role of the service provider, while entities Ui assume the user
role in the interactions. The game consists of the following steps:

1. Entity SP engages in an earning interaction with Uj (j ∈ {1..N},
where N is the number of all possible system users) and records the
complete transaction information.

2. SP engages in an earning interaction with Uk (k ∈U {1..N}, where N
is the number of all possible system users) and records the complete
transaction information.

3. SP outputs b ∈ {0, 1}.

Entity SP wins the game if b = 0 with j 6= k or b = 1 with j = k.
We consider two sessions for earning uCents to be unlinkable if a service
provider cannot win Game 1 with a probability higher than with random
guessing.
In an earning session, the information that the provider obtains is the
user output e (see Appendix A.1):

e = ε - t2 - t4 mod q . (3.1)

The value ε contains the blinded commitment C, but is randomised with
fresh random factors t2 and t4, which are not reused in different protocol
executions. Therefore, after interacting with the user Uj , the provider
records ej = εj − tj2− tj4 mod q. On the other hand, the interaction with
Uk discloses ek = εk − tk2 − tk4 mod q to the provider.
In every earning interaction, fresh and hidden values (t2 and t4) chosen
by the user(s) are randomising the value ε to produce e. As the resulting
values are independently randomised, they provide no information on the
existence of a link between them. Therefore, the provider cannot use
them to increase the chances of determining whether a link between the
sessions exist, compared to random guessing.

U2 For analysing the unlinkability of earning and redemption sessions, we
define the following game:

Game 2: Entities SP, U0 and U1 are honest parties that follow the
protocol for earning and spending of uCents (presented in Tables 3.1
and 3.2). Entity SP interacts in accordance with the role of the service
provider, while U0 and U1 assume the user role in the interactions. The
game consists of the following steps:
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1. Entity SP engages in two interactions for earning uCents with U0
and U1 and records the complete transaction information.

2. SP engages in a spending interaction with Ui (i ∈U {0, 1}) and
records the complete transaction information.

3. SP outputs b ∈ {0, 1}.

Entity SP wins the game if b = i.
We consider the sessions for earning and spending uCents to be unlinkable
if a service provider cannot win Game 2 with a probability higher than
with random guessing.
After the specified protocols’ executions, the provider records the following
data: From the two earning sessions it records {a0, b0, e0, r0, c0, s0, d0}
and {a1, b1, e1, r1, c1, s1, d1} (Appendix A.1). In the redemption session
it records ρi, ωi, σi, δi – a quadruple of values representing the partially
blind signature calculated by the user based on the signer’s output, a
commitment Ci, and a proof of knowledge πi based on a random challenge
ni.
The public part of the signed information info describing the uCent’s value
is disclosed in both earning and spending interactions. We first observe
the case where the values are the same in all interactions. The provider
can thus try to evaluate whether one of the uCents earned in an earlier
session (step 1 in Game 2) is being spent (step 2 of Game 2).
The authors of the partially blind signature scheme provide a proof
of partial blindness property in the random oracle model under the
discrete logarithm and RSA assumptions [1]. This ensures that all signing
interactions are equally linkable to any disclosed signature. We observe
how this property affects the linkability of interactions. The signature
values are calculated as:

ρ = r + t1 mod q

ω = c+ t2 mod q

σ = s+ t3 mod q

δ = d+ t4 mod q ,

(3.2)

where values r, c, s and d are the signer’s output in the issuance protocol
(see Appendix A.1). Each value is randomised with a user-chosen fresh
random factor t1..4. The verification of the signature amounts to verifying
whether the following equation holds:
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ω + δ ≡ H(gρyω‖gσF(info)δ‖F(info)‖C) (mod q) . (3.3)

For a fixed public info, an entity holding a verification session transcript
can try to match the signature elements to a signing transaction data of
one of the earlier sessions. If the given signature is matched to the two
signature creation sessions, while using the substitutions12: t1 = ρ - r, t2
= ω - c, t3 = σ - s, t4 = δ - d, a = gryc (or ag−ry−c = 1), which follows
from r = u - cx, and b = gszd (or bg−sz−d = 1), the provider obtains the
following mappings:

ωi + δi = H(gρiyωi‖gσizδi‖F(info)‖Ci)

= H(a0g
−r0y−c0gρiyωi‖b0g

−s0z−d0gσizδi‖F(info)‖Ci)

= H(a0g
ρi−r0yωi−c0‖b0g

σi−s0zδi−d0‖F(info)‖Ci)

= H(a0g
t10yt20‖b0g

t30zt40‖F(info)‖Ci).

(3.4)

ωi + δi = H(gρiyωi‖gσizδi‖F(info)‖Ci)

= H(a1g
−r1y−c1gρiyωi‖b1g

−s1z−d1gσizδi‖F(info)‖Ci)

= H(a1g
ρi−r1yωi−c1‖b1g

σi−s1zδi−d1‖F(info)‖Ci)

= H(a1g
t11yt21‖b1g

t31zt41‖F(info)‖Ci).

(3.5)

The equations (3.4) and (3.5) show that there are such user-chosen random
factors (t1k, t2k, t3k and t4k, where k = {0, 1}) that allow to map a
signature to any signing session (proof of Lemma 1 in [1]). Since the
random factors are not disclosed by the user, the provider cannot deduce
which of the earning sessions has the higher probability of being linked
with the signature.
We have analysed the case where the info value is the same in the spending
and earning sessions. In case the info values differ, according to the given
assumption that their method of construction and frequency prevent
deducing any information on existence of links, the provider can still not
extract any relevant information.

12All substitutions are (mod q).
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Since the signature itself does not improve the chances of deriving the links,
as shown previously, the provider can attempt to extract some information
on the existence of a link based on the other available information. We
therefore evaluate the disclosed commitment value and the signed proof
of knowledge recorded in the spending session to determine whether they
improve the provider’s chances of winning the Game 2. The commitment
scheme used in the protocols offers perfect hiding [122]. The revealed
commitment reveals nothing statistically and provides no information
to be used for assessing possible links by the provider. Regarding the
proof of knowledge, we assume that the set of values representing a signed
zero-knowledge proof of knowledge (SPK) that is presented to the provider
and that the provider can record is denoted with π. According to the
properties of the SPK protocol, the provider learns nothing about the user
or her credential, other than the fact that the commitment was correctly
created based on a value contained in her credential. Based on these
properties, we can conclude that the provider obtains no information
that would improve the chances of evaluating a possible link between an
earning and a spending session, compared to random guessing.

U3 For analysing the unlinkability of two redemption sessions, we define the
following interaction:

Game 3: Entities SP and Ui (i ∈ {1..N}, where N is the number of
all possible system users) are honest parties that follow the protocol
for spending uCents (presented in Table 3.2). Entity SP interacts in
accordance to the role of the service provider, while Ui assumes the user
role in the interaction. The game consists of the following steps:

1. Entity SP engages in a redemption interaction with Uj (j ∈ {1..N},
where N is the number of all possible system users) and records the
complete transaction.

2. SP engages in a redemption interaction with Uk (k ∈U {1..N}, where
N is the number of all possible system users).

3. SP outputs b ∈ {0, 1}.

Entity SP wins the game if b = 0 with j 6= k or b = 1 with j = k.
We consider two sessions for spending uCents to be unlinkable if a service
provider cannot win Game 3 with a probability higher than with random
guessing.
The data sets recorded in the two sessions are {ρj , ωj , σj , δj , Cj , πj} and
{ρk, ωk, σk, δk, Ck, πk}. They represent a quadruple of values representing
the partially blind signature calculated by the user based on the signer’s
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output, a commitment and a proof of knowledge based on a random
challenge. We do not consider the public info values, as we assume that
they are created in a way that does not assists the provider in extracting
any information about links between different uCentive interactions.
The two signatures consist of sets of values which are randomised by freshly
chosen random values, which are not reused in different interactions. Thus,
there is no dependence between them and the provider cannot use them
for evaluating the possibility of the interactions corresponding to the same
user. Further, the commitment values are perfectly hiding and statistically
reveal nothing. Finally, each of the signed proofs of knowledge consists of
values that allow the provider to verify the truthfulness of the claim that
the user possesses a valid credential and that the provided commitment
values are correctly generated based on a credential attribute. The two
proofs are not linkable together or to related information such as the
commitment value, which is ensured with the utilised Idemix technology
[8].
Since no information about the relationship between the values disclosed
in different redemption sessions can be extracted, the provider’s attempts
at determining whether they are performed by the same user or not are
limited to guessing.

As the three defined properties U1-3 are fulfilled, we can conclude that the
scheme offers unlinkability of sessions under the specified assumptions.

P2. Forward unlinkability

For this property to be fulfilled, compromising a user’s credential should not
allow for establishment of links with previous uCentive interactions the user
was engaged in. We shall assume that an adversary trying to defeat forward
unlinkability holds the user’s attributes recorded in the credential, including
the ucs secret, but also all transcripts of previous interactions with this user.
The adversary may attempt to derive a link with an earning or redemption
session. In addition, the user may hold a number of unspent uCents which are
assumed to be available to the adversary as well.

• Earning. For a link to be made with an earning session, the relevant
credential information for the provider is the ucs secret. In order to
link it to an signing protocol execution, the adversary would need to be
able to map a blinded commitment to the ucs value. However, the used
partially blind signature scheme [1] offers the partial blindness property
and prevents the signer or an external party from learning anything about
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the commitment. We can therefore conclude that a leaked ucs does not
enable discovery of a link to an earning session in which it was used.
If unspent uCents of the user are revealed, the sets of commitments,
opening information, info values and corresponding PBS signatures are
also available to the adversary. As mentioned previously, the info values
are independent and do not affect unlinkability of sessions. The obtained
commitments and opening information reveal the ucs secret, which is
already known to the adversary through the compromised credential. Also,
the ucs value was already shown not to reveal a link to a signing session.
The other information that the adversary may analyse for evaluating
the possibility of the existence of the links are the signatures of unspent
uCents. However, a signature cannot be linked to an earning session,
as verification sessions in which signatures are presented were shown to
be unlinkable to earning sessions. Therefore, unspent uCents cannot be
linked to an earning session.

• Redemption. With the transcript of a redemption session, the adversary
obtains a zero-knowledge proof, a commitment and a signature provided
by the user spending the uCent. The zero-knowledge proof offers assurance
that the commitment was correctly created with a required value. It,
however, does not reveal anything else, thus hiding the ucs value and
links with the specific credential and its usage [8]. Next, the observed
commitment is created using the user’s ucs, which the provider now holds,
but as the commitment scheme provides perfect hiding, the link can still
not be derived [122], assuming that the user always deletes the opening
information related to spent uCents. Finally, the signature structure can
be examined. However, it ensures partial blindness property, hiding the
link to the committed ucs.
If an adversary obtains unspent uCents, the additional information that
can be used in an attempt to derive a link with a redemption session
transcript are the signatures and commitments with their opening values.
Since two redemption transcripts cannot be linked, the signatures and
commitments do not reveal a possible link. In addition, the opening
information of the unspent uCent is chosen at random and is independent
of the redemption of another uCent. Therefore, the unspent uCents are
not linkable to other uCent’s redemption transcript.

As an adversary cannot link a compromised credential values or unspent uCents
of a user to the specific interactions, the scheme offers forward unlinkability.
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S1. Unforgeability

Within the uCentive scheme, mounting a successful forging attack encompasses
creating a new valid (but not legitimate) uCent which was not issued by the
signer, i.e. provider. Forging a uCent incorporates creating a partially blind
signature on a {C, info} combination. Therefore, if an adversary succeeds in
forging a uCent, it succeeds in forging a PBS signature.

The authors of the utilised PBS scheme prove its unforgeability, based on the
discrete logarithm assumption [1]. Namely, if an adversary is able to create a
valid signature on its own, the discrete logarithm problem can be solved. We
can therefore conclude that unforgeability in the uCentive scheme holds if the
discrete logarithm assumption holds.

Alternatively, the unforgeability property would be broken if an adversary would
be able to break the binding property of the commitment scheme, i.e. change
the secret value she committed to at the time of uCent issuance, without it being
detected by the provider. However, the utilised Pedersen scheme [122] offers
computational binding, meaning that only an adversary with computationally
unlimited power would be able to mount a successful attack.

S2. Theft resistance

uCentive is resistant to theft of incentives, as stolen uCents cannot be utilised
by adversaries. In order for adversaries to claim valid, but misappropriated
uCents, they need to provide valid zero-knowledge proofs required to redeem
the uCents. Without the genuine credential containing the ucs secret to which
a uCent was issued, an adversary cannot create a valid proof. As shown in
Table 3.2, step (3), a user must posses an anonymous credential CredU with
the appropriate uCentive-secret ucs in order to claim a uCent = {C, r, info,
PBSig}, by providing the required proofs: SPK{(ucs, r): C = gucs × hr ∧
C.ucs= CredU .ucs}(n).

If an adversary does not posses the credential to which the uCents are issued,
creating a forged credential is also prevented. Namely, the signature scheme on
which the credential issuance is based is secure against forgery under the strong
RSA assumption [18].

S3. Double-spending prevention

In order to protect the interests of service providers, an incentives scheme
is required to be resistant to double-spending. uCentive ensures this, as the
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provider maintains a database of the revealed commitments, so an attempt to
redeem a uCent twice would be detected (Table 3.2, step (5)). Credential sharing
preventive mechanisms deter the users from simply sharing the credential and
its master secret in order to earn or redeem points for each other.

S4. Providers’ control over incentives utilisation

In addition, the service providers can impose supplementary restrictions on the
redemption of incentives, which cannot be circumvented. When a new uCent
is issued, the public part of the signed data, denoted as info, is created by
the service provider (step (1) in Table 3.1). This information can be used for
specifying limitations on the issued incentives, such as the validity period or
services for which the benefits are applicable. Once the uCent is issued, it is not
possible to change the info specification, which is ensured through the security
of the PBS scheme.

3.3.3 Design extensions

Cut-and-choose protocol

In order to ensure unlinkability of the transactions within the uCentive scheme,
it should not be possible to associate sessions for earning and redemption of the
same uCents. As the commitments that are linking the issued uCent to the user’s
credential are disclosed at redemption time, they are hidden from the provider
when the uCent is earned. The hiding is accomplished through the partially
blind signature scheme. However, due to the way the commitment is blinded in
the signing protocol, it is not possible to prove properties about it [1]. Still, the
provider can be assured that the incentive is issued to the right party through
other mechanisms, namely the cut-and-choose technique [36]. This technique is
used in the issuance phase as a mechanism to defend against users trying to earn
uCents for other users. In order to achieve this, in the earning interaction, the
user provides the service provider with a number of blinded commitments which
is higher than the number of uCents to be issued. The provider then challenges
the user to unblind a random selection of blinded commitments that will not be
used for issuing uCents and prove that they are linked to her credential. Only
an honest user is able to provide the required proofs. However, a misuser would
not be able to provide valid proofs, and would lose all of the earned incentives.
If a user sends N commitments for n uCents to be issued, in order for her to
mount a successful attack, i.e. be issued with uCents recording a link to another
user’s credential, she can send up to n invalid commitments, i.e. commitments
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linked to other users’ credentials. For evaluating the probability of a successful
attack mounted by a user, we observe the worse case scenario where only one
commitment is invalid, as that gives the attacker the highest chance of success.
In this case, there is N − 1 valid commitments and n out of N commitments are
not verified by the provider. There is

(
N−1
N−n

)
possible cases where the invalid

commitment is not in the verified set, i.e. the cases where the attack remains
undetected. The total number of commitments’ combinations is

(
N
n

)
, which

makes the probability of the attack not being detected: (N−1
N−n)
(N

n) = n
N . As using

appropriate denominations reduces the number of uCents issued in one session
to below 10, we illustrate the dependency of the probability of a successful
attack from the total number N of sent commitments, for a few representative
values of n (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2: Probability of a successful attack (n/N) dependent on the number
of sent commitments (N).

Security and privacy discussion. If the issuance protocol is augmented with
the cut-and-choose technique, the user sends N blinded commitments for every
uCent to be issued. The provider then chooses which values should be unblinded
and their link to the user’s credential proven. The values are then discarded.
The only additional information that the provider obtains in this scenario are
N − 1 commitment values per uCent and a ZKPK proving their link to the
user’s credential. Each of the commitments is created with a fresh opening
value and is blinded using a fresh set of random factors.
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The commitment scheme used in the protocols offers perfect hiding [122], thus
preventing the establishment of a link between commitment values created
with the same uCentive secret or link the commitments to the secrets they were
created with. Moreover, the zero-knowledge proof does not reveal any additional
data, other than the correctness of the commitment creation. With Idemix
technology, multiple use of the same credential does not introduce linkabilities
[17]. The cut-and-choose protocol, therefore, does not give the provider any
additional means for linking multiple sessions. The provider doesn’t learn
anything that would enable creation of links to other sessions with the same
user, only that the commitments hold the correct value.

For analysing the forward unlinkability property in the case where the cut-
and-choose technique is used, we observe the scenario where a user holds a
number of unspent uCents which are also obtained by the adversary besides the
credential information. Each uCent consists of a partially blind signature, a
commitment, opening information and the info value. The recorded cut-and-
choose interactions additionally reveal a number of commitments and proofs of
their correctness, i.e. their link with the user’s credential. The proofs, however,
cannot be linked to the uCentive secret value. Similarly, the commitments are
not opened in the cut-and-choose protocol and cannot be linked to the secret
value. We then observe the signature itself. The only information used in both
protocols is the ucs secret. However, the commitment scheme offers perfect
hiding, thus preventing leakage of any information about the ucs. Therefore,
cut-and-choose technique does not affect the forward unlinkability property.

Transfer of uCents

Besides earning and redeeming transactions, the scheme can easily be extended to
inter-user transfer of uCents or an exchange of soon-expiring uCents into uCents
with a later expiry date (e.g. Bongo voucher13). The transfer comprises spending
of tokens by their owner and having them reissued for another user, with the
service provider being able to impose exchange policies. For instance, a fee
might apply, reducing the value of the reissued uCent, or spending restrictions
can be specified in the info parameter. This protocol is useful for systems
where users build reputation based on tokens awarded by other users, or for
systems that need to support certain transfer of incentives. The protocol can
be summarised as follows:

UR ↔ US ↔ SP : ({uCentR}; ∅; {uCent∗S}) ← Transfer(CredR; {uCentS},
CredS ; skSP).

13http://www.bongo.be/nl/
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If the provider allows this inter–user transfer of uCents, the sending user US can
authorise another user UR to use the uCents she holds, by initially redeeming
the earned uCents with the provider and having them reissued for the receiving
user UR.

For transferring a uCent, the sender initially obtains a fresh commitment value
from the receiver created with the receiver’s ucs. The sender then engages in
the protocol with the service provider for reissuing the uCent for the receiver.
This includes redemption of the earned uCents of the sender and issuing new
ones linked to the commitment of the receiver.

An alternative way of transferring uCents is to have two separate interactions of
the sender and the receiver with the provider. The sender would first approach
the provider to spend a uCent. Afterwards, the receiver would engage in an
interaction with the provider to earn the corresponding uCent. However, this
protocol design requires both parties to be present and interact with the provider.
Moreover, the sender in this case does not receive assurance that the receiver is
issued with the uCent and that it has the correct value. Therefore, we focus on
the protocol version where the sender has the uCent issued for the receiver.

Table 3.3: Protocol for inter-user transfer of uCents.

(1) UR : rR
R←−Zq, CR ← Commit(ucsR, rR)

(2) US ← UR : CR
(3) US ↔ SP : (∅; uCent∗S) ← Redeem(uCentS , CredS ; pkSP)
(4) US ↔ SP : (PBSigCR

; ∅) ← PBSign(info′; CR; skSP)
(5) US : Delete(uCentS)
(6) US → UR : PBSigCR

, info′
(7) UR : Store(uCentR = {CR, rR, info′, PBSigCR

})

The detailed protocol is represented in Table 3.3 and consists of the following
steps:

(1) The receiving user initially generates a random value rR to be used for
creating a commitment to her uCentive secret (ucsR). The commitments
are created by computing:
CR ← Commit(ucsR, r).

(2) The sender is then presented with the receiver’s commitment for which a
uCent should be issued.

(3) In the next step, the sender engages in the redemption protocol with the
service provider to prove possession of her uCent:
uCentS = {CS , rS info, PBSigS}.
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(4) Following the redemption, the protocol for issuing partially blind signature
on the receiver commitment is executed. The service provider can at this
point adapt the info details, for instance by reducing the awarded value,
creating info′.

(5) The sender can then delete the redeemed uCent, in order to ensure forward
unlinkability of her interactions (Section 3.3).

(6) The partially blind signature and related information are sent to the
receiver.

(7) Finally, the receiver stores the information that comprises the uCentR.

This protocol allows the service provider to impose a transfer policy, such as
in the air miles loyalty system. The users collect the incentives in the form of
reward miles, which can be exchanged for benefits such as discounts. However,
granting another user the right to use the earned miles is subject to a fee, so the
receiver earns only a percentage of the redeemed miles. This is possible with
the presented scheme, as the service provider can reissue the redeemed miles to
another user with a changed value information, or issue a smaller number of
uCents than were redeemed.

The privacy and security properties are similar to the earning and redemption
interactions. However, in the case of uCent transfer, a sending party that
colludes with the service provider could reveal (but not prove) the link between
the transfer and redemption; it still does not allow for deducing recipient’s
personal information or links with other actions.

Accountability provision

The uCentive scheme also allows for provision of accountability. When a uCent
is redeemed, the user can provide a verifiable encryption of some identifying
attributes from her credential, encrypted with the public key of a trusted
third party. This information is recorded with other transcript details, so
that if an attempt at misuse is detected, it is used to deanonymise the
perpetrator. Furthermore, this approach allows to have offline redemption
operations. Namely, in the basic flavour of the scheme it is necessary to
check the database of used commitments when a uCent is spent, in order to
prevent double-spending. However, if the user provides a verifiable encryption
of some identifying attributes from her credential, the check for double-spending
detection can be deferred to a later time. However, the trade-off of this
approach is that the double spending is not prevented, but is still detectable
and perpetrator can be identified. It also introduces additional overhead, as in
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our setup with strong Idemix parameters the verifiable encryption takes 2.374 s
on the Samsung Galaxy SIII smartphone.

Credential revocation

Finally, in order to add another layer of control of user participation in the
scheme, existing techniques for revocation of credentials can be introduced.
However, as the scheme offers preventive measures that counter misbehaviour,
it is not required for the service provider to employ the revocation scheme.

3.4 Use cases

The uCentive scheme can be utilised in a variety of applications for issuing
incentives, building reputation or exchange of other value tokens. In this section
we demonstrate the flexibility of the scheme (property F1 in 3.2.3) by detailing
two possible use cases of the proposed system, namely the application in a loyalty
system scenario and in a reputation system for an online community-based road
maps and traffic application.

3.4.1 Loyalty system

In order to address the privacy concerns that arise in existing loyalty systems,
but still offer the users a full-fledged loyalty service, the proposed uCentive
scheme can be employed. Unlike in existing systems, the users are issued with
an anonymous credential for participating in the scheme (Section 3.2.5). The
credential records their personal details and the incentives secret, which is
known only by the user. The loyalty points that the users are awarded with, are
earned through uCents, as described in Section 3.2.5. The information about the
number of awarded points and the epoch are encoded in the info together with
other information allowing restrictions on the points redemption. An example
is the specification of a brand of products for which the points may be utilised.

Loyalty system extensions, such as family loyalty are also possible. Namely, all
family members can be issued with credentials that have the same uCentive
secret, thus making the uCents earned by any of the members linked to all of
the credentials of the family group (see Appendix A.2). The provider can also
ensure that only users satisfying specific requirements can join a group. Earned
uCents can be gathered in a group’s joint storage and after a sufficient amount
of points is accumulated, any member can redeem them, as she can create the
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required proofs of knowledge with her credential. It is additionally possible to
record in the anonymous credential whether a specific group member is allowed
to redeem uCents, or only earn them. During redemption, the user would have
to prove that she is authorised to perform that action.

3.4.2 Privacy-preserving reputation

The proposed uCentive scheme can be utilised for ensuring privacy in reputation
systems for online communities. An example is the traffic and navigation app,
Waze14, where users upload encountered traffic or road information. As the app
is sending information about the user’s location to the central provider, it is
important not to allow for linking different sessions of one user. On the other
hand, it is desirable to allow users to collect points for their contributions and
potentially use them to prove their seniority and reputation.

In this application, the users would establish a pseudonym for every session
or for every time interval. The actions that they perform, such as reporting a
traffic jam, allow them to earn an incentive in the form of a uCent. The earning
protocol is executed after an action is performed or at the end of a session, in
which case the service provider keeps a temporary account for the user, only
known by her pseudonym. The uCents that are earned encompass a link with
the credential of the user and allow her to accumulate reputation points. Each
user holds a separate anonymous credential that records her reputation. After
a sufficient number of points is collected, a user can upgrade her reputation by
redeeming her uCents and having the reputation credential updated in return.
When performing an action, the user can disclose the reputation she holds, or
just prove that it exceeds a certain level. This does not endanger her privacy,
as for a large community, the information about the reputation level usually
does not reduce the anonymity set significantly.

3.5 Experimental analysis

In this section we present details of our implementation of uCentive and evaluate
its performance. For the latter, we focused on the execution times of the earning
and redeeming protocols in a smartphone and a server. Moreover, different
performance optimization alternatives are discussed.

14Waze. https://www.waze.com/

https://www.waze.com/
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3.5.1 Implementation

We implemented uCentive as a Java library compatible with Android OS. The
uCentive library’s API exposes the earning and redeeming protocol operations
for both clients and servers. uCentive relies on Idemix version 2.3.4 [77] for
anonymous credentials, commitments and zero-knowledge proofs. For PBS
support, we implemented the Abe and Okamoto scheme [1] based on the C
implementation by Jansen et al. [81]. We also implemented two versions of
the redeeming protocol: multi-proof (i.e. naïve approach) and single-proof. In
multi-proof redeeming, the client creates a non-interactive proof (i.e. Idemix
ProveCL and ProveCommitment [77]) for each uCent, while in single-proof
redeeming the client creates only one non-interactive proof for all the uCents to
be redeemed.

The mobile client and the server communicate over an SSL/TLS channel. Hence,
server authentication is possible using X.509 certificates. The uCents and the
associated data are transmitted in batches to reduce network overhead. In the
earning protocol, the number and value of uCents to be earned are selected
using a greedy algorithm that picks uCents with the largest value not greater
than the amount to be issued. This way, we achieve better performance as less
uCents are created. In the redeeming protocol, we devised an algorithm that
selects the minimum number of uCents with the total value equal or larger than
the desired amount to redeem. If the resulting amount is larger than the one
requested, then an additional earning operation is executed to provide the client
with the differing number of uCents, i.e. change. Different criteria could be used
to select the uCents to redeem, for instance giving priority to the oldest uCents.

3.5.2 Setup

We developed a prototype mobile client and server application for our
experimental evaluation. The mobile application is compatible with Android 2.3
or higher. As our smartphone, we used a Samsung Galaxy SIII with a quad-
core 1.4 GHz Cortex-A9 processor, 1 GB of memory and Android 4.1.2. The
uCentive-server component ran on a workstation with an Intel® Core™ i7-3770
CPU, 16 GB of memory and Ubuntu 13.04 (Linux 3.8.0). The smartphone
communicated with the server using Wi-Fi. We also evaluated and compared
the performance of the scheme on a lower-end smartphone. For this we selected
a Samsung Galaxy Ace 2 (I8160P) with dual-core 800 MHz processor, 768 MB
of memory and Android 2.3.6.

In addition, we evaluated two Idemix configurations: default (1024-bit RSA
modulus, 768-bit commitment group modulus) and strong (2048-bit RSA
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Figure 3.3: Dependence of the client execution time on the number of uCents
earned and redeemed.

modulus, 1632-bit commitment group modulus). For evaluation, we used
an Idemix credential with 7 attributes (excluding the master secret). For PBS,
we used Schnorr-style parameters with p = 1024 bits and q = 160 bits.

3.5.3 Performance results

In our experiments, we measured the execution time in the smartphone and the
server for earning and redeeming operations for an increasing number of uCents:
1, 3, 5, 10, 15 and 20. Only one denomination value was used. We ran a total
of 100 tests per configuration; average values are reported with 95% confidence
intervals. Our results do not take into consideration latencies introduced by the
operating system and network communications.

Earning protocol

The earning execution time increases linearly with the number of uCents
issued for default and strong Idemix parameters (Figure 3.3). For the latter,
the execution time increases at a faster rate. For earning 10 uCents, we
measured an average of 734.29 ms and 2,327.48 ms for default and strong
Idemix configurations respectively. Thus, the use of strong Idemix parameters
significantly increases the execution time in the client as more uCents are earned.
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Table 3.4: Average execution times for earning different number of uCents in
the smartphone (default Idemix parameters).

# uCents tcom (ms) t1 (ms) t2 (ms) ttot (ms)
1 77.27 24.09 52.87 154.23
5 199.94 91.19 132.01 423.14
10 345.37 179.89 209.21 734.47
20 648.44 363.58 390.89 1402.91
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Still, these times are adequate for most incentive scenarios, as earning and
redeeming operations do not occur frequently (e.g. once per transaction). In
addition, system designers can keep the number of issued uCents per transaction
lower than 10 by choosing adequate denominations.

Table 3.4 presents more details about the different operations that contribute to
the total earning’s execution time (ttot). This time consists of the time required
to generate a commitment (tcom) and the two client steps of the PBS scheme (t1
and t2)15. For improved efficiency, it is possible to precompute the commitments
before the earning operation without affecting the privacy or security properties,
which can reduce the total execution time by almost 50%. Another possible
optimization is to omit the verification of the PBS signature after completing
the protocol. This can reduce t2 to less than 1 ms and the total execution time

15The two steps of the protocol executed by the clients are represented in Figure A.1.
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Figure 3.5: Dependence of the client execution time on the number of uCents
earned using a standard (S3) and lower-end (Ace2) smartphones (default Idemix
parameters).

by almost 30%. However, this approach assumes a low risk that the service
provider produces bad PBS signatures when issuing uCents.

The performance on the standard and lower-end smartphones is compared for
default Idemix parameters in Figure 3.5. Although for both smartphones the
earning execution time increases linearly with the number of uCents issued, for
the Ace 2, the execution time starts to increase at a faster rate when 15 uCents
were issued, probably due to hardware constraints. Even for the lower-end
phone, earning no more than 10 uCents can keep execution time close to 1 second.
These execution times are appropriate for most incentive scenarios, as earning
and redeeming operations do not occur frequently (e.g. once per transaction
or action). The number of issued uCents can also be minimised by selecting
appropriate uCent’s denominations.

On the server side, the execution time also increases linearly with the number of
uCents issued (Figure 3.4). The execution times are the same for both Idemix
configurations, as the server only performs PBS operations for issuing uCents.
When issuing 10 uCents the server requires around 40.62 ms, an acceptable
execution time for an application server.
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Redeeming protocol

The redeeming protocol should be scalable, as in many scenarios the service
provider cannot control how many uCents a user may want to redeem in a
transaction. For example, a user may have many low value uCents and decide
to redeem them all in one transaction.

Our results show that multi-proof redeeming (i.e. naïve approach) is not scalable
as the execution time increases linearly at a faster rate than earning (Figure 3.3).
For example, for redeeming 10 uCents (with default Idemix parameters), the
client required 1.46 s. These larger execution times are mainly due to the Idemix
non-interactive proof, which includes a proof of credential ownership (ProveCL)
and a proof of commitment to a credential’s attribute (ProveCommitment).
The problem is that for a group of uCents both proofs are computed for each
uCent. As a result, we devised the single-proof redeeming approach, where for
a group of n uCents, we require only one ProveCL and n ProveCommitment
proofs. This approach provides considerably better performance and scalability,
as the execution time increases at a slower rate (Figure 3.3). For instance, for
10 uCents the average execution times were 221.19 and 671.96 ms for default and
strong Idemix configurations respectively (a reduction of almost 85% compared
to multi-proof). With single-proof, increasing the number of uCents to redeem
results in a small increase of the execution time (i.e. tenths of ms). The reason is
that each ProveCommitment proof only requires two modular exponentiations
and one multiplication, as opposed to the more complex operations of the
ProveCL proof (for details see [77]). Moreover, even with the use of strong
Idemix parameters, the execution time remains less than 1 second for redeeming
20 uCents. In short, we can conclude that single-proof redeeming offers adequate
scalability for most incentive scenarios.

Similarly as for the Galaxy S3, the results for Samsung Ace 2 show that single-
proof redeeming is a better approach (Figure 3.6). For redeeming 10 uCents
(with default Idemix parameters) the multi-proof takes 2.57 s, while single-proof
requires only 330.83 ms.

On the server side, similarly as for the client, single-proof has better performance
and scalability than multi-proof redeeming (Figure 3.4). The reason is that the
server only needs to verify a single ProveCL and one ProveCommitment proof
per uCent with single-proof redeeming. Furthermore, the use of strong Idemix
parameters adds an overhead of less than 100 ms. For example, redeeming
20 uCents requires approximately 108.42 and 184.00 ms for default and strong
Idemix configurations respectively. Thus, we can conclude that redeeming
operations also have adequate execution times in the server, particularly with
the single-proof approach.
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Figure 3.6: Dependence of client execution time on the number of uCents
redeemed using a standard (S3) and lower-end (Ace2) smartphones and two
redeem approaches (default Idemix parameters).

Cut-and-choose overhead

If the scheme utilises the cut-and-choose protocol in the earning sessions, there
is an added computational overhead dependent on the number of auxiliary
commitments. It is evaluated and represented in Figure 3.7. The measurements
are performed on the Samsung S3 smartphone for default Idemix parameters.
In short, the added overhead for the server does not vary significantly, ranging
between 56.88 and 68.96 ms for verifying 1 to 150 unblinded commitments. The
added computation on the client side depends on two parts: the creation of
additional commitments and providing proofs of their correct creation and link
with user credential. The proof creation takes between 128.91 and 198.22 ms
for a range of 1 to 150 additional commitments. The creation of commitments,
however, grows linearly at a higher rate with on average 66.73 ms for 1, 1.49
seconds for 50 and almost 4.5 seconds for 150 commitments. While this can be
considered a significant increase in the execution time for the earning protocol,
especially for a higher level of assurance against misuse, this computation can
be avoided at the time of the interaction with the server. Namely, the user’s
application can precompute a number of commitments to the secret value of
the user’s credential and store them for later use. They can then be loaded
when the earning transaction is initiated, reducing the computation at the time
of uCents issuance.
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Figure 3.7: Additional overhead created by the cut-and-choose mechanism.

3.6 Comparison with other technologies

In this section we compare the presented design to other technologies that can
be used for a value-based token system: the digital cash schemes and anonymous
credential technologies. We first briefly introduce the relevant aspects of these
technologies. Then, we analyse how the uCentive scheme compares to them in
the processes of token issuance and redemption and in overall functionalities.

Digital cash

Digital cash typically represents a transposition of traditional cash into the
digital world. It is intended to represent value which is backed by a trusted third
party, e.g. a bank that issues it. Its implementation offers privacy-enhancing
properties such as payer anonymity and untraceability of payments. A general
scheme of a digital cash system is presented in Figure 3.8. An entity is able to
make a withdrawal from its account at the bank, receiving digital coins. In this
interaction, the bank is assumed to be able to identify the entity in order to
make an account charging. The digital coins that are issued are blindly certified
by the bank [28]. Making payments with the coins is done after unblinding
them, preventing the linkability between the withdrawal and payment actions.

Digital cash offers unlinkability of withdrawal and deposit of the same coin,
which is a requirement posed on the privacy-preserving incentives schemes as
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Figure 3.8: Basic digital cash model.

well. However, the digital cash schemes are designed to allow a user, e.g. a
customer, to make a payment to another entity, e.g. a store. The payee can then
deposit the coin at the bank. In the incentives systems, such as loyalty schemes
or reputations systems, it is not desirable to allow for this exchange before
the token is deposited, i.e. exchanged for benefits. The verification that the
bank performs inspects the validity of the coin, but not whether the interacting
party made the original withdrawal. For an incentives scheme, it is desirable
for the provider to verify that a token is being redeemed by its original owner.
This assures the provider that the loyalty or reputation tokens truly represent
the loyalty or reputation of the user. As opposed to digital cash, the uCentive
scheme prevents the exchange of tokens prior to their redemption, making it a
more suitable scheme for most incentives systems.

Anonymous credentials

The anonymous credential technology can also be considered for implementing
the incentive scheme’s tokens. We provide a comparison between the uCentive
solution to using solely Idemix or U-Prove credential technologies.

Issuance. In case incentive tokens are issued as anonymous credentials, one
of the required attributes that the credential records is the description of the
earned incentive. This attribute is revealed to the issuer at issuance time, but
also to the verifier when the incentive credential is being redeemed. Therefore,
the requirements related to the properties of this attribute are similar to the
ones posed on the info value of uCents. Namely, there should be a predefined
and limited set of values describing the incentive to prevent the providers from
deriving links between earning and spending sessions. Another attribute that
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needs to be recorded in the credential is a link to its owner. In order to hide the
identity of the owner, while proving that an incentive is being spent by the user
who earned it, the credential can record the user’s secret. To link it to the user,
this secret is also recorded in a master credential16, which additionally records
user’s personal and possibly sensitive information. This deters the owner from
sharing this master credential, as users do not wish to disclose their sensitive data
to other users (e.g. credit card account information). The master credential is
introduced because the incentive credentials do not contain sensitive information
and can be more easily shared. Therefore, it is enforced that only possession of
the appropriate master credential, i.e. credential recording a matching secret
value, enables the redemption of the incentive credentials.

In case of Idemix credentials, the issuance of an incentive credential is
performed as IssueCertificateProtocol as specified in [76]. For the secret value
to be included in the credential, without it being revealed, the user sends to the
issuer only a commitment to it. To prove that the correct secret value is being
recorded in the issued incentive credential, the user proves that it corresponds
to the one in her master credential. This encompasses providing one proof
of the master credential possession (ProveCL proof as specified in [76]) and
one proof of equality of a master credential’s attribute to the committed value
(ProveCommitment in [76]).

An alternative solution based on Idemix credentials is to have the incentive
credentials issued to the same master secret as the master credential. It is
therefore not necessary to include the secret value as a credential attribute.
This solution is possible with Idemix as the user can have multiple credentials
issued to the same master secret without introducing linkabilities between their
usage. It is also possible to prove that different credentials are issued to the
same master secret, which would prove the link between the master credential
and incentive credentials. The issuance of an incentive credential in this case
needs to be augmented with a proof of equality of the master secret in the
master credential.

U-Prove credentials, on the other hand, do not offer the functionality needed
to achieve the same properties as Idemix credentials or uCentive solution. The
properties that we aim for are binding an incentive credential to its earning
user, while hiding the identity of the user and ensuring unlinkability of different
user’s sessions. The binding can be achieved with a master credential recording
sensitive information that the user is disincentivised from sharing. The incentive
tokens need to record a same value as the master credential, which serves to
prove the link to the user. However, U-Prove technology does not allow to issue

16Including the secret in the master credential without revealing it to the issuer can be
done similarly as with uCentive credential issuance (cf. Appendix A.2).
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(incentive) credentials with an attribute hidden from the issuer, while proving
its properties, i.e. equality to a master credential attribute [119]. To prove
the secret equality, it would therefore need to be recorded in the credential
as an attribute learned by the incentive issuer. However, this would lead to
linkability of user’s sessions. Consequently, the use of U-Prove credentials for
issuing incentives does not provide the desired properties.

With regards to performance, the use of Idemix credentials compares to uCents
as follows. On the one hand, the uCentive scheme offers significantly lower
complexity of the incentive token creation. Creation of an Idemix incentive
credential is based on the credential issuance protocol [76]. On the other hand,
creation of a uCent comprises only creation of a partially blind signature (see
Protocol A.1).

The two solutions also have different ways of proving that a valid link to the
owner is being included in the issued incentive (Table 3.5). With Idemix,
the user provides a proof of master credential possession (ProveCL) and
equality of the secret value in the created commitment to a credential attribute
(ProveCommitment). The uCentive scheme relies on the cut-and-choose protocol
for assuring the issuer that the link to the owner is included in the uCent being
issued. Part of the overhead created with this solution is due to creation of
additional commitments (tcom in Table 3.4). However, this can be avoided if the
user precomputes the commitments and stores them for use at issuance time.
The other part of the overhead, created solely with the proofs of commitments’
validity is similar to the one in the Idemix solution. Namely, even though the
user creates one proof of credential possession (ProveCL) and multiple proofs
of commitments’ equality to a credential attribute (ProveCommitment), the
change in the performance is unnoticeable. This is illustrated in Figure 3.3,
where the client redeeming with single-proof approach corresponds to providing
proofs of commitments’ correctness. The figure shows that the increase in the
number of commitments does not change the overhead noticeably. Therefore, if
the user precomputes the commitments, the performance of the cut-and-choose
protocol in the uCentive scheme is similar to the Idemix solution.

Redemption. For redeeming tokens in the form of anonymous credentials,
the user shows every incentive credential, revealing the incentive-information
attributes and proving that the secret values that are recorded in the credentials
are the same as the secret in the user’s master credential. The user also proves
the validity of this master credential.

In case of Idemix credentials issued to different master secrets, the redemption
comprises creation of a proof of credential possession (ProveCL) and a proof of
equality of secret values (ProveCommitment) for every token being redeemed
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and the master credential. In addition, since showing the incentive credential
reveals only the incentive information which is not unique, the user must provide
additional assurance that the credential she is redeeming was not already spent.
This can be done through domain pseudonyms. The user would create and prove
a domain pseudonym related to the incentive credential (ProveDomainNym) for
every credential that is being spent. The domain pseudonym would be based
on the identifier of the incentives scheme. If a credential was used twice, it
would result in the same domain pseudonym, allowing the provider to detect
an attempt at double spending. The details of the used proofs’ protocols are
specified in [76].

In case of the alternative Idemix solution, where the incentive credentials
are issued as Idemix credentials to the same master secret, redemption of
tokens consists of proofs of credential possession (ProveCL) for every incentive
credential and the master credential, which should be augmented with proofs
that all credentials are issued to the same master secret [8]. However, the double-
spending prevention would be implemented differently than in the previous
scenario, since the credential have the same master secret, which would result
in the same domain pseudonym for every credential. The incentive credentials
would need to record an additional secret value, freshly constructed for every new
credential. It would be included in the credential without the issuer learning
its value (e.g. with protocol in Appendix A.2), while it would be shown in
the redemption protocol. The provider would then keep track of the spent
credentials by recording these values for every redeemed incentive.

As opposed to the Idemix approaches, spending multiple tokens in the uCentive
scheme requires only one proof of credential signature (ProveCL). This makes the
uCentive a scalable approach, as increasing the number of redeemed tokens affects
only the number of commitment proofs. This can be particularly important
on the user side, e.g. a mobile device, where the lower computational intensity
affects the performance and the battery life. The resulting difference in efficiency
compared to the first Idemix use case is illustrated in Figure 3.6, where the
single-proof approach corresponds to the uCentive solution, while multi-proof
approach corresponds to having a separate Idemix credential for every incentive
token. Additionally, the Figure shows that increasing the number of tokens being
redeemed at once does not affect the uCentive’s overall efficiency significantly.
This becomes a growing impediment with the Idemix solution, as many incentives
schemes allow the users to spend their incentives, i.e. exchange them for provider-
offered benefits only after sufficient amount is accumulated (e.g. supermarkets
often specify a large number of loyalty points that can be exchanged for one
voucher).
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Functionality. Usage of solely anonymous credentials offers the issuance of
incentives and their subsequent redemption with proving the link to the owner.
Additional functionality that can be offered with uCentive are the group schemes
(Figure 3.6). Example is family loyalty where family members can collect loyalty
points separately, but can accumulate them and allow any member to redeem
them together (Appendix A.2). This is possible as the users having the same
ucs secret recorded in their credentials can collect the incentives as a group. Any
member of the group can thus prove that her master credential has the same
ucs value as an incentive token earned by a group member. On the other hand,
if tokens are issued as anonymous credentials, they are issued to a different
master secret to each user. Due to this, no user can redeem tokens earned by
another user, even if they belong to a same user group (e.g. family members).
This prevents deploying group schemes in the loyalty or reputation systems.

Table 3.5: Comparison of uCentive to Idemix technology.

Issuance of a token Redemption of n tokens

uCentive
1 x PBSig creation 1 x PBSig verification
1 x ProveCL 1 x ProveCL
(N-n) x ProveCommitment n x ProveCommitment

Idemix
1 x IssueCredential (n+1) x ProveCL
1 x ProveCL (n+1) x ProveCommitment
1 x ProveCommitment n x ProveDomNym

Table 3.6: Functionality comparison of uCentive to Idemix technology.

Issuance (proof
of ownership)

Redemption (proof
of ownership) Group scheme

uCentive 3 3 3

Idemix 3 3 7

3.7 Related work

The privacy of the incentives systems is explored in the literature in the contexts
of reputation systems and loyalty schemes. In the context of loyalty systems, the
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proposals typically focus on unlinkability of different points gathering sessions.
In [106] Marquardt et al. propose to have a batch of single-use loyalty cards
available to users for anonymous download. This corresponds to usage of one-off
pseudonyms to protect shoppers’ privacy. However, this prevents measuring
user loyalty. On the other hand, a solution proposed by Enzmann and Schneider
[54] uses blind signatures to avoid linking the points issuance and redemption
sessions. Even though the users can collect loyalty points, there is no robust
mechanism that prevents them from sharing or merging their loyalty points.
Additionally, in both approaches, there is no option for a retailer to record any
data, even with user consent. Another proposal focuses on targeted delivery
of incentives. The proposed PiCoDa system [120], allows coupon delivery to
eligible users, without sending the user behaviour data to the provider or
any mediating party. It employs locality sensitive hashing so that the vendor
sends encrypted coupons, which only users with desired behaviour can decrypt.
However, this system does not have a strong protection against behaviour
fabrication. In addition, the interactions with the service provider are linkable,
thus not ensuring optimal user privacy.

In reputation systems, users obtain incentives for actions they perform and
then utilise them for upgrading their reputation. Ideally, the issued reputation
incentives should be linked to the user who is performing the actions. However,
linking users’ actions diminishes the achieved privacy. To address this issue,
there are initiatives to develop privacy-preserving reputation systems. Initial
solutions are based on pseudonymity of users, e.g. Steinbrecher [139]. Even
though the identities of users are not disclosed, these approaches still allow
linking of user’s actions which contributed to her reputation. Some later
proposals are based on the existing e-cash systems [100, 16]. For instance,
Androulaki et al. [4] describe a reputation system for peer-to-peer networks.
In this scheme, users exchange reputation coins, which are anonymously spent
with a bank to acquire a reputation token. An important drawback is that there
is no strong coupling between the issued reputation tokens and the intended
recipient. The users are able to sell their reputation tokens and stolen coins can
also be used by an attacker for upgrading her reputation. Another approach
based on e-cash is proposed by Camenisch et al. [15]. The proposed scheme
ensures privacy-preserving incentives delivery and can be extended to building
reputation. The users retrieve electronic coins from a bank and offer them
through an online collaboration system (e.g. Wikipedia) to contributing users.
Users’ actions are not linkable over domains due to pseudonyms that are specific
to a domain or a document to which they contribute. However, the coins that
are obtained are not linked to the contributor’s pseudonym. Therefore, they
can be transferred to other users, without it being controlled by the central
system. A user who has gathered reputation tokens can thus easily delegate or
sell them to another user.
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Another privacy-preserving reputation scheme for information dissemination
in mobile peer-to-peer networks was proposed by Voss et al. [158]. However,
there is no notion of unlinkability in their scheme, which significantly limits its
applicability. Another proposal requires usage of trusted hardware modules,
such as smart cards, in order for users to benefit from a reputation scheme
[9]. Such approach can be cumbersome for the users as it requires possession
of an additional device. In our approach, we draw back from imposing any
such requirement and allow users to benefit from the scheme using existing
equipment, i.e. smartphones or personal computers.

Similarly to other proposals, the approach described in this work achieves
unlinkability of user actions. However, our scheme also ensures that only the
user behind the action can use the issued incentive (Section 3.3.3). Additionally,
if a user chooses to disclose part of the personal data from her credential (e.g.
serial number or ZIP code), the service provider can verify its authenticity.
Examples are impressing an expiration period onto a reward or applying a fee
to the inter-user transfer of tokens or reissuance of tokens. Finally, even though
we achieve that the reputation is linked to the user behind the actions that have
contributed to the reputation, we also ensure that the actions are not linkable
through the reputation upgrade.

3.8 Conclusions

This chapter describes uCentive, a scheme for unlinkable earning, redemption
and transfer of incentives. It is designed to allow users to remain anonymous and
have their actions unlinkable, while participating in the incentives scheme. The
protocols are based on building blocks such as commitment scheme, anonymous
credentials and partially blind signatures. The proposed scheme is applicable
to services where user privacy is of importance. However, besides providing
privacy assurances to the users, the scheme also ensures that the requirements
of the providers are fulfilled. Namely, double-spending is prevented, which is a
crucial prerequisite for the scheme’s adoption. In addition, the service provider
is able to impose restrictions on the usage or transfer of incentives.

Applicability of the scheme to different services is illustrated with two use cases.
Utilisation of the uCentive scheme is described in the context of the loyalty
systems and the reputation systems in online communities. It prevents creating
links between user actions, in contrast to the currently deployed systems.

Finally, the usability of the scheme also depends on its efficiency. The scheme has
therefore been implemented and it was tested on Android-based smartphones.
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The performance results show that it is efficient, which supports its applicability
to a wide range of services.





Chapter 4
Privacy-preserving eHealth
system

In this chapter we describe a design of a privacy-preserving eHealth system.
eHealth refers to systems that use information and communication technologies
for offering healthcare services. Although the eHealth approach is relatively
recent, it has rapidly gained importance, being a promising solution for efficiency
and quality improvements in the healthcare sector. Such systems offer home
assistance to elderly persons or patients recovering at home. The services range
from health status monitoring to mediating communication with caregiving
entities or organisations. In the development process, we have relied on the
privacy-enabling development approach presented in Section 2.6.

Because eHealth systems handle both identifying and medical data, which is
considered to be highly sensitive, protecting privacy is a crucial requirement.
It is important to note that even when the medical data is properly protected,
information about the patient’s health could be obtained indirectly. For instance,
information about a specialist or services requested by the patient can reveal
details about the patient’s health. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that
information is only accessible to authorized entities and to an extent which is
needed to provide the care services.

75
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4.1 eHealth system services

In this work, we focus on eHealth systems providing home assistance to elderly
individuals or patients recovering at home1. These systems usually involve two
main stakeholders: the users receiving care, i.e. patients, and the care providers
that offer the assistance services. The care providers are commercial entities,
self-employed paramedics or public institutions, such as public hospitals. In
order to get different types of medical assistance, or support for other purposes
they might often require, such as catering or house cleaning, the patients need
to engage with multiple service providers. The current eHealth systems are not
supporting this proxying of multiple services (both medical and non-medical)
through a single system. Therefore, we aim to make a more flexible system
design which would allow the patients to connect to different care providers,
enabling them to utilise a wider range of care services.

We list here the services that an eHealth system can offer and that we aim to
attain in the developed system:

• Support for continuous monitoring of the patient includes instalment
of wearable sensors such as a fall detector, a heart rate or a blood
pressure sensor, or sensors that capture environmental parameters, such
as temperature. The patients may also be equipped with a handheld
control unit which allows to report an emergency, request assistance or
cancel an alarm.

• Providing sufficient communication means between patients and their
caregivers. is another important feature. Namely, the system should
mediate patients’ requests for (prompt) assistance, relay monitoring
information to authorised caregiving entities and provide a channel for
communication between patients and their caregivers.

• Support for the scheduling and follow up of caregivers’ tasks is an
important requisite for efficient patient care. Today, task scheduling
is often performed by the patient’s close relatives. However, since the
number of single vulnerable persons is growing and social factors such
as mobility is on the increase, family members may not be available
to perform such coordination. The tasks that need scheduling include
medical care, such as daily nursing, doctor’s visits and medications control,
as well as domestic tasks such as cleaning, catering and shopping. The
patients2 would be able to define or modify one-time or recurring tasks,

1In the subsequent text we will no longer distinguish between a patient and an elderly
person, and will denote both by the term ‘patient’.

2When needed, the administration may be performed by an authorised patient’s guardian.
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thereby specifying required skills, preferred time frame and caregivers.
These tasks are assigned to caregivers based on their skills and availability.

In what follows, we describe the development stages for a privacy-preserving
eHealth system.

4.2 System planning

In the planning phase, the positive-sum approach (P4 principle) is addressed.
It states that offering privacy should be one of the business benefits and should
not impede other business aspects.

The approach we describe aims at deploying the eHealth system as a commercial
service, which would therefore be offered by a commercial service provider
and could be deployed on a large scale. The current approach in eHealth
systems’ deployment is to offer them as second-party logistics (2PL) providers,
i.e. providers who do not rely on outsourcing and directly deliver the offered
services3. For systems to offer health monitoring and medical assistance to the
patients, the provider employs medical personnel who can assess the sensor
measurements, assists the patient or send alerts to the patients’ regular caregivers
when a problem is detected. It is therefore hard to extend the set of offered
services, as these require additional resources and staff with specific training.
In order to tackle this problem, we apply a shift in paradigm. We develop
the eHealth system as fourth-party logistics (4PL) provider4, i.e. provider who
assembles the resources, capabilities and technology of multiple organisations.
This model ensures practical deployment. The eHealth service provider would
not have to offer all the services itself, but would only need to connect patients
to other (specialised) providers. Those can be third-party providers or patients’
caregivers. This approach allows a myriad of services to be offered to the
patients, while maintaining the ease of integration of new providers.

However, even if a system is only mediating communication with medical
providers, it would still handle medical information, which is considered
highly sensitive. Ensuring adequate privacy protection is a legal requirement,
considering that the legislation restricts access to medical data to authorised
individuals [149, 57]. The electronic systems can, therefore, only offer electronic
health services if the medical data is protected and adequate access control is
enforced. Additionally, users are increasingly concerned with the privacy of

3http://www.logisticsglossary.com/term/2pl/
4http://www.logisticsglossary.com/term/4pl/
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their personal information in electronic services [53, 103]. Consequently, privacy
assurances play an important role in deciding whether to use an offered eHealth
system. Therefore, employing privacy-protecting mechanisms and fulfilling
patients’ privacy preferences is a business benefit as it leads to better system
adoption and growth of the user base. At the same time, with user consent and
with appropriate privacy impact assessment [78, 13], the health data can be
made available to analytics entities which analyse anonymised data to derive
valuable information with the purpose of improving care and treatments.

4.3 Requirements definition

When defining the requirements of a system being developed, we address multiple
privacy-by-design principles.

4.3.1 P1. Proactive, not reactive and P2. Privacy as the
default setting

The first principle (P1) is addressed with a privacy impact assessment. This
process identifies which sensitive data is collected, stored and processed in the
system and ensures that only the minimal data set is handled by the system
(P2). We also specify the related privacy-protection requirements, i.e. how
access to the data should be restricted.

The information handled in the eHealth system that requires protection is
classified as follows:

I1 Patient’s personal information, such as identity and address, is needed for
administrative reasons. It can be collected and stored by administration-
handling entities, for purposes such as billing. It can also be made
temporarily available to the following parties: technical support, after
verifying that an issue has occurred and with access log creation; authorised
caregivers who are connecting to a patient through the system, in order
for them to inspect the validity of the connection.

I2 The eHealth systems often provide health monitoring. Therefore, patient’s
medical information is collected through a network of (wearable) sensors
and stored in the system. Additionally, other medical data may be stored
in order for it to be shared with the caregivers. This information can only
be accessible to the patients and their authorised (medical) caregivers
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(for more details on caregivers’ registration and authorisation see Sections
4.4.3 and 4.4.4).

I3 The system also handles personal information of the caregivers:

– Firstly, the identity information of caregivers is collected and stored
for providing accountability and identifying a misusing caregiver.
However, it should not be made public until a misuse is detected.
Thus, it needs to be present in a protected form and can be accessed
only when a trusted party determines that a misuse was performed
by the caregiver.

– Secondly, the caregivers’ contact information is collected and stored
for the purpose of sending notifications and possibly summoning a
specific caregiver when the patient requires assistance. Therefore,
the contact information should be accessible to a communication
component, which would send the notification, but should be hidden
from all other system elements and entities. In case an update is
needed, the contact information can only be modified by its owner.

– Finally, the caregivers’medical training and skills need to be collected
by the system, so that adequate verification is performed to prevent
unqualified entities from obtaining inadequate roles or access rights
to patients’ information. Although this information needs to be
verified, it should not be linked to the caregivers’ identities.

I4 Access requests are collected and evaluated by the system in order to grant
or deny access to resources. Examples are requests of caregivers to view
or modify patient data. It can also be a request sent by a patient to one of
her caregivers. They should also be logged for auditing purposes. However,
these access requests can reveal sensitive information, e.g. what kind of
treatment a patient is requesting. Therefore, only the patient and the
originator/receiver of a request should have access to it and system entities
performing access control tasks should see only high level descriptions.

I5 Patient-caregiver links (i.e. to which patient a caregiver is related to)
are recorded and managed by the system, as it mediates communication
between them, i.e. mediates the exchange of notifications, requests and
data. However, the identities of caregivers of a patient should not be
disclosed to the eHealth provider. In order to maintain the connections,
a form of identifiers is needed, e.g. pseudonyms the ownership of which
can be proven. Although the patients know the identity of the caregiver,
and the link to the used identifier, other internal/external entities should
not learn it. The use of system-specific identifiers for its users prevents
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the provider from linking the internal system-knowledge database to
external databases and deriving further information. Therefore, the use
of identifiers, such as the social security number is not acceptable.

4.3.2 P5. Full life cycle protection

The requirements related to full life cycle protection are fulfilled if the adequate
privacy measures are deployed before the system is operational and before any
data is collected. Further, these measures should protect the data while being
handled by the system, as defined in the privacy impact assessment.

When the patient terminates the engagement with the eHealth service, the
destruction of data should ensure that only the patient remains in possession of
her data – the data should be securely transferred to a patient’s device and be
destroyed from all equipment owned by the providers.

4.3.3 P6. Visibility and transparency

In order to ensure the visibility and transparency principle, the system is
required to fulfil:

• Definition of solid policies that govern users’ data management. The users
would therefore be able to inspect the data handling practices.

• Logging data sets that allow for auditability and inspection of systems’
operations.

4.4 System design

The design phase of the SDLC focuses on both hardware and software aspects of
a system. The design aims to fulfil the requirements specified in the requirements
definition phase.

4.4.1 System architecture

The major components of the developed electronic health system (eHS) are
presented in Figure 4.1 and comprise the following entities:
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Figure 4.1: The global architecture.

• Monitoring sensors. For the system to offer health monitoring, there
is a network of (wearable) sensors installed at the patient’s home. Besides
monitoring health parameters, such as heart rate or blood pressure, they
can capture environmental parameters, such as temperature or humidity,
or patient activity, such as opening of doors, medication cupboards or using
light switches. The activity of the patient provides valuable information
and allows to detect some symptoms, such as losing sense of time.

• Base station. The sensor measurements are made available to authorised
caregivers of the patient through a central device of the home equipment, a
base station. Besides collecting the sensor measurements, the base station
facilitates the patient’s control over her data and provides a medium for
communicating with other system entities, such as caregivers or service
providers.
Utilising this approach means that the medical information is stored only
on a patient’s device and is transmitted to authorised caregivers when
needed, as specified in the data handling requirements (Section 4.3.1, I2).
The base station thus implements an access control mechanism for ensuring
that only authorised entities obtain access to this information. Access
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control is governed by patient-defined policies5, which can incorporate
the data minimisation principle. For instance, the policies may state
that a specific authorised caregiver can obtain only an overview of sensor
measurements, rather than the fine-grained data.

Figure 4.2: The patient’s home equipment.

• Patient smart card. When a patient communicates with the rest of
the system, patient authentication is needed. In addition, for establishing
confidentiality, the system manages cryptographic keys for the patient.
The personal information and keys with certificates are stored on a
personalised patient smart card. For the base station to run, the smart
card needs to be present. The patients are therefore not required to
perform complicated tasks, while cryptographic protection is supported.

• Administration centre. The registration of patients and service
providers, such as commercial third parties or caregivers, and other
administrative tasks, such as billing, are performed by a commercial
provider. It is denoted as the administration centre. However, as the
aforementioned tasks require identification of entities, the provision of
the actual eHS service is performed by a separate entity. This separation
of duties is used as a layer of protection of users’ identity information
(Section 4.3.1, I1 and I3).

5In case of need, this administrative task may be performed by an authorised patient’s
guardian.
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• Control centre. The commercial entity that acts as a provider of the eHS
service and is the central component of the system is the control centre. It
interfaces with all of the patients’ base stations and all caregivers. Its task
is to mediate communication between patients and their caregivers, both
individual caregivers and third-party providers. Thus, it maintains the
patients’ care networks, records the caregivers’ vaults6, notifies caregivers
in case of alert or emergency situations and follows up on their responses,
exercises (course-grained) access control to the resources controlled by
the base stations and supports the collection and archiving of evidence of
actions taken by the base stations and the caregivers7. It also monitors
the operationality of the base stations.

• Trusted device. Since entities need to authenticate for utilising the
system, thus potentially disclosing sensitive data, two trusted devices
(TDs) are required in the system in order to protect privacy. One is
deployed in the control centre and the other one in the administration
centre. They perform verifications of data which should not be accessed by
the centres. These devices have a limited functionality. They also convert
encrypted data into data encrypted with another public or symmetric key.
These re-encryptions are only performed after thorough checks, explained
in the following sections. Therefore, the devices may include trusted
platform modules (TPMs), to verify the software and keep the secret
and private keys of these devices. The devices are also initialised with
certificates of trusted parties, from which policies are accepted.

• Calling module. In case the control centre offers the service of contacting
caregivers of a patient, for the purposes of their notification or summoning
in emergency situations, there is a calling module (CM) deployed at the
centre. It is a software component that performs encryption, decryption
and sending and receiving messages. Although the calling module handles
contact information, its implementation prevents the control centre from
learning this identifying data (cf. Section 4.4.6).

• Caregivers. Every patient using the eHealth system is connected to
a network of caregivers. The network consists of individuals, such as
relatives or neighbours, but also self-employed paramedics or commercial
entities, such as nursing services or catering. All caregivers can be
categorized according to their roles and qualifications. These categories

6Vaults contain caregiver’s personal information, such as medical training (for coarse
grained access control) or contact information (for sending notifications), which is hidden from
the control centre through encryption with the public key of a trusted element, i.e. trusted
device (cf. further).

7Although the control centre maintains the connections between patients and their
caregivers, it should not handle their identities.
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form a hierarchy (Figure 4.3). Medical personnel is strictly separated
from entities without medical training, since they may be given access
to the patient’s medical data. When caregivers join a patient’s network,
they are assigned one or more roles by the patient8.

• Dispute handler. For ensuring accountability in the system, there is
a trusted third party that handles disputes in the system and performs
re-identification of entities if a need for it arises (see Section 4.4.5).

Figure 4.3: The hierarchy of caregivers’ roles.

The patient’s care network. Every patient has a network of caregivers9,
denoted as a care network. These networks are managed by the eHS, which
mediates the communication between the patients and the caregiving entities
– while the base stations can record identities of the patients’ caregivers, the
control centre should not be able to access the identity information, as this would
allow the employees to deduce sensitive information about the health status of
the patient. The centre records these networks as a number of pseudonymous
profiles linked to a pseudonymous patient. This fulfils the requirement outlined
in the previous phase (Section 4.3.1, I5).

8This is subject to some restrictions as for certain roles caregivers would have to prove
possession of appropriate qualifications (e.g. prove their membership of a professional union).

9A caregiver can be an individual or an organisation employing several caregivers.
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Figure 4.4: Three pseudonymous patient’s care networks.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the representation of several patients’ networks inside the
control centre. Each caregiver is represented with his unique pseudonym (the
silhouette), and a profile. The caregivers that belong to multiple care networks
are represented with different, unlinkable pseudonyms in each of them to avoid
that information leaks in one of network would affect the other networks. The
recorded profile contains a public key certificate and a vault, i.e. an encryption of
the identity and contact information. The usage of this information is explained
in the following sections.

4.4.2 System protocols design

This section presents the design of system protocols. In order to fulfil the
requirements defined in the previous SDLC phase, we will outline a few relevant
cryptographic solutions and map them to properties they serve to establish.
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Cryptographic solutions

This section outlines a few cryptographic solutions which are used in the system
design to fulfil the outlined data protection requirements. The way they are used
to implement the system functionalities (e.g. patient and caregiver registration
or creation of patients’ networks) is described in the following sections.

Trusted device. This system element is used to enable storage and handling
of sensitive information by a commercial entity which is not authorised to access
it. In the eHS system, it is used for handling patient’s identity information, but
also caregivers’ personal data.

The trusted device is assumed to be a simple device with limited functionality10.
Its functioning is defined with policies, issued by a trusted party11. A policy
specifies which action should be performed after a specific request with input
data is received and which checks should precede it. The actions that the device
can perform are issuance of credentials and certificates and re-encryption of
data which is encrypted with its public key. The device also stores important
keys12, i.e. key pairs for issuance of credentials and certificates, key pairs for
encryption and signing data and a symmetric key shared with the system’s
calling module.

This policy-driven functionality allows for flexibility. Namely, the device contains
a primary policy that defines how to add new policies and delete or update the
existing ones. The primary policy specifies which policy-issuer can be trusted by
the device. Other parties cannot invoke a change in policies. For example, when
a new service is introduced in the system, the trusted policy-issuer performs the
privacy impact assessment and defines the mechanism that is needed to protect
privacy. Based on this, a new policy is created, specifying the required checks
before an action is taken. It is signed and delivered to the trusted device.

Vaults. For administration, accountability or availability purposes, the system
needs to collect and store personal information of users. For all personal
information that is collected and stored by the control or administration centre,
we utilise a specific protection mechanism. Namely, after the information is
collected by a commercial entity, it is stored encrypted with the public key of its
trusted device, i.e. in a vault. The commercial entity performs the encryption

10The limited software could be formally verified.
11The ‘trust’ in a policy issuer is assumed to be embedded into the device, through recording

the trusted issuer’s signing key certificate. The policies are signed by the issuer, allowing the
trusted device to verify their validity before their adoption.

12Keys also need to be escrowed to trusted parties.
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in case it can access the information at the time of collection. On the other
hand, if the information does not need to be revealed to the commercial entity,
the sender of the data performs the encryption before dispatching it. As the
encryption is done with a public key of a trusted device, this device is the
only entity which can reveal it. The decryption is performed only when an
authorised party requests access to it. However, the trusted device needs to
perform sufficient authorisations’ checks in order to prevent unauthorised access.

Capsules. For storing larger amounts of data in a commercial entity, while
keeping it hidden from it, an extension of the vaults solution can be employed.
Namely, the user would create the vault by encrypting the data with a
freshly generated symmetric key. The symmetric key and possibly additional
information are then enclosed in a capsule, i.e. encrypted with the public key of
the trusted device. If an authorised entity requests access to the data, the capsule
is re-encrypted with the public key of that entity. The additional information
which is enclosed in the capsule allows to enable specific authorisation checks.
For instance, it may contain the identifier of the data owner, and accessing
the data would be granted only if the requester proves possession of such
authorisation given by the owner. accessing the data.

Anonymous credentials. For an entity’s authentication without revealing the
full identity, anonymous credential technology is used for its selective disclosure
property [17, 11]. Examples are requests to access patient’s data, where it
would suffice for a caregiver to prove to belong to the patient’s care network and
possess the required qualifications and authorisations assigned by the patient13.
Note that this requires ensuring sufficient verifications when the credentials are
issued.

Besides offering selective disclosure and proofs that chosen credential attributes
are certified, the anonymous credential technology also allows to sign data with
the credential. It is also possible to utilise a credential to create a domain
pseudonym, the ownership of which can subsequently be proven by the credential
holder.

4.4.3 Registration with the administration centre

All parties using the services of the eHS system initially need to register with the
administration centre. The purpose of the registration procedure is to realize

13In this work we assume the usage of Idemix credential technology, as it allows for
unlinkability of multiple uses of the same credential [17].
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the following:

• The patients perform the registration in order to request the eHS services,
define the service level agreement and have the appropriate equipment
installed in their homes.

• The caregivers register in order to be issued with appropriate credentials
that allow them to utilise the system and connect to a patient. To allow
for privacy-preserving authentication, the attributes are recorded in an
anonymous credential. Also, every caregiver registers two public keys, for
signing and encryption, which are certified by the administration centre,
to be used for system-related communications.

• The providers of the eHS service require user registration in order to collect
the information needed for administrative purposes, such as address for
equipment instalment and identity for billing. As this information includes
personal data, it is performed by the administration centre.
For registering patients, the administration centre needs to collect the
identity and address information. On the other hand, the registration of
caregivers needs to result in issuing appropriate credentials to them to use
the system. The credentials can only record verified caregivers’ attributes.

According to requirements outlined in Section 4.3.1, the protocol design should
ensure:

• The identity of a patient is not stored in clear. It should be encrypted
and made available to system entities only when a valid need for it exists.
It is thus stored in the form of a vault encrypted with the public key of
the administration centre’s trusted device. For decrypting it, the trusted
device requires an instruction signed by the trusted party, such as a
dispute handler, the trust in which is embedded into the trusted device
through a policy.

• The data of the caregivers is recorded in a credential for subsequent
authentication. In order to allow the caregivers to provide only necessary
assurances when authenticating, the caregivers obtain an anonymous
credential. In case of detected problems, the perpetrator would still be
identifiable by a dispute handler (cf. Section 4.4.5).
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Table 4.1: Registration of a patient.

(1) PT ↔ AC : (IDAC ; IDPT , AddrPT) ← MutualAuthentication()
(2) PT ↔ AC : SLA ← NegotiateAndSign()

// PT and AC agree on SLA
(3) AC : SCPT : {IDPT , AddrPT , SLA, PKco, SKco, NymAC

PT ,
CertTDCC

, SKenc
PT , PKenc

PT , SKsig
PT, PK

sig
PT,

Certenc
AC → PT, Cert

sig
AC → PT } ← Personalize()

// AC personalises smart card with PT data
(4) PT ← AC : SCPT // AC sends smart card to PT
(5) AC : ProfileVaultTDAC

PT ← Encrypt(PKTDAC
,

{NymAC
PT , IDPT , AddrPT , SLA})

(6) AC : StoreDB(NymAC
PT , SLA, Certenc

AC → PT, Cert
sig
AC → PT,

ProfileVaultTDAC
PT )

Patient registration

The protocol of patient registration is presented in Table 4.114:

(1) The patient (PT) and the administration centre mutually authenticate
(MutualAuthentication()). In this process, the administration centre
collects the patient’s identity (IDPT ) and address information (AddrPT ).
The patient verifies the administration centre’s identity (IDAC ).

(2) In the case of successful authentication, a service level agreement (SLA)
is agreed upon and signed between the two parties (NegotiateAndSign()).

(3) The AC then personalises a new smart card SCPT (Personalize()). The
card records the patient’s identity, address, SLA and the public key
certificate of the control centre’s trusted device15 (CertTDCC

). This
certificate is needed when vaults are sent to the control centre (cf. next
sections). The card also generates and stores a random pseudonym
(NymAC

PT ) and two key pairs – for signing and encryption (SKenc/sig
PT ,

PKenc/sig
PT ). The administration centre issues a certificate, linking the

public keys and the pseudonym. All cards also share a common
authentication key pair (SKco, PKco)16. The details on the patient smart
card personalisation procedure can be found in Appendix A.3.

14For interpretation of the utilised notation, we refer the reader to Section 2.3.
15The cards are assumed to be tamper resistant, e.g. preventing changes in the recorded

information.
16Rationale behind this privacy friendly patient card is given in [159].
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(4) The personalised card is then handed to the patient.

(5) The administration centre creates an encrypted profile for the patient
containing the address, identity, pseudonym and the SLA. This personal
information is stored for administrative purposes, while plaintexts are
deleted17.

(6) Finally, the profile is stored with the patient’s pseudonym, SLA and
certificates.

After a successful registration of a patient, the necessary equipment can be
installed at the patient’s home, including the base station and sensors18, as
specified in the SLA. For this, the administration centre issues an instruction to
a technical division, specifying which equipment needs to be installed at which
address19.

After the instalment, the smart card will be required for base station functioning
and establishing a contact with the control centre, as it is essential for
authentication towards the CC and the caregivers, and is also used to sign or
decrypt information. To increase security, the card can request a PIN code
upon first usage.

Caregiver registration

Individual caregivers, such as self-employed doctors (GPs) or nurses, relatives
or neighbours usually register when they are invited to join a patient’s network
unless they had been registered previously for another patient.

(1) The caregiver (CG) and the administration centre (AC) perform mutual
authentication. As a result, the AC learns the identity and address
information of the caregiver (IDCG, AddrCG).

(2) The caregiver then provides his contact information (ConCG), and proof
of qualifications (QualCG). The qualifications need to be presented, in
order to be certified by the AC for future authorisation.

17Note that from then on only TDAC can decrypt this profile.
18It is assumed that the base station and the rest of the indoor equipment establish a

trusted relationship, i.e. an authenticated and secure communication.
19Through this actions, it is inevitable that the control centre employees learn some

information about the patient. However, we assume that this task reveals only necessary
information for bootstrapping the service.
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Table 4.2: Registration of a caregiver.

(1) CG ↔ AC : (IDAC ; IDCG, AddrCG) ← MutualAuthentication()
(2) CG → AC : ConCG, QualCG, [ proofs of qualifications ]
(3) CG : NymCG ← GenerateRandom()
(4) CG ↔ AC : CredCG ← IssueCred(SKiss

AC ; NymCG, IDCG,
AddrCG, ConCG, QualCG)

(5) AC : ProfileVaultTDAC
CG ← Encrypt(PKTDAC

,
{IDCG, AddrCG, QualCG, ConCG})

(6) AC : StoreDB(NymCG, ProfileVaultTDAC
CG )

(3) The caregiver also generates a pseudonym (NymCG) to be included in the
credential.

(4) The AC then issues an anonymous credential to the caregiver, CredCG.
It records the identity, address contact information, the qualifications and
the random number which is hidden from the AC20.

(5) If the caregiver’s information is needed for subsequent use, e.g. billing for
specific caregiving entities, the AC creates a vault with the caregiver’s
personal information and stores it alongside with the pseudonym. The
information can thus only be decrypted by the trusted device when an
appropriate instruction is received.

Organisation’s registration

If a service provider wishes to offer services to the patients through the eHS
system, the registration is performed to verify and record the services. Examples
are hospitals or companies offering paid services such as nursing or catering.
The registration protocol is similar to individual caregiver’s registration. The
difference is that the organisation proves the service offer and digitally signs
it, which represents a contractual agreement. Additionally, the identifying
information and a public key certificate are stored in cleartext by the AC,
and can be browsed by the patients to find wanted services and invite these
caregivers to join their networks.

It is also possible to implement a federation within the organisation. In case
the choice of the individual who delivers the actual care service does not need
to be restricted or strictly patient-specific, the organisation is able to register as

20The anonymous credential technology allows to include an attribute in a credential, which
remains hidden from the issuer [17].
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one entity and make the tasks’ assignment among its employees itself. In that
case, an institution would perform the registration with the eHS. It would also
join a patient’s care network as its caregiver (see Section 4.4.4). The employees
can then use the institution’s credentials to provide care to the patient. The
institution would internally authenticate and authorise its employees for the
use of patient-specific credentials.

4.4.4 Creation and extension of care networks

After a base station has been installed at her home, the patient can create
her care network and invite caregivers to join it. The purpose of the network
creation and extension includes:

• The patient initiates the creation of the care network in order to connect
and subsequently communicate with her caregivers and receive the care
services.

• The connecting caregivers are issued with roles and authorisations giving
them access rights to patient’s data. This is a part of the access control
mechanism enabling the privacy controls.

• The caregivers accept to join the networks in order to more efficiently
obtain patient’s data or receive notifications when the patient needs
assistance.

• Maintaining the care networks is a service offered by the control centre.
For creating a network, it needs assurance that it is communicating with
a registered patient subscribed to a specific SLA (or a high-level overview
of it).
Before a caregiver’s admission into a patient’s network is approved, the
control centre verifies that the patient had made an invite and that the
true identity of the caregiver will be presented to and verified by the
patient. This defends the base station from denial-of-service attacks
and rogue attempts to connect to the patient. Afterwards, the patient
herself has a chance to verify the identity of the caregiver and approve
or reject the connection. In case of approval, the caregiver is recorded
pseudonymously21 in the network, but the centre needs to collect his

21The identity linked to the pseudonym is only known by the patient and is hidden from
the control center. The pseudonym is also not linked to any external systems or activities,
preventing the providers from deriving any links to external databases. In addition, different
patients do not see the same pseudonyms for the same caregiver, which further prevents
derivation of links.
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identity and contact information, for accountability and notification
purposes, respectively. Additionally, the control centre checks that the
role issued to the caregiver is in accordance with his skills and training.
Finally, for a caregiver in the network, the communication with control
centre and patient is established after appropriate authentication.

In order to fulfil the requirements defined in Section 4.3.1, this protocol should
ensure:

• The identity data stored by the control centre should not be accessible to it.
It should thus be stored encrypted with the public key of the trusted device.
However, at the time of its use, the trusted device needs assurance that
the encrypted information contains the data of the registered patient. The
encrypted vault should therefore contain a signature made by the patient’s
signing key, embedded in the patient smart card. The signature is verified
by the trusted device before the vault can be stored and subsequently
each time it is used.

• The information collected by the administration centre should not be
linkable to the information obtained during network creation. Otherwise,
if the administration and control centre merge databases, it would reveal
the identity of the pseudonymous patient.

The steps of a care network creation are presented in Table 4.3. The protocol
is performed between the patient (PT), who utilises the base station and the
personal smart card, and the control centre (CC):

(1) Initially, the patient and the control centre mutually authenticate22.
For authentication, the patient uses the common key pair (PKco,
SKco) embedded in the card. The control centre is assured that it is
communicating to a registered patient.

(2-3) In the next steps, the patient creates and signs a profile vault containing
the identity and address information, the pseudonym known by the
administration centre and the two public key certificates issued by the
administration centre, VaultTDCC

PT . If the patient wants to prevent
linkability with the information held by the administration centre, she
generates two new key pairs for encryption and signing. They are included

22The patient actions are performed by the base station and the smart card.
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Table 4.3: Creation of the patient’s care network.

(1) PT ↔ CC : (IDCC ; valid SC) ←
MutualAuthentication(SCPT .SKco; SKauth

CC )
(2) PT : VaultTDCC

PT ← Encrypt(PKenc
TDCC

,
{NymAC

PT , Certenc
AC → PT, Cert

sig
AC → PT,

PKenc
PT , PKsig

PT , IDPT , AddrPT , SLA})
(3) PT : SigTDCC

PT ← Sign(SKsig
PT , VaultTDCC

PT )
(4) dP̂Te → CC : "Create Network", VaultTDCC

PT , SigTDCC
PT

(5) TDCC ← CC : "Create Network", VaultTDCC
PT , SigTDCC

PT
(6) TDCC : {NymAC

PT , Certenc
AC → PT, Cert

sig
AC → PT, IDPT ,

AddrPT , SLA} ← Decrypt(PKenc
TDCC

,

ProfileVaultTDCC
PT )

(7) TDCC : if (! Verify(SigTDCC
PT ↔ Certsig

AC → PT.PK )) Abort
(8) TDCC : NymPT ← Hash(NymAC

PT , STDCC
)

(9) TDCC : Certenc/sig
PT ← IssueCert(SKiss

TDCC
,

{PKenc/sig
PT , NymPT})

(10) TDCC : ProfileVaultTDCC
PT ← Encrypt(PKenc

TDCC
,

{NymPT , Certenc
PT , Certsig

PT, Nym
AC
PT ,

Certenc
AC → PT, Cert

sig
AC → PT, IDPT ,

AddrPT , SLA})
(11) TDCC → CC : NymPT , Certsig

PT , Certenc
PT , ProfileVaultTDCC

PT , SLA*
(12) CC : StoreDB(NymPT , Certsig

PT , Certenc
PT ,

ProfileVaultTDCC
PT , SLA*)

in the vault to be certified by the trusted device (TDCC ). The vault is
encrypted with the public key of the trusted device (PKenc

TDCC
) and a

signature (SigTDCC
PT ) is created with the patient’s signing key (SKsig

PT ).

(4-5) The vault and the signature are sent to the control centre with a request
for creation of a new care network. The request is relayed to the trusted
device.

(6-8) The trusted device decrypts the vault to access the data. The signature
is verified against the certified patient’s public key. In case of successful
verification, the trusted device creates a new pseudonym for the patient
(NymPT ) by hashing the pseudonym known by the administration centre
(NymAC

PT ) with a secret value it stores (STDCC
). The deterministic
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creation of the patient’s pseudonym ensures that a patient can only
be assigned with one pseudonym and hence, can only create one care
network.

(9) The trusted device also certifies the patient’s public keys for encryption
and signing and includes the created pseudonym in the certificates
(Certenc/sig

PT ).

(10) The trusted device then creates a profile vault containing all the patient’s
information, which is to be stored at the control centre. However, it is
stored encrypted with the trusted device’s public key, ensuring that no
other entity can reveal the data. The vault also includes the pseudonym
and certificates know by the AC to allow for a reverse mapping in case
this would be necessary.

(11) The profile vault is handed to the control centre with the new patient’s
pseudonym, certificates and a high-level description of the patient’s service
level agreement (SLA*). The trusted device does not reveal the detailed
SLA to minimise the released patient information and the creation of
the high-level description (i.e. omission of a part of the information) is
performed by predefined rules.

(12) The control centre stores the profile vault, the patient’s pseudonym and
the two certificates, which represent the central node of the patient’s care
network, which can thereafter be extended.

Extension of the patient’s network

The procedure for extending a patient’s network with a caregiver can be divided
into four steps:

(a) First, the patient invites a caregiver (individual caregiver or an
organisation) to join her network. This is performed over an out-of-band
channel, such as email.

(b) To accept the invite, the caregiver then contacts the control centre to join
the network.

(c) The response is relayed to the patient, to verify the identity and confirm
or reject the caregiver’s entry into her network.

(d) Finally, a confirmation is delivered to the caregiver, allowing him to make
the final verification of the connection.
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For an organisation to join a patient’s network, prior registration and contract
creation may be necessary. This step is not considered in this text. We assume
that the registration and contract signing is completed and that all parties are
registered with the control centre. The patient can also (anonymously) search
the AC’s database for a provider, i.e. organizations to add to her network.

In a preliminary step, the patient also pseudonymously requests invitation codes
from the control centre. They are a first step to defend against unauthorised
requests to join a patient’s network. The invitation codes are delivered to the
patient encrypted with her public key (PKenc

PT ). The control centre stores for
a limited amount of time a hash value of every valid invitation code in the
patient’s node to verify against incoming connection requests23.

The protocol for extending the patient’s network is illustrated in Tables 4.4-4.7.

Table 4.4: Extending the patient’s network (a).

(1) PT → CG : "Join my network, PT"
// At this point CG possibly registers with the AC

(2) PT ← CG : Certenc
CG

(3) PT : SigPT ← Sign(SKsig
PT , NymPT)

(4) PT → CG : VaultCG
PT ← Encrypt(PKenc

CG, {InvCodeCG, NymPT
Certenc/sig

PT , SigPT })
(5) CG : if (! Verify( SigPT ↔ Certsig

PT .PK ) Abort
(6) CG : (SKenc/sig

CG−PT , PKenc/sig
CG−PT ) ← GenerateKeyPair()

(1) The patient initially sends an invite for joining her care network to the
caregiver via another medium, e.g. email. No eHS-related information is
sent in the initial invitation, to prevent its leak into the external domain.

(2) If the caregiver is not yet registered with the administration centre, that
would be performed at this point. Afterwards, the caregiver can release
to the patient his public encryption-key certificate.

(3) The patient then creates a signature on her pseudonym.

(4) The invitation code, created signature, patient’s pseudonym and the
encryption and signature public key certificates are encrypted with the
caregiver’s public key. The vault is then sent to the caregiver.

23Control centre stores hash values of the invitation codes to prevent possible attacks,
resulting in codes’ leakage to unauthorised entities.
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(5) The caregiver verifies the received signature.

(6) After inspecting the invite, the caregiver generates two new key pairs
(SKenc/sig

CG−PT , PKenc/sig
CG−PT ) for encryption and signing24. The caregiver uses

a different key pair for every patient he connects to. Otherwise, observing
different patient’s networks recorded by the control centre would reveal
which nodes belong to the same caregiver.

Table 4.5: Extending the patient’s network (b).

(7) dĈGe → CC : NymCG−PT ← GenerateDomNym(CredCG,
NymPT)

(8) CG : ProfileVaultTDCC
CG−PT ← Encrypt(PKenc

TDCC
,

{NymCG−PT , NymPT , IDCG, CctCG, QualCG,
PKenc/sig

CG−PT})
(9) CG : VerencVaultTDCC

CG−PT ← VerifiableEnc(PKverenc
TDCC

,
{NymCG−PT , NymPT , IDCG, QualCG})

(10) dĈGe → CC : ProfileVaultTDCC
CG−PT , VerencVaultTDCC

CG−PT ,
InvCodeCG

(11) dĈGe ↔ CC : ProveCred(CredCG ↔ VerencVaultTDCC
CG−PT)

// PT proves correctness of the created vault
(12) CC : VerifyAndInvalidate(InvCodeCG)
(13) CC : StoreDB(NymPT : {NymCG−PT ,

ProfileVaultTDCC
CG−PT , VerencVaultTDCC

CG−PT })

To become a part of the patient’s care network, the next step for the caregiver
is contacting the control centre to request the admission into the network:

(7) The caregiver initially establishes an anonymous channel with the control
centre. Over this connection, the caregiver authenticates with a new
domain pseudonym (NymCG−PT ), created using his AC-issued anonymous
credential. This pseudonym is patient-specific, as it is created based on
the patient’s pseudonym NymPT which the control centre can verify [17].
Using a domain pseudonym as an identifier allows the caregiver to

24For performing the system-related operations, the caregiver may use locally installed
software or a remote trusted server for performing cryptographic operations.
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subsequently authenticate by only proving the ownership of the pseudonym,
satisfying one of the privacy requirements (Section 4.3.1, I5).

(8-9) The control centre also requires to collect and store identity and contact
information of the caregiver for accountability purposes. However, this
information does not need to be disclosed to the centre, and is therefore
sent in vaults. The CG’s applet creates one vault by verifiably encrypting
the new domain pseudonym (NymCG−PT), the caregiver’s identity and
qualifications (IDCG and QualCG). Another, profile vault, is created by
encrypting the same information in addition to the caregiver’s contact
information and the patient’s pseudonym and the new public keys
(PKenc

CG−PT and PKsig
CG−PT) with the public encryption key of TDCC .

(10) The vaults and the invitation code are then sent to the control centre.

(11) Using the anonymous credential (CredCG), the caregiver proves that the
domain pseudonym NymCG−PT is created with his credential and is based
on the patient’s pseudonym and that the contents of the vault belong to
his credential [156].

(12) The control centre then verifies and invalidates the invitation code. The
verification entails creating a hash of the received invitation code and
checking whether it is still stored in the patient’s node. If the verification
succeeds, the invalidation is done by removing the hash of the utilised
code.

(13) The control centre stores the new pseudonym of the caregiver with the
two vaults representing a new node in the patient’s network.

In the next step the patient is to be presented with the caregiver’s real identity,
which requires involvement of the trusted device (Table 4.6):

(14) The control centre initially hands the caregiver’s profile vault and the
patient’s certificate to the trusted device.

(15) The trusted device decrypts the vault to inspect the information.

(16) It verifies that the patient’s pseudonym in the certificate is the same as
the one in the caregiver’s vault. Additionally, it verifies that the profile
vault contains the same data as the verifiable encryption. This represents
assurance that the data proven to be in the caregiver’s vault is contained
in his anonymous credential.
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Table 4.6: Extending the patient’s network (c).

(14) CC → TDCC : ProfileVaultTDCC
CG−PT , VerencVaultTDCC

CG−PT , Certenc
PT

(15) TDCC : NymCG−PT , NymPT , IDCG, CctCG, QualCG,
SigCG

PT , PKenc/sig
CG−PT ← Decrypt(SKenc

TDCC
,

ProfileVaultTDCC
CG−PT)

(16) TDCC : if (! Verify(NymPT == Certenc
PT .Nym ) ∨

! Correspond(ProfileVaultTDCC
CG−PT ↔

VerencVaultTDCC
CG−PT)) Abort

(17) TDCC : Certenc/sig
CG−PT ← IssueCert(SKiss

TDCC
,

PKenc/sig
CG−PT , {NymPT , NymCG−PT})

(18) CC ← TDCC : IDVaultPT
CG−PT ← EncryptAndSign(Certenc

PT .PK,
{NymCG−PT , PKenc/sig

CG−PT , IDCG, CctCG})
(19) dP̂Te ← CC : IDVaultPT

CG−PT
// CC sends the vault to the pseudonymous PT

(20) PT : if (! Verify(vault signature, IDCG)) Abort
(21) dP̂Te → CC : AuthorisationsVaultCG−PT ← Encrypt(PKenc

TDCC
,

{NymPT , NymCG−PT , role, [authorizations]}))
(22) CC : UpdateDB(NymCG−PT , Certenc/sig

CG−PT ,
AuthorisationsVaultCG−PT)

(23) PT → CG : ”OK to proceed”

(17) In case of successful verifications, the caregiver’s keys are certified by the
trusted device with a link to the two pseudonym.

(18) The trusted device also creates and signs a vault with caregiver’s identity,
encrypted with the patient’s public key retrieved from the patient’s
certificate.

(19) The vault is sent to the patient, over a pseudonymous connection with
the control centre.

(20) The signature is verified to prevent impersonation of the trusted device
and the identity of the caregiver is presented to the patient, for final
verification.

(21) If the caregiver is accepted to join the network, the patient sends a vault
containing the two pseudonyms and role and authorisations to be assigned
to the caregiver.

(22) The control centre stores the received data in the caregiver’s node.
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(23) After confirming the connection, the patient also informs the caregiver
that he may approach the control centre and finalise the connection.

After the connection has been confirmed by the patient, the system sends more
information about the patient to the caregiver and certifies his authorisations
(Table 4.7):

Table 4.7: Extending the patient’s network (d).

(24) CC ← dĈGe : ProveDomNym(NymCG−PT :CredCG, NymPT)
(25) CC → TDCC : Certenc

CG−PT , ProfileVaultTDCC
PT

(26) TDCC : if (! Verify(Certenc
CG−PT .NymPT ==

ProfileVaultTDCC
PT .NymPT)) Abort

(27) CC ← TDCC : IDVaultCG−PT
PT ← Encrypt(Certenc

CG−PT .PK,
{NymPT , NymCG−PT , IDPT , AddrPT})

(28) CC → dĈGe : Certenc/sig
CG−PT , IDVaultCG−PT

PT
(29) CG : NymPT , NymCG−PT , IDPT , AddrPT

← Decrypt(SKenc
CG−PT , IDVaultCG−PT

PT )
(30) CG : if (! Verify(IDPT , AddrPT)) Abort
(31) CC → TDCC : ProfileVaultTDCC

CG−PT , AuthorisationsVaultCG−PT
(32) TDCC : if (! Verify({authorisations} ⊂ QualCG,

Certenc
CG−PT .NymPT == Certsig

PT .Nym)) Abort
(33) dĈGe ↔ TDCC : CredAuth

CG-PT ← IssueCred(SKiss
TDCC

,
{NymPT , NymCG−PT , role, {authorisations}})

(24) The caregiver initially authenticates to the control centre by proving his
domain pseudonym, created with his credential.

(25) The control centre then transfers the caregiver’s public key certificate
and the patient’s profile vault containing the identity information to the
trusted device.

(26) If the pseudonym of the patient as recorded in the caregiver’s certificate
does not match the pseudonym in the vault, the protocol is aborted by
the trusted device. Otherwise, the pseudonymous caregiver is deduced to
have the right to access the identity information of the patient (Table 4.6).

(27) A new vault is then created for the caregiver, containing the identity
information of the patient and the two pseudonyms.
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(28) The caregiver then receives the patient’s identity vault. The caregiver’s
new public-key certificates are also sent to him at this point.

(29) He then decrypts the vault to inspect the patient’s information.

(30) Finally, he verifies the identity and address information of the patient
he is connecting to. In case of problems, the caregiver can request the
deletion of the connection.

In the final part, the caregiver obtains an appropriate credential recording its
authorisations.

(31) The profile and authorisations vault are first provided to the trusted
device.

(32) The trusted device verifies that the same patient pseudonym is in
caregiver’s certificate Certenc

CG−PT and in the signature certificate Certsig
PT

of the patient who signed the authorisations. It also verifies that the
authorisations extracted from the authorisations vault are a subset of the
authorisations the caregiver may assume and which are in the caregiver’s
profile vault, i.e. are recorded in his administration centre-issued credential.

(33) In case of successful checks, an anonymous credential is issued to the
caregiver, recording the patient’s pseudonym, the caregiver’s patient-
specific pseudonym and its role and authorisations25. The issuance is
performed over a secure channel between the trusted device and the
pseudonymous caregiver, mediated by the control centre.

The control centre can also maintain a mailbox for every caregiver, where the
connected patient can leave encrypted messages. The control centre itself can
also create and store messages. For instance, when the caregiver is contacted
via an SMS, the centre sends an additional notification to his mailbox. That
would provide the caregiver with an overview of interactions, but also allow him
to detect possible problems in communication. When the caregiver wishes to
retrieve his messages, he only needs to prove possession of the correct domain
pseudonym NymCG−PT .

Authorisations update

The authorizations that are assigned to the caregivers of a patient are assumed
to be dynamic. The patient, or her principal caregiver can change them when

25This allows the caregiver to prove the he belongs to a patient’s network and to prove his
authorizations individually and depending on the requirements for the actions it is performing,
instead of revealing them completely when making a request.
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appropriate. This is important, as it allows the patients to adapt their privacy
preferences. When a patient wishes to update authorizations for one of the
caregivers (a private caregiver or an organisations), the protocol is initiated
by the base station. It contacts the control centre and TDCC and sends the
new authorizations similarly as the original ones: they are encrypted for the
trusted device together with the pseudonyms of the patient and the caregiver,
and signed along with an unencrypted caregiver’s pseudonym, which the centre
can verify. The caregiver is then notified by the patient (via email or SMS)
that new authorizations can be retrieved. The caregiver approaches the control
centre and the credential update is performed in a similar way as the issuance
of the original credential.

4.4.5 Caregivers’ access requests

When a patient’s caregiver needs to access a resource, such as information in
the patient’s base station, a request for access is created and sent to the base
station via the control centre. The protocol for requesting and accessing a
resource should fulfil the following requirements:

• A caregiver with adequate authorisations should be able to request and
obtain access to a resource.

• The control centre needs to be able to verify that the caregiver holds the
required authorisations to make the request. This includes checking that
the caregiver is connected to the patient and is assigned with appropriate
role and authorisations. As it does not hold fine-grained access control
policies of the patient, it only performs coarse grained access control (e.g.
non-medical caregivers cannot request health parameters’ measurements).
This protects the base station from rogue requests and and denial-of-
service attacks, as it is more prone to failure compared to CC which
has more powerful equipment. The CC also mediates the exchange of
requested information.
For accountability purpose, the centre also collects vaults which can
re-identify the caregiver, in the case of misuse detection. However, re-
identification can only be done through a trusted dispute handler.

• The base station needs to verify the identity of the requester before making
the access decision.

Based on the data-protection requirements in Section 4.3.1, this protocol should
satisfy:
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• The resource, i.e. data sent to the caregiver should be confidential, i.e.
only be seen by the intended caregiver.

• The authentication of the requester should only reveal the necessary
information, i.e. that the caregiver is connected to the corresponding
patient and that his authorisations allow the access to be granted. For
preventing linkability, even the patient-specific pseudonym should be
hidden from the control centre.

• The identifier of the requesting caregiver that is stored by the control
centre for accountability reasons should only be revealed if a misuse is
detected by a trusted dispute handler.

• The request that the caregiver sends is also considered sensitive, as it
can reveal information about the kind of care or treatment the patient is
receiving. If it contains sensitive information, the request should only be
viewed by the patient, while the control centre can only access a high-level
overview for performing coarse-grained access control.

The steps of the protocol are presented in Table 4.8:

(1) The caregiver verifiably encrypts his patient-specific pseudonym with the
public key of a trusted third party (TTP), creating a vault IDVaultTTP

CG .
This information is used if a problem is detected, and the caregiver needs
to be deanonymised. The information is accessible only to the trusted
third party and it is decrypted only if a misuse is detected.

(2) The caregiver creates a proof with the anonymous credential that a certain
subset of authorisations is recorded in it as well as his patient-specific
and the patient’s pseudonym. It also creates a proof that the verifiably
encrypted pseudonym is contained in his credential.

(3) Next, the caregiver encrypts the request for access, his authorisations, the
two pseudonyms and the proof of knowledge with the trusted device’s
public key.

(4) The created vault and the verifiable encryption are relayed to the control
centre and then to the trusted device. Before relaying the data to the
trusted device, the control centre can do a check that the caregiver holds
a valid credential, to avoid denial-of-service attacks.
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Table 4.8: Making a request and proving authorizations.

(1) CG : IDVaultTTP
CG ← VerifiableEnc(PKenc

TTP ,
{NymCG−PT})

(2) CG : π ← ProveCred(CredAuth
CG-PT, {IDVaultTTP

CG ,
{authorisations}, NymPT , NymCG−PT})

(3) CG : ReqVaultTDCC ← Encrypt(PKenc
TDCC

,
{REQ, {authorisations}, NymPT ,

NymCG−PT , π})
(4) TDCC ← CC ← dĈGe : IDVaultTTP

CG , ReqVaultTDCC

(5) TDCC : REQ, {authorisations}, NymPT ,
NymCG−PT , π ← Decrypt(SKenc

TDCC
,

ReqVaultTDCC )
(6) TDCC : if (! Verify(π))Abort
(7) TDCC : ReqVaultPT ← Encrypt(PKenc

PT , {REQ,
{authorisations}, NymPT , NymCG−PT})

(8) TDCC → CC : ReqVaultPT , {authorisations}, NymPT ,
REQ*, π

(9) CC : if (! Verify({authorisations}↔ REQ*) Abort
//CC performs coarse-grained access control

(10) CC : StoreDB(IDVaultTTP
CG , ReqVaultPT ,

NymPT , π)
(11) dP̂Te ← CC : π, ReqVaultPT

(12) PT : REQ, {authorisations}, NymPT ,
NymCG−PT ← Decrypt(SKenc

PT , ReqVaultPT )
(13) PT : if (! Verify(π, {authorizations}, REQ)) Abort
(14) dP̂Te → CC → dĈGe : DataVaultCG

PT ← Encrypt(PKenc
CG−PT , Data)

(15) CC : StoreDB(DataVaultCG
PT )

(5-6) The trusted device decrypts the vault to access the information it holds.
It then verifies that the provided proof is valid, that the credential
that the caregiver holds indeed records the indicated pseudonyms and
authorisations.

(7-8) The trusted device then creates a new vault for the patient, by encrypting
the caregiver’s data and the request with the patient’s public key. The
vault, as well as the proof, the patient’s pseudonym, authorisations and
a subset of the request (REQ*) are relayed to the control centre. The
subset of the request is created according to predefined rules. It serves to
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hide the details of the request (REQ) from the control centre, while still
enabling it to perform coarse-grained access control.

(9) The control centre verifies whether the caregiver’s authorisations suffice
for making the request REQ*. If not, the request is not relayed.

(10) The abstracted request, the verifiable encryption of the caregiver’s
pseudonym and the proof are logged by the control centre. They are
stored together with the patient’s pseudonym for accountability reasons.

(11) If the authorizations allow the request to be relayed, the pseudonymous
patient receives the request vault and the proof, allowing her to perform
similar verifications.

(12) The patient decrypts the vault and verifies the received information.

(13) She verifies the provided proof, and the authorisations against the request.
The base station also stores fine grained authorisations for all caregivers,
which are taken into account for allowing or disallowing requests.

(14) In the case of successful verifications, the patient sends the data to the
caregiver encrypted with his public key, since the messages are exchanged
via the control centre. For sending larger amounts of data, the two parties
can establish a symmetric key-encrypted connection, for efficiency reasons.
This can be achieved with capsules, described in Section 4.4.2, where the
patient’s base station creates a capsule encrypted with the caregiver’s
public key.

(15) The control centre also stores the exchanged data vault for a specified
time frame, for dispute handling in case of problems.

4.4.6 Contacting a caregiver

The described eHealth system can also offer caregiver notification in the case of
problems, such as measured health parameters exceeding the defined limits. It
can send a message to a specified caregiver, await for his response and contact
another caregiver if needed. This can be done by the control centre for ensuring
better oversight of this task. For enabling this service, certain data should be
available to the control centre. However, it should be handled in the following
way:

• The contact data of the caregiver should be only seen by the communi-
cation element of the control centre. This calling module should thus be
deployed as a device with simple and trusted functionality.
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• The message describing the reason for contact is created by the patient’s
equipment and should only be accessible to the intended caregiver.

The steps of the protocol are represented in Table 4.9:

(1) The base station initially creates a request to contact a caregiver by
encrypting and signing the message for the caregiver and his contact with
the trusted device’s public key.

(2) The request is sent to the control centre.

(3) The request is relayed to the trusted device along with the patient’s public
key certificates for verifying the signature and subsequently encrypting
the messages for the patient.

(4) The trusted device verifies the correctness of the signature against
the public key of the patient from the signature certificate, and the
correspondence of the caregiver’s pseudonym in the request and profile
vault before extracting the contact number from the vault.

(5) The contact information is then encrypted for the calling module (CM)
using an embedded key of the module, KCM

26, together with the message
to be sent and the patient’s public key. The key is to be used to encrypt
a response for the caregiver for the patient.

(6) The encryption is sent to the calling module as part of the contacting
request.

(7) The calling module sends the given message to the number specified in
the request.

(8) The patient’s public key and hashed caregiver’s contact are recorded by
the module for relaying a response once it is received.

(9-10) When a response is received, the hash of the sender’s number is compared
with the stored hashes.

(11-12) For a matching hash, the message is encrypted with the corresponding
patient’s public key.

(9) The encryption is sent to the control centre with pseudonym of the patient
to whom it should be relayed.

(13) The encrypted message is then relayed to the patient’s base station.
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Table 4.9: Protocol for contacting a caregiver.

(1) BS : REQTD ← EncryptAndSign(PKenc
TDCC

,
{Message, ContactCG})

(2) BS → CC : ”ContactCG”, REQTD

(3) TDCC ← CC : Certenc/sig
PT , REQTD

(4) TDCC : if (! Verify(signature of REQTD)) Abort
(5) TDCC : REQCM

CG ← SymEnc(KCM ,
{ContactCG, Message, PKenc

PT})
(6) TDCC → CM : ”SendMsg”, REQCM

CG , NymPT
(7) CM : SendSMS(Message, ContactCG)
(8) CM : Store(NymPT , PKenc

PT , Hash(ContactCG))
(9) CM : (MessageRCV , ContactRCV ) ← ReceiveSMS()
(10) CM : Compare(Hash(ContactCG), Hash(ContactRCV ))
(11) CM : ResponseBS ← Encrypt(PKenc

PT ,
{MessageRCV , ContactCG})

(12) CC ← CM : ResponseBS , NymPT
(13) CC → d̂BSe : ResponseBS

If a response is not received in a predefined time frame, the control centre
invokes a backup procedure. This can mean that the base station is requested
to specify another caregiver’s contact, or an emergency service. The information
about the patient’s address and identity can only be sent through the trusted
device from the patient’s identity vault, and after an authorised request is
issued.

For the described protocol we also illustrate the trusted device’s policy that
applies. It serves to provide an abstracted overview of the policy design. It is
presented in Table 4.10. Trusted devices’ policies can be specified in a language
such as XML. However, in order to optimise this policy-driven approach from
the point of view of efficiency, the policies that a trusted device receives and
accepts after verification can be pre-compiled. The device would then store
them in a readily-executable form.

The system design also allows for advanced services to be offered by the eHS.
For example, it can offer scheduling patient-requested tasks and assigning them
to the caregivers. This service is described in more detail in Appendix A.4.

26This key is embedded in the module through whitebox cryptography and is assumed to
additionally be held only by the trusted device.
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Table 4.10: An example of a trusted device’s policy.

Policy name: Contacting a caregiver
Signed by: TTP
Inputs: 01 Certenc

PT
02 Certsig

PT
03 REQ = Encryption(Message, ContactCG)
04 Signature(REQ)

Actions: 01 VerifySignature(Certsig
PT.PK, Signature(REQ))

02 Decrypt(SKTD, REQ)
03 REQCM = Encrypt(KCM, {ContactCG , Message, Certenc

PT .PK})
Output: REQCM

4.5 Design discussion

The main stakeholders of the described eHS system are:

• Patients who receive the care services.

• Caregivers who offer care services to the patients. They include
individual medical professionals, institutions (e.g. hospitals), commercial
organisations (e.g. catering or cleaning), self-employed paramedics and
relatives27.

• Control centre which mediates all communication between patients and
their caregivers and providers. It does not need to be trusted by system
users and therefore does not see any personal information or patient’s or
caregivers. Information needed for auditing and accountability purpose
is collected and/or stored only in a vault encrypted with the public key
of the trusted device. It is not made available to the control centre, but
only to parties authorised by a trusted third party28.

• Administration centre is the party that performs the administrative
tasks in the eHS system. The users of the system, i.e. patients and
caregivers need to register before utilising the system services, and their
identities and/or properties (e.g. contact information or medical training)

27The scope of the current system design did not include entities such as researchers that
study large amounts of anonymised health data or insurance providers that are needed to
cover (part of) the cost for the care services. The system can be extended to include these
parties. For instance, insurance companies could become a part of the patients’ networks,
after security and privacy requirements for this scenario are investigated in detail and the
protocols are adapted adequately (e.g. by defining additional policies for the trusted device).

28The trust in this party is established at the time of instalment.
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need to be verified by the eHealth service provider. This is performed
by the administration centre, as this offers separation of duties with the
control centre.

In order to have accountability and for administrative purposes, the system
needs to have the identities of the actors stored in a way that makes them
available in case a valid need for it is detected (e.g. by a trusted dispute handler).
The stored personal information is stored encrypted by the trusted devices’
public keys and is thus not available to other parties. Any decryption or
re-encryption is performed according to specified policies and under explicit
instructions of an authorised participant. Furthermore, the control centre does
not see any personal information even at the initial registration.

Trust assumptions. The trust assumptions in the system are limited to the
two trusted devices and the trusted third parties (e.g. dispute hander or party
specifying the functioning policies of the trusted devices). The trusted devices
are trusted to function as defined by the provided policies and that their
trust (e.g. in a party that can change these policies) cannot be changed by an
adversary.

The trust in the administration and control centre is limited. They are not
assumed not to collude. However, if they merge their databases to extend their
knowledge about the patients, no links would become apparent. The reason
is that the patients’ pseudonyms by which they are known in the control and
administration centre differ. The mapping can only be discovered by the trusted
device of the control centre, which is only performed if an instruction is given
by an authorised party.

P2. Privacy as a default setting.

For ensuring that from the outset of the system operation the patients and
caregivers do not need to take any actions for privacy to be provided, the
protocols are designed so that minimally required data is collected and stored.
This is achieved by analysing and determining what is the set of data that needs
to be collected for the system to offer the specified functionality. Any additional
information disclosure can be achieved only to entities with explicitly assigned
authorisations. To further support the data minimisation, the access control
policies in the base stations can be specified in a way that limits the disclosure
to the caregivers to a need-to-know basis.

The data that the control centre learns is also minimised. It does not see
the identifying information of the users, i.e. patients or caregivers, but only
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sees system-specific identifiers, i.e. pseudonyms. The pseudonyms are needed
for managing the patient-caregiver links. However, their use is restricted to
the eHealth system and they cannot be linked to any external databases. In
addition, a caregiver that is involved in care of multiple patients has a separate
identifier in each care network to minimise the information learned by the
control centre and to prevent that information leaks in one network can affect
the other networks he belongs to.

P3. Privacy embedded into design.

The system achieves this property by addressing all the privacy-protection
requirements with the system design. The mapping is presented in the previous
section, as specific mechanisms are highlighted in the protocol design.

P5. Full life cycle protection.

This principle is achieved if the strict controls are implemented before the first
piece of information is collected and is active until the data is disposed of. The
protocols that are designed address the collection and usage of data according to
the privacy impact assessment presented in Section 4.3.1 and are implemented
before any data is handled in the system.

P7. Respect for user privacy.

The patients’ preferences and needs are accommodated through access control
policies they are able to create. These policies control which pieces of personal
information will be disclosed to which caregiver’s role or which caregiver29. In
addition, the patients control the creation of their networks and assignment of
roles.

The last two phases of SDLC (operation, maintenance and disposal) are not in
the scope of this work and are not discussed in more detail.

29Note that for user protection, some actions, such as disclosure of medical data to inadequate
roles is prevented with the basic access control mechanism. The user preferences are applied
on top of these requirements.
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4.6 Performance estimation

For evaluating the performance of the eHealth system, we estimate the execution
time for the time-critical protocols, i.e. the protocol for requesting data from a
patient’s base station and gaining access approval (Table 4.8) and the protocol
for contacting the patient (Table 4.9). The caregivers that make access requests
are assumed to create and send them using a PC, rather than a mobile device.

The performance estimate is based on the measurements of execution times
of the utilised building blocks. We have performed the measurements on a
workstation with an Intel® Core™ i7-3770 CPU, 16 GB of memory and Ubuntu
13.04 (Linux 3.8.0) and the results represent average values obtained through
100 tests. The Idemix-related operations are done with a credential containing 7
attributes. Idemix is initialised with strong parameters (2048-bit RSA modulo).
2048-bit RSA keys are used for encryption/decryption and creating and verifying
signatures operations.

Caregiver’s request to access patient data. When sending the request, the
caregiver creates a verifiable encryption of his pseudonym and proves that
it equals a value in his credential. In addition, he reveals a subset of the
recorded attributes representing authorisations and the attribute representing
patient’s pseudonym. We assume that the caregiver reveals three attributes of
his credential.

The verifiable encryption, public-key encryption and creation of the related
Idemix proofs takes in total 1.12 s on the caregiver’s side. On the other hand,
the verification of Idemix proofs performed by the control centre takes 650.5 ms.
In total, it takes 1.77 s for the observed operations performed before the request
is sent to the base station. However, some efficiency improvements are possible,
as the caregiver could create the verifiable encryption of requests in advance
and store them on the device for later use.

Once the request is relayed to the patient’s device, it takes the base station
659.4 ms to verify the proof and decrypt the request, not including the plaintext
comparisons and verifications of the authorisations that the base station keeps
for the caregiver. After the verifications are performed, we assume that for larger
amounts of data, the patient and the caregiver establish a secure channel. They
can establish a shared secret key using capsules and use symmetric encryption
for data transmission. Since the total time for the execution of protocols’
cryptographic building blocks takes 2.14 s, we can conclude that the designed
protocol for requesting and obtaining patient’s data has usable efficiency.
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Contacting a caregiver. In the protocol for sending a request to contact a
caregiver and sending the specified message, we observe the cryptographic
operations to make a performance estimate. The operations performed by the
base station are public-key encryption and signing. After receiving the request,
the trusted device performs the verification of the signature, decryption of
the message and a symmetric-key encryption. Finally, the calling module’s
operations are a symmetric-key decryption, two hash operations and one public-
key encryption. Based on the used measurements, the most time-consuming
operations take 7 ms for the base station and 6 ms for the trusted device30.
With the provided estimation, we can conclude that the protocol is efficient, and
can handle multiple requests coming from different patients, without creating
significant delays.

4.7 Related work

With the technological advances in the areas of sensor technologies and wireless
communication, remote health monitoring is recognized as an efficient and
cost-effective way to bring quality care to the households of the elderly and
stay-at-home patients [60, 63, 126]. They incorporate light-weight sensors to
offer long-term and unobtrusive health monitoring that can assist treatment
optimisation [30]. These systems also allow for detection of emergency situations
and precise assessment of the patient’s state and determination of adequate
assistance.

Since the first proposals, there has been a significant body of research focusing
on such eHealth systems for providing care in the household. The research in
this field typically assumes a three-tier system architecture [65, 87]. It consists
of the monitoring equipment, a base station gathering the monitoring data
and a health centre where the data is assessed. The sensors performing health
monitoring are considered to be low-resource agents and data processing is
delegated to the base station. Many research efforts focus on the monitoring
equipment [2]. Often, they focus on advancing the functionality and efficiency
of the sensors [50, 164, 33]. Some investigate novel monitoring approaches.
Examples are detection of user-indicated alarms [133], video monitoring for fall
detection [142] movement, posture and gait analysis [102] and usage of GPS
data to support patient monitoring outside of home [10]. Desirable types of
monitoring sensors were also investigated [129]. The monitoring equipment can
be deployed as a Body Area Network [85, 90, 84, 118, 25] or can be integrated
in a single device [141, 126]. Interoperability is another important considered

30The symmetric key operations and hashing are not taken into account. However, the
affect on the result is minimal, as these operations are efficient even on lower-end hardware.
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feature [29]. It refers to both the data exchange on the sensor level [91] or the
inter-system exchange [48].

The monitoring data is usually assumed to be gathered by the base station,
filtered and relayed to the third tier of the system. Novel architectural proposals
[114] also assume that the data is sent to a healthcare institution, such as a
hospital, where medically trained personnel performs the assessment of the
health-related information. Although this approach assures greater resources
for data analysis, the patient has no substantial control over the disclosed
information and services that are deployed. This raises major privacy concerns.

The importance of security and privacy in these systems is widely recognized
[89, 134, 71, 152, 94, 88]. However, the related research proposals do not
solve those issues completely. For instance, focus is on the protection of the
transmission of data [62] or secure central storage and anonymous storage
technologies [127, 40, 47]. We have therefore aimed at developing an eHealth
system according to the privacy-by-design principles, where privacy-requirements
are recognised from the outset of the system design.

4.8 Conclusions

This chapter presented a design of a privacy-preserving eHelath system. The
system development is in accordance with the outlined mapping of privacy-by-
design principles in the SDLC (Section 2.6). The cryptographic solution used
for meeting specific privacy requirements are outlined. They are described in
terms of goals they achieve and can thus be re-applied to a design of a system
with similar requirements.

The described eHealth system is envisioned as a service offered by a commercial
provider. The trust assumptions are thus limited and there is no need for the
provider to employ medically trained personnel, which eases the commercial
deployment of these systems. The provider only offers core services and connects
the patients with a range of caregiving entities. This makes the system flexible,
as different (commercial) care providers can offer their services to the patients.
Since eHealth systems handle medical data, privacy is of major importance.
Both regulatory requirements and user preferences need to be taken into account.
This is addressed in the presented approach.



Chapter 5
Privacy-preserving ticketing
system

In this chapter we present a design of a privacy-preserving ticketing system for
public transport services. The reason for focusing on public transport ticketing
systems is that the currently offered solutions show a lack of respect for user
privacy. In most systems, the travellers are issued with digital passes that allow
management of their transportation products, e.g. tickets or monthly passes.
The digital pass usually contains a unique identifier, which is presented to a
validation machine when the traveller takes a ride. This allows to trace the
movements of the travellers. Even if the transport provider does not hold the
traveller’s personal data, powerful data mining techniques can be applied to
the mobility patterns to derive further information, potentially even identify
the traveller.

In order to address the privacy issues that are identified in the ticketing systems
currently in use, but still allow for full fledged services, we apply the privacy-
by-design development approach described in Section 2.6 for developing a novel,
privacy-preserving and practical ticketing system. It is meant to allow the
travellers to manage their personal data and purchased travel products, while
providing the required security assurances for transportation providers, such
as validity of a traveller’s registration and prevention of double-spending. In
addition, even though the data disclosure is minimised, the system design still
allows to perform useful analytics.

114
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5.1 Public transport ticketing systems

The public transport ticketing systems currently being developed are provider-
centric. The travellers are issued with digital passes for managing their travel
products, i.e. single or multi-use tickets. An example is the personal transport
pass, which is issued to a particular traveller and cannot be utilised by other
individuals. In order to achieve this property, the pass records personal
identifiable information in addition to the transport products it stores. Some
of the personal data is printed on the cover of the pass and some is stored in
its embedded microchip. The chip should only be accessible to the ticketing
system equipment. It can store the unique chip number, ePurse balance (which
is reduced with every trip the traveller takes), travel transactions history (such
as validations of entering or leaving a vehicle) and personal transport products
(such as a monthly discount plan). The cover usually contains the traveller’s
name, passport picture, date of birth and gender. This personal identifiable
information is visible to everyone with visual access to the card. It is also used
by the inspectors who verify whether the pass belongs to the traveller.

When a pass is issued, the traveller provides the personal details to be recorded.
If online pass ordering is supported, some of the personal data is not verified1.
However, as the pass is delivered to the given address, the provider is assured
about the correctness of this attribute. When the traveller utilises the issued
pass, a random inspection may request to check its validity. The picture and
possibly other information can then be verified and the pass can be revoked in
case of irregularities.

For privacy-aware travellers, anonymous transport passes can be utilised. They
are a simpler version of the personal pass and in contrast to it, contain no
personal data. However, as a consequence, no personal transport products can
be loaded on the pass and the range of provided services is limited. Even though
such card is anonymous, it can still allow for linking the use, i.e. travel history
of the holder. This can lead to profiling and raises serious privacy concerns as
it allows to track movements and even link them to the identity of the traveller
by using powerful data mining techniques2.

In order to address the privacy issues that arise in the existing solutions, we
design a privacy-preserving ticketing system (PPTS). It aims to minimise the
travellers’ data that is collected by the providers. It allows the travellers to
manage their personal data and purchased travel products, while providing the

1The providers usually do not require verification of this data, but in case identity proofs
are needed, electronic identity cards can be used at registration.

2The Wall Street Journal. Metadata Can Expose Persons Identity Even Without Name.
http://www.wsj.com/articles/ metadata-can-expose-persons-identity-even-when-name-isnt-
1422558349
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required security assurances for transportation providers, such as validity of
a traveller’s registration and prevention of double-spending. The system also
supports certain analytics, e.g. inspecting routes occupancy for adjusting the
resources accordingly. The system is designed by applying the privacy-by-design
development approach described in Section 2.6.

5.2 System planning

The planning phase addresses the positive sum principle of the privacy-by-design
concept (P4). This means that privacy should not be an impediment for the
service provisioning, but an added value.

In fact, the currently offered ticketing systems raise significant privacy concerns
due to their provider-centric design and data gathering possibilities. Moreover,
with some implementations, not only can the provider see the behaviour or
identity of the traveller, but an external party can mount a successful attack
and obtain this data as well3. In order to avoid such risks, some travellers
may opt for a more constrained anonymous pass. However, it does not support
personalisation and significantly limits the offered services.

The goal of the system design is to enable a range of services, while limiting
the data collection to only necessary details. The system should allow for
issuing transport products linked to the purchaser and impose usage restrictions
on them, such as validity period or types of services for which they can be
utilised. In addition, the design should allow to perform certain analytics, such
as measuring occupancy of different routes. This creates business benefits and
increases user satisfaction as the full portfolio of services is maintained without
endangering user privacy.

5.3 Requirements definition

The system requirements are defined to address multiple privacy-by-design
principles.

3A notable example of a successful attack on a public transport ticketing system’s technology
is the attack on the MIFARE Classic card [41].
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5.3.1 P1. Proactive, not reactive and P2. Privacy as the
default setting

For addressing the first principle (P1), we perform an privacy impact assessment
and identify the sensitive data that is collected, stored and processed in the
system. The collection itself is limited according to the data minimisation
principle (P2).

The sensitive data can be classified as follows:

I1 The identity of the traveller is collected at registration. It is needed to
link the issued pass to the holder and allow for the verification of this link.

I2 The issued transport products are data structures that need to contain
information about their validity and a link with the buyer’s pass. They
are signed by the issuing provider, which certifies their validity. However,
the issuance procedure should not allow the provider to see any personal
information of the buyer, other than the validity of her registration.

I3 The usage of transport products by travellers is also collected by the
provider, as it needs to perform relevant checks. The validity of products
should be verified by the transportation provider when they are used, in
addition to the link with the travellers utilising them. However, different
usages of products by one traveller should not be linkable together, as this
would allow traveller profiling. Moreover, the collected data about a used
product should not be linkable to the data collected when it was issued.

5.3.2 P5. Full life cycle protection

In order to achieve full life cycle protection, the privacy-protection mechanisms
should be operational before any sensitive data is collected. Further, the
collected data should be protected according to the defined requirements till
the secure and timely deletion at the end of its life cycle.

5.3.3 P6. Visibility and transparency

Similar to the eHealth system, the visibility and transparency should be ensured
through definition of policies that describe system functioning and logging of
relevant data sets that allow for auditing.
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5.4 System design

The system design phase addresses both hardware and software aspects of the
developed system. In this stage, we define the system architecture and protocols
that fulfil the specified requirements.

5.4.1 System architecture

The existing public transport ticketing services are offered through collaboration
of multiple stakeholders. They usually comprise the ticketing system operator
(TSO), who issues travellers’ passes and handles the related interactions, and
the public transport organisers (PTO), who organize the actual public transport.
One TSO usually collaborates with multiple PTO entities. It manages the
personal information obtained in the registration procedures and the identifiers
recorded in the passes. The PTO is able to record the trips taken and the
disclosed data, such as the unique pass identifier [116, 101].

Figure 5.1: The architecture of the public transport ticketing system.

In order to ease the integration of the privacy-preserving ticketing system into
the existing public transport services, it should be built on top of the existing
architecture. It consists of interactions between a traveller, a ticketing system
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operator (TSO) and a public transport organiser (PTO), as represented in
Figure 5.1. In addition, for user convenience, the travellers are interfacing with
the providers through a smartphone application. Before participating in the
PPTS system, every traveller would install the application, which performs the
ticketing system protocols. All travellers will also be issued with credentials
which serve as personal passes.

5.4.2 System protocols design

This section describes the protocols of the PPTS system. We first outline some
general building blocks and the properties they offer, in order to apply them in
designed protocols.

Cryptographic solutions

In this section we outline the solutions utilised in the PPTS protocol’s design
and which requirements they satisfy. This allows their reuse in systems with
similar requirements.

uCents. The uCentive scheme (Section 3) allows to create signed tokens
representing some goods, which are linked to the receiving user and contain
a description of their value. Embedding the link with the owner does not
reveal the identity or other personal information of the receiving user to the
issuer. The utilisation of uCents is also unlinkable to their issuance. Moreover,
separate sessions of one user for earning or spending the uCents cannot be
linked together.

Because of these properties, the uCentive scheme can be utilised in the PPTS
system design. The transport products, such as tickets, can be issued in the
form of uCents, as they allow incorporating a link to their buyer after she
proves to be a registered user. Additionally, the unlinkability requirements in
the PPTS system are satisfied with the outlined scheme’s properties.

An important aspect to be considered is the efficiency of the ticketing protocols.
The user-side computation is executed on a mobile device and should be
completed in a limited time frame. The uCentive scheme demonstrates usable
efficiency on smartphones, which allows its application in the public transport
ticketing system, as described in the following sections.
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Anonymous credentials. This type of credentials allows for selective disclosure
of attributes or only proving credential validity. Multiple uses of the same
credential can also remain unlinkable.

The anonymous credential technology can thus be used for management of
traveller’s passes. Namely, a personal travel pass would be issued as an
anonymous credential containing traveller’s personal information, such as name,
surname, address and picture. Proving only validity, but no other credential
information satisfies the data hiding requirement when the transport products
are purchased. In addition, this technology is an essential part of the uCentive
scheme and enables creation of a link between a product and the traveller who
is purchasing it. Finally, if an inspection is carried out to check whether a
traveller using a credential is the credential owner, this can be achieved by
selectively disclosing the personal information (e.g. picture). A link with the
prior or subsequent uses of the same credential is still not revealed.

The system design does not rely on anonymous credentials for issuance of actual
transport products. uCents were chosen as a more suitable solution. In order
to disincentivise sharing of anonymous credentials, they would need to record
traveller’s sensitive information. This would require providing and proving
this information to the TSO whenever a product is purchased. Alternatively,
the traveller could hold a master credential with personal data and have the
transportation products issued as credentials recording a link to it (Section
3.6). The issuance of a uCent token is significantly less complex compared to
the issuance of an anonymous credential. This is especially important, as the
travel products are managed on a mobile device. Moreover, the anonymous
credentials would require a more complex procedure to prevent double-spending.
It would either require providing more proofs at the time of token spending
(Table 3.5), or would rely on a revocation procedure, which can significantly
affect the performance of a system, especially with a large number of revoked
credentials [98, 99].

5.4.3 Traveller’s credential issuance

After installing the PPTS application, a traveller interacts with the online
ticketing application, to be issued with an anonymous credential which serves as
a personalised pass and is denoted as the PPTS credential. Credential attributes
include the traveller’s personal information (such as the name and date of birth),
the validity information and a secret number - the traveller’s ticketing system
secret (tss), which is different from the credential’s master secret and is not
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disclosed to the TSO4. This secret value has the role of the uCentive secret. The
personal information to be recorded in the credential is provided by the traveller,
as in the online registrations in the existing systems5. We assume usage of
Idemix credential technology [17], which allows for unlinkability of interactions
with the same credential including the credential issuance procedure.

5.4.4 ePurse balance recharge

Before utilising the transportation network, the user purchases the transport
products. Some are issued in the form of ePurse balance, which is (partially)
spent when a trip is taken. The protocol for recharging the ePurse needs to
fulfil the following:

• The traveller can request the desired amount to be added to the ePurse.

• The TSO can verify that the traveller is a registered user. The issued
ePurse recharge should also be linked to the purchaser. The link should
be provable at the time of spending, to prevent unauthorised sharing.

• After the authentication and payment, the traveller obtains the recharge.

• This recharge can then be spent on services of a collaborating PTO.

The privacy requirements posed on this protocol are:

• Traveller’s authentication should only prove existence of a valid
registration. No further information needs to be disclosed to the TSO.

• The link to the buyer recorded in the issued recharge should not disclose
any information about the traveller. It should also not allow the TSO
to discover the link between the recharge purchase and its subsequent
spending.

The designed scheme is based on the uCentive protocols. The travel products
are issued as uCents and are thus linked to the buyer, which can be proved at
the time of spending. In addition, the purchasing and spending of the same
or different products performed by the same traveller should not be linkable.
Similarly to existing systems, the traveller purchases products from the TSO.
Their spending should then be verified by the PTO’s validation machine in the
vehicle at the start of the traveller’s ride.

4The user sends a commitment to a random number to the TSO, which applies a random
offset to it before including it in the credential, resulting in the tss attribute.

5In case additional assurances are needed, the traveller’s eID card can be used for proving
validity of personal information.
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Table 5.1: Protocol for ePurse recharge.

(1) Tapp → TSO : Request(amount)
(2) Tapp ↔ TSO : Prove Cred validity
(3) Tapp ↔ TSO : Payment via Bank
(4) Tapp ← TSO : {infoi : Dg}i∈{1...N} ← Divide(amount)
(5) Tapp : {ri}i∈{1...N} ← generate()
(6) Tapp : {Ci}i∈{1...N} ← Commit({ri}i∈{1...N},Cred.tss)
(7) Tapp ↔ TSO : {pbsigi}i∈{1...n} ←

PBSign(SK TSO, {Ci}i∈{1...N}, {infoi}i∈{1...N})
(8) Tapp : Store({uCenti : {Ci , ri, infoi , pbsigi}}i∈{1...N})

The protocol for ePurse recharge is presented in Table 5.1:

(1) The traveller initially contacts the TSO to request the desired recharge
amount.

(2) The user then authenticates to the TSO as a registered user. For this, a
signed proof is created using the PPTS credential, signing a fresh challenge
received from the TSO.

(3) In case of successful authentication, the user receives an invoice, which is
paid through a third party provider.

(4) The amount paid by the traveller is then divided into a number of
denominations Dg. The Dg value is the guaranteed amount for one
journey, i.e. the maximal charge for a ride6.

(5-7) In the next steps, the traveller is issued with the recharge in the form of
uCents (details can be found in Section 3.2.5). The blinded information
in each uCent is a different and fresh commitment to the traveller’s secret
tss, Ci. The public information, info, is the denomination and possibly
constraints such as validity.

(8) The uCents are stored by the traveller’s application, representing the
ePurse charge.

6This approach is chosen so that the user spends only one uCent at the beginning of a
ride. This way, the service provider is assured that the full trip fee will be paid. The change
is issued on exiting the vehicle if a cheaper ride was taken.
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5.4.5 Purchase of other travel products

The proposed system also allows for the PTO providers to offer multiple-use
products, such as monthly discounts. The protocol should allow the following:

• The travellers can request a particular multiple-use product.

• The PTO can verify that the traveller is registered and also eligible to
obtain the product, e.g. verify that the user is over 65 years of age if she
requests a seniors’ discount.

• The issued product is linked to the requester and cannot be shared with
other users.

The data protection requirements include:

• The PTO only learns that the requester is a registered user and her
personal details satisfy the imposed requirements, such as the age range.

• Usage of the product should not be linkable to its issuance. Additionally,
different spending interactions of the same traveller should not be linkable.

The multiple-use products are also issued in the form of uCents. The interaction
is detailed in Protocol 5.2:

(1) The traveller initially requests the product via the installed application.

(2) In an interaction with the PTO, the traveller uses her PPTS anonymous
credential to prove that her registration is valid and that the personal
properties satisfy the posed requirements, e.g. recorded age is over 18.

(3) In case of successful authentication, the traveller is presented with an
invoice, which is then paid through a third party provider.

(4-7) Similarly to the ePurse recharge, the multi-use product is issued in the
form of a number of uCents. They record the link to the requester through
the commitment to the tss credential secret. The information about the
product is recorded in the public info part of the signed structure.

(8) The uCents are stored by the traveller’s application.

The issued tokens are spent with the TSO before starting the journeys (Table
5.3). Until the limitation on these tokens (such as a validity date) is met, the
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Table 5.2: Purchase of multiple-use products.

(1) Tapp → PTO : Request(monthlyDiscount)
(2) Tapp ↔ PTO : Prove Cred validity and properties
(3) Tapp ↔ PTO : Payment via Bank
(4) Tapp ← PTO : infotp : {reduction,PTO, validity} ← Generate()
(5) Tapp : {rtpi}i∈{1...n} ← Generate()
(6) Tapp : {Ctpi

}i∈{1...n} ← Commit({rtpi
}i∈{1...n},Cred.tss)

(7) Tapp ↔ PTO : {pbsigtpi
}i∈{1...n} ←

PBSign(SK PTO, {Ctpi
}i∈{1...n}, infotp)

(8) Tapp : Store({uCenti : {Ctpi
, rtpi

, infotp, pbsigtpi
}}i∈{1...n})

application interacts with the PTO before the last token is used; the last token
can be spent with the PTO to obtain a new bundle of uCents based on fresh
commitments.

Similar to issuance of multiple-use product, the system supports the issuance of
single-use products. The two protocols are similar with the difference that for
single-use product, only one uCent is issued.

5.4.6 Validation of the trip start

In order for a traveller to be allowed to take a ride, a transport product needs
to be verified and invalidated for future use. Thus, the following steps need to
be taken:

• A ticket, i.e. part of the ePurse charge needs to be spent. At the time of
spending, the holder proves that it was issued to her.

• Ticket spending needs to be verified by the PTO’s validation machine
mounted in the vehicle.

• The traveller should pay only the value of the taken ride.

In order to ensure the outlined data protection requirements, the protocol
should satisfy the following:

• The ticket spending should not be linkable to the session in which the
ticket was purchased or other spending (or purchase) interactions of the
same traveller.

• The proof that the traveller has purchased the ticket being spent should
not reveal any additional information about the traveller.
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• The reissuance of the change at the end of the ride may be linked to the
ride taken, but should not be linked to other interactions of the user,
including the spending of the change.

Since the interactions with the PTO’s validation machine need to be very
efficient, a part of the verifications related to spending a ticket is transferred to
an interaction with the TSO. The user thus spends the uCent with the TSO
prior to entering the vehicle. In return, the TSO issues a temporary ticket to be
shown to the PTO’s validation machine. The ticket is a digital signature which
can be verified efficiently. The interaction details are presented in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3: Validation of the trip start using the ePurse.

Before boarding the vehicle:
(1) Tapp : {C, r, info : Dg, pbsig} ← Load(uCent)
(2) Tapp → TSO : Request(startTrip, locstart)
(3) Tapp ↔ TSO : RedeemCent(uCent, chal)
(4) TSO : if (Seen(C, info)) Abort
(5) TSO : tval ← Generate()
(6) TSO : sigval ← Sign(SK TSO, {chal, tval , locstart})
(7) TSO : Store(C, info)
(8) Tapp ← TSO : sigval , tval
(9) Tapp : Store(sigval , chal, tval , locstart),Delete(uCent)

On entering the vehicle:
(10) Tapp → PTOVM : sigval , chal, tval , locstart
(11) PTOVM : if (! Verify(sigval , tval , locstart) ∨

Seen(chal ↔ tval)) Abort
(12) PTOVM : Store(chal, tval)
(13) PTOVM : sigstart ← Sign(SK PTO,

{chal, tstart , locstart , idbus})
(14) Tapp ← PTOVM : sigstart , chal, tstart , locstart , idbus

(1) The traveller’s application initially loads the uCent to be spent.

(2) A request for a ticket is sent to the TSO, containing the starting location
of the trip, i.e. stop (locstart).

(3-4) The uCent is redeemed with verifications that prevent double spending
(Section 3.2.5). The TSO-generated random challenge chal is used for
proofs creation.

(5-6) The TSO records the time of validation (tval), which it signs along with
the challenge and the starting location.
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(7) The commitment and info values are stored by the TSO to prevent double-
spending of the redeemed token.

(8) The signature and time of validation are relayed to the traveller.

(9) The application stores the signature, challenge, validation time and
starting location, while deleting the spent uCent.

(10) When the traveller enters the vehicle, the traveller’s application establishes
a short-range anonymous channel7 with the validation device, which
corresponds to scanning a smart card in the existing systems. Over this
connection, the temporary ticket, i.e. the signature is presented to the
validation machine.

(11) The validation machine verifies that the signature is valid, the starting
location is correct and that the validation time is sufficiently recent.
Double spending is prevented by verifying that the challenge-validation
time combination was not recorded before.

(12) The challenge and validation time are then stored in the local temporary
database of spent tickets.

(13) The device then issues a receipt to the traveller specifying the trip details,
i.e. the trip starting time and location, the identifier of the bus, and the
challenge.

(14) The information is relayed to the traveller’s application.

If the traveller had taken a shorter ride then was originally paid for with
the guaranteed-amount uCent, the change needs to be issued. The steps are
presented in Table 5.4:

(1) The application loads and sends the stored trip details and the signed
receipt (sigstart) to the validation machine for approving the change.

(2) The validation machine checks that the trip details are valid and the
signature is correct and has not already been used for change issuance.
As challenge chal is included in the signature, the possibility that two
traveller’s obtain the same signature sigstart is negligible.

(3) The signature is then stored to prevent double spending in the future.

(4) The validation machine calculates the fare for the ride and the change
that the traveller should receive (diff ).

7We assume the establishment of communication based on device-generated identifiers,
which change with every new ride the traveller takes [56].
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(5-6) The change, the challenge and the time of ending the ride are then signed
by the validation machine and relayed to the traveller’s device.

(7) The application stored the issued signature and signed data and deletes
the trip-start receipt.

(8) After exiting the vehicle, the application contacts the TSO to obtain the
change uCent. It sends the PTO’s signature and related data.

(9) The TSO verifies the validity of the validation machine’s signature and
that the signature and time combination was not used for change earning
before. It can also impose a limit on the difference between the current
time and time when PTO issued the signature.

(10) The random challenge, time and signature are stored to prevent double
spending.

(11) The traveller application then creates a new commitment to which the
uCent will be issued.

(12) The uCent is issued with the change encoded in the public part, info.

(13) The application stores the uCent and deletes the trip receipt.

When the accumulated change tokens exceed the guaranteed amount, Dg, the
Tapp interacts with the TSO online to spend these smaller denominations and
receive a token of value Dg.

5.4.7 Design extensions

The described proposal focuses on local transport, such as bus services, but can
easily be extended to other transport systems. Also, the issuance and utilisation
of the transport products is designed in a way that allows for a flexible system.
In some systems a maximal charge for a single day is set (e.g. ’capping’ in
London Oyster system). To achieve this property in PPTS, the travellers would
be issued with a proof-of-spending uCent at the end of every ride. The issuance
would be performed by the TSO. After the a traveller’s spending reaches the
maximal daily amount, her application contacts the TSO. It proves possession
of uCents corresponding to a sufficient spent amount and is in return issued
with uCents which correspond to single rides for that day. There is no limit
on the number of these additional rides, as the traveller can exchange one such
uCent for a new batch (see Table 5.2). This way, the travellers do not need to
spend more than a specified amount for an unlimited number of rides within a
day.
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Table 5.4: Validation of the trip end using the ePurse.

Before exiting the vehicle:
(1) Tapp → PTOVM : sigstart , chal, tstart , locstart , idbus
(2) PTOVM : if (! Verify(sigstart , chal, tstart , locstart ,

idbus) ∨ Seen(sigstart)) Abort
(3) PTOVM : Store(sigstart)
(4) PTOVM : diff = ∆(Dg,∆(locend , locstart)× tariff )
(5) PTOVM : sigtrip ← Sign(SK PTO, {chal, diff , tend})
(6) Tapp ← PTOVM : sigtrip, chal, diff , tend
(7) Tapp : Store(sigtrip, chal, diff , tend),

Delete(sigstart , locstart)
After exiting the vehicle:

(8) Tapp → TSO : sigtrip, chal, diff , tend
(9) TSO : if (Seen(tend ↔ sigtrip) ∨

! Verify(sigtrip)) Abort
(10) TSO : Store(chal, sigtrip, tend)
(11) Tapp : C ← Commit(r,Cred.tss)
(12) Tapp ↔ TSO : pbsig ← PBSign(SK TSO,C , info : diff )
(13) Tapp : Store(uCent : {C , r, info, pbsig}),

Delete(sigtrip, chal, diff , tend)

It is also possible to allow the providers to learn how buses should be
synchronised, by linking together multiple jumps that comprise one journey. A
traveller would create a domain pseudonym using the PPTS credential (which
does not reveal any additional information), show it on all jumps of one journey
and if allowed by the TSO, spend only one ticket if the jumps are within a
specified time frame, which the TSO can verify. The pseudonym would be
created at the beginning of a trip and would be proven at the beginning of
every subsequent jump. The traveller would change the domain pseudonym for
every new journey. The credential properties provide assurances that different
credentials cannot produce same domain pseudonyms [17].

The described design also supports random trip inspection, which is explained
in more detail in Appendix A.5.

5.5 Design discussion

The main stakeholders of the described ticketing system are:
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• Travellers who purchase the travel products and spend them for utilising
the transportation services.

• Ticketing system operator (TSO) who issues travellers’ passes and
performs traveller registration. If required, it also verifies the presented
personal data of travellers at the time of registration.

• Public transport organisers (PTO) organize the actual public
transport. As part of their equipment, they have a validation machine
mounted on every vehicle that verifies the travel products that the
travellers present in order to take a ride.

Although the travellers register in order to utilise the services, the information
disclosed at the time of registration cannot be linked to subsequent use of
the travellers’ passes, i.e. anonymous credentials. The utilised technology also
provides unlinkability of multiple uses of the same credential. The temporary
tickets that are presented to the validation machines of the PTO do not contain
any personal or identifying data. The same goes for issued change tokens. In
short, the traveller’s actions are unlinkable, both to the TSO and PTO, while
the TSO is assured that only registered travellers can purchase travel products
and that a traveller obtaining a temporary ticket is the original purchaser of
the travel product.

Trust assumptions. The trust assumptions in the described system design are
very limited. The providers, i.e. TSO and PTO are not assumed to be honest
and may attempt to link travellers’ actions to track them. However, even if they
collaborate and merge their databases, no new links would become apparent.
Any interaction of a traveller cannot be linked to another action she performs,
including purchases and spending of travel products.

P2. Privacy as a default setting.

The requirement that the travellers do not need to take any specific action
for their privacy to be protected is addressed with the described protocols.
Namely, the protocols are designed to require only minimally necessary data to
be collected about the travellers.
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P3. Privacy embedded into design.

The principle is achieved by addressing all of the defined privacy-protection
requirements with the system design. Therefore, the data handling requirements
are defined for every task and protocols are designed based on them.

P5. Full life cycle protection.

For end-to-end protection of travellers’ information, the mechanisms that protect
privacy need to be implemented before any piece of information is collected
and remain active until the data is destroyed at the end of the life cycle. The
protocols ensure that in all of the interactions, no data is collected that would
allow identification of travellers or even link together their interactions, such as
purchases and spending of tickets. Further, the personal data is handled only
by the travellers, i.e. owners, and it is not transmitted outside of the travellers’
devices. Under the assumption that the data is securely stored on the travellers’
devices (in a credential), the risk of information leakage is minimized.

P7. Respect for user privacy.

The travellers’ privacy is protected through data minimisation which prevents
disclosure of identities. In addition, the activity of a traveller is not linkable,
thus preventing profiling and revelation of sensitive information through data
mining.

5.6 Performance analysis

For improved efficiency, some of the operations are carried out offline. The
mobile application can create commitments and store them to be used at
the time of check-in or check-out. Additionally, when the ePurse recharge is
performed, issued uCents have the value required to show when taking one
standard ride. This means that when taking a ride, the user usually spends
only one uCent. When a user collects enough change uCents to create a new
uCent worth the standard fee, the application interacts with the TSO to spend
the with smaller amounts uCents and be issued with a standard-value one.

The performance evaluation was done by measuring the execution time for the
cryptographic building blocks utilised in the protocols. The measurements for
the client-side (Tapp) were performed on a Samsung Galaxy S3 (GT-I9300) with
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a quad-core 1.4 GHz Cortex-A9 processor, 1GB of memory and Android 4.1.2.
The TSO and PTO’s validation machine (PTOVM ) operations were measured
on a workstation with Intel® Core™ i7-3770 CPU, 16 GB of memory and Ubuntu
13.04. Idemix is initialised with strong parameters. The results are summarised
in Table 5.5 and represent an average over 100 measurements.

Table 5.5: Average execution times of the PPTS interactions (in ms).

Before the When When After the
trip (ms) entering (ms) exiting (ms) trip (ms)

Tapp 623.3 / / 162.9
PTOVM / 18.4 18.4 /
TSO 130.3 / / 7.6
Total 753.6 18.4 18.4 170.5

The most time-critical operations of the scheme are interactions between the
traveller’s application and the validation machine at the start and end of a trip.
The cryptographic operations they comprise, i.e. creation and verification of
digital signatures, have proven to be very efficient. For 100 measurements using
a 2048-bit RSA key pair, signing and signature verification took on average
17.7 ms and 0.7 ms respectively.

In addition to these operations, the traveller’s application communicates with the
TSO before boarding the vehicle to receive a temporary validation confirmation.
This interaction incorporates creation of a signed zero-knowledge proof on the
client side and verification of this proof and a partially blind signature and
creation of a signature on the server side. The average time of client execution
is 623.3 ms. The server execution takes 112.6 ms for both verifications and
17.7 ms for creating the signature representing the temporary ticket. When the
traveller enters, and later exits the vehicle, both interactions with the PTO’s
validation machine incorporate creation and verification of a digital signature.
In a subsequent interaction with the TSO, the traveller is issued with a uCent,
which takes 162.9 ms on the client side. For the server, issuance takes 6.9 ms
and signature verification 0.7 ms.

The measured values show usable efficiency. In addition, the most time-
consuming operations are performed before the user enters and after she leaves
the vehicle and are thus less time-critical. Overall, the results show that the
protocols’ efficiency allows the approach to be deployed in a practical ticketing
system, such as those used for bus or tram transport.
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5.7 Related Work

As novel technologies advance the ticketing systems, research initiatives also
increase their focus on this field. However, multiple studies identify that privacy
is a serious issue in the novel designs, as they allow to collect information about
the users, such as locations and movements [61, 123]. The way some commercial
systems are deployed also create grounds for concern [162]. For instance, the
Washington D.C. Metro was functioning for years without a clearly defined
privacy policy [146, 72].

To tackle these privacy concerns, there is a limited number of research proposals.
One of the initial proposals uses an e-cash payment scheme, anonymous
credentials and proxy re-encryption for concealing personal data, while ensuring
correct payment [72]. However, the system is described only on a higher level
of abstraction and system flexibility is limited compared to currently offered
services. Another proposal describes a pseudonymous system for protection of
user identity [83]. However, there are still possibilities for user profiling, as the
users are pseudonymous and every ticket contains a unique identifier, linking
its purchase and usage. For ensuring unlinkability, trusted anonymisers and
physically unclonable functions (PUFs) technology are considered [132]. Since
such hardware requirements are an impediment for system adoption, we focus
on the software solutions.

Similar to our approach, some research initiatives protect user privacy using
anonymous credentials [157]. However, the described system is not flexible
enough for public transport systems, as it does not consider the option of
pricing per travelled distance or reduction plans. On the other hand, a solution
with smart cards as carriers of credentials and attributes is developed [80, 160].
It was applied to a system for issuing tickets for events in order to link the
purchased product to the buyer8. Namely, the tickets are issued to the user’s
card as anonymous credentials. However, the efficiency requirements posed on
the described system are not the same as requirements for public transport
solutions. It was discussed that due to efficiency reasons, the proposed solution
is not applicable to public transportation systems [3]. An e-cash scheme may
also be employed in ticketing systems [131]. The proposed system is based on
users purchasing bundles of credentials which represent single travel tickets. At
the end of a ride, the traveller is refunded with change. While the scheme is
protecting the privacy of the travellers, it does not allow for services such as
discount plans or monthly passes, which we aim to support with our proposal.

8IRMA: Using attribute based credentials to stop resale of tickets. http://blog.xot.nl/
2012/11/06/irma-using-attribute-based-credentials-to-stop-resale-of-tickets/.

http://blog.xot.nl/2012/11/06/ irma-using-attribute-based-credentials-to-stop-resale-of-tickets/
http://blog.xot.nl/2012/11/06/ irma-using-attribute-based-credentials-to-stop-resale-of-tickets/
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5.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we presented a novel design of a public transport ticketing system.
The system is developed through steps outlined in Section 2.6, which map
the privacy-by-design principles to different SDLC stages. The cryptographic
solution used in the system design are described in terms of privacy-preserving
properties they can be used to achieve and can thus be re-applied to a design
of a system with similar requirements.

The presented ticketing system design amounts to a privacy-preserving solution,
but also practical solution which ensures unlinkability of travellers’ interactions
and prevents creating identifiable or even pseudonymous profiles. Although
the collected data is minimised and the products’ issuance and utilisation
cannot be linked together, the service providers are still receiving the needed
security assurances and can impose restrictions on utilisation and sharing of
the purchased products. The trust assumptions are also reduced, as the users
do not need to rely on the service providers to handle their data in a way that
corresponds to their privacy preferences and trust that the security of the stored
information cannot be defeated. In addition, the design still allows to perform
the statistical analyses for improving the efficiency of the provisioned services.





Chapter 6
A Prolog-based framework for
privacy evaluation and user
feedback

The well-established principles of privacy-by-design [24] impose certain
requirements on an information system development. The seventh principle
of this approach focuses on respect for user privacy through establishment
of a user-centric design. This means that users are enabled to express their
privacy preferences which thereupon control the way information is collected
and managed in the system.

However, for this principle to be fulfilled, users need to be able to make
informed decisions about their privacy policies, i.e the allowed disclosures of
their personal information. Otherwise, even if the system employs privacy-
protecting technologies, the privacy of the system can be defeated with social
engineering or human mistake. In order for the users to make informed decisions
on whether a specific piece of personal information may be disclosed, it is
necessary to ensure their full understanding of how it would impact their
privacy level in the context of the entire system.

This chapter explores the approach of building a user-oriented tool for providing
such privacy feedback. It serves to inform the users about the profiles different
providers hold about them and consequences of potential subsequent disclosures.
The tool is developed as a Prolog-based framework that allows the users to keep
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track of their disclosures and their partial identities captured by providers. The
framework can also be used to inspect the privacy impact of a disclosure and
help users choose among alternative service providers or authentication policies.
The usage of the framework is illustrated with a privacy-preserving ticketing
system presented in Chapter 5.

6.1 Introduction

Nowadays, many services are offered as electronic services. As they often provide
better customer-experience and efficiency, they are a preferred option of many
users. Areas ranging over commerce, finance and governmental services are
thus establishing a strong online existence. Most common examples are online
shops, social networks, banking sites, or administrative communication with
the governmental bodies, such as tax authorities.

While the early versions of online services were offered by a single provider,
they are now often provided through a collaboration of multiple entities, each
of which covers a specific aspect of the business, using collaboration to increase
their efficiency and effectiveness. Every provider in such collaboration has a
distinct role, with specific responsibilities and authorisations. In the online
shopping example, the shop utilises the order information, while the delivery
service requires the user’s address and a third party payment service receives
the banking data. Additionally, some providers have a business model that does
not require the users to pay for a service, but the gathered data about them
is monetised by being sold to other parties, such as advertisement providers.
Consequently, not only are the users in direct communication with a growing
number of online providers, but their personal data is reaching even more
entities.

All this represents a challenge for tracking the knowledge databases of providers
and assessing an individual’s dynamics privacy level. In order to determine the
partial identities that several providers store about a user, it would be necessary
to keep track of all user activities, i.e. disclosures, and the alternative flows of
information, i.e. exchange of data amongst providers.

In order to tackle this, the work described in this chapter explores the approach
of developing a privacy-feedback framework. Our framework is built in the
Prolog logic programming language and is intended to operate on the user’s side
and model the observed system and all the disclosures that a user has made,
allowing to pose queries about the resulting privacy level, i.e. the knowledge of
the providers with which the user directly or indirectly interacts. Besides being
beneficial for the users, the framework can also be used by system developers.
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They would model a chosen system design and specify scenarios of interest, on
which queries can be made. This can provide insight on the attained users’
privacy level and allow them to detect if privacy requirements are met.

6.2 The privacy-feedback framework

The privacy-feedback framework is meant to evaluate the attained privacy level
of a user by informing her about her partial identities as seen by the providers.
It takes as input the relevant technologies, service providers with which the user
interacts, and the user’s previous actions, i.e. disclosures. The system also takes
into account the potential merges of the databases of providers based on their
collaborations. As a result, it provides the information on the partial identities
as seen by the interacting providers.

Besides getting feedback on the current privacy level, the users are able to make
queries about the effect potential disclosures would have on their privacy and
help choose between service providers or alternative authentication policies.

The rest of this section describes the framework design, by explaining its
conceptual model and the semantic data representations.

6.2.1 Conceptual model

The conceptual model of the framework is presented in Figure 6.1. It takes
as input a model of the system, which is translated into a readily-executed
object code. The user poses queries on this code, the results of which provide
information about her privacy level.

The process components are described in the rest of this section.

Input models

The input models represent models of the different system aspects. They include
the following:

• The credential model represents users’ credentials used in interactions
with providers. For instance, the utilised types of credentials can be
national identity cards, loyalty credentials or student cards. This model
includes the credential technologies present in the system and credential
templates used. The credential technologies are relevant for representing
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Figure 6.1: The conceptual model of the privacy-feedback framework.

the consequences of their usage for disclosures. For instance, showing one
attribute with an X.509 credential would lead to disclosure of all credential
attributes. On the other hand, anonymous credential technologies allow
for selective disclosure of attributes. A credential of a specific type and
technology is assumed to have a unique structure. The credential templates
specify this structure, by defining the set and ordering of attributes in a
credential which is defined by a specific technology-type combination.

• The provider-specific model defines the data handling practices in terms
of collection, storage and possible sharing with other entities. It is based
on the privacy policies of providers, that specify which data is collected,
processed, stored and made available to other entities. On the other hand,
the provider-specific model also specifies users’ trust in providers. Namely,
if a user trusts the providers’ specified privacy policies, the privacy level
feedback is constructed based on them. However, if the user does not trust
the providers to limit the storage of collected data, or not to share her
data with other providers, the model reflects this and provides feedback
based on the user’s expectations. The feedback can also be constructed
for the worst case scenario, where all collected data is considered to be
stored, processed and shared with all other observed providers.

• Another input element is the definition of identifiability models. On
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the one hand, it specifies the unique attributes and attribute sets. The
uniqueness property is assumed to depend on the source and certifier of
an attribute. This information is used for determining existence of links
between different user profiles, i.e. determining that they pertain to the
same individual. Two profiles containing the same unique attribute or
attribute set are considered to be linked together. The second part of
the identifiability model assigns all attributes with a weight. The weight
represents the sensitivity of the attribute’s disclosure and depends on
the kind of attribute and its source, i.e. trustworthiness. For instance,
attributes certified by the government are more trustworthy than a free
user input, and can thus have a higher weight. This information is relevant
for calculating the privacy cost of a disclosure, e.g. by summing up the
weights of disclosed attributes or applying more complex algorithms. With
this model, the framework can inform the users about quantified privacy
costs of specific disclosures, thus helping the disclosure-decision making
process.

• Finally, concrete user actions are modelled as the final and cumulative
part of the input. They represent tracked user behaviour and disclosures
towards different providers. Based on them, the current privacy level of a
user is determined.

The input models are flexible and can be removed, added and updated as needed.
This allows to model different systems and provide an up-to-date view on user
privacy.

Queries and results

For the production of the feedback, queries are posed on the compiled Prolog
model. Posing specific queries allows to obtain information about different
aspects of the user privacy level. Examples are:

• Getting an overview of all of the profiles held by chosen or all modelled
providers.

• Information on all identifiable profiles.

• Verifying if one of the recorded profiles contains a specific attribute or a
set of attributes. This may refer to a fully specified attribute or only an
attribute name or value.

• The links between the profiles, their holders and the reasons for each of
the links’ creations.
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• The cost of a particular disclosure.

All of the above queries can also be made for a hypothetical scenario. Namely,
the user can define a set of assumptions, including potential actions or providers’
trustworthiness, for which she wishes to inspect the achieved privacy level.

Implementation

The framework is built using the Prolog declarative logic programming language1.
It allowed us to model the privacy aspects of a system through the following
means:

• Asserted facts create the initial knowledge database of the system. They
are also used to specify the collaboration between providers and to define
the attribute sets that are considered unique. When determining the
privacy cost of a disclosure, they are used to assign weights to specific
attributes.

• Rules allow to model the possible information flow in the system. A
certain level of ’imperative’ programming may be achieved, by invoking a
desired action, such as assertion, when a goal or query is executed.

• Data structures are represented with predicates with appropriate number
of arguments.

• Queries allow to ask for the list of information held by the providers, list
of links that can be made, whether a specific data set is present in a
provider’s knowledge database, and the expense of a particular disclosure.

6.2.2 Semantic data representations

The framework handles information in the form of adequate data structures.
They capture the information and its relevant metadata. Examples of
such structures are user profiles, attributes, attributes’ definitions, credential
templates and instantiated credentials.

User profiles

The data that is disclosed to the providers is modelled with user profiles. A
profile represents a collection of pieces of information which are revealed by the

1The code is available at https://github.com/mmilica

https://github.com/mmilica
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user within one uninterrupted interaction with a provider, i.e. in one session,
and that are stored by the provider2. The profiles are created dynamically, as
the occurring user actions are modelled. For instance, showing an attribute is
modelled as invoking actions of recording the attribute and its metadata in the
provider’s database and creating applicable links within the providers database
and between collaborating providers’ databases. Every link between profiles
represents the fact that they pertain to the same individual. The way they are
formed is presented in Section 6.3.

Besides consisting of the disclosed information, every profile is identified with
a transaction identifier (TID). The identifier is freshly generated for each
established connection, even with the same user3. The identifier is consequently
linked to all the disclosed pieces of information within one interaction, including
credential disclosures and free user input:

Profilei = {TIDi : {Attributeij}j∈{1..n}} .

An illustration of the framework’s database is provided in Figure 6.2. Every
service provider SPk is linked with the profiles it had constructed, identified
with TIDki. Every profile contains a set of attributes, each linked with its
source information. The source information can point to free user input or
a certified credential identified by its type, technology and the issuer. The
established links between these profiles are denoted with dotted lines.

Every existing profile entry is modelled in Prolog as an asserted fact. The
predicate of the fact has as arguments the identifier of the service provider
which holds the knowledge of the profile entry, the transaction identifier and a
recorded attribute with its source:

profile(SP, TIDi, Attributeij, Sourceij).

In case one provider offers multiple services to users, this is modelled as the
existence of multiple providers which collaborate, i.e. share their knowledge
databases. The framework considers all the data to be exchanged between them,
reflecting the fact that all the data is held by one entity. At the same time, the
information about which service was requested by the user is maintained – it is
encoded in the service-specific identifier of the interacting provider.

2The information storing policy of a provider is also represented with the system model.
A disclosed piece of information is modelled as stored if the provider policy specifies so, or if
the user does not trust the provider and assumes that all collected data is also stored.

3The provider will only be able to deduce the link between different interactions with
the same user, if she discloses the same unique attribute or attribute set in both. As the
system can model the metadata, such as IP addresses, this can also be used for establishing
an existence of a link between profiles.
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Figure 6.2: The knowledge database of the framework.

Credentials

Two types of credential structures are handled by the system: credential
templates and issued credentials.

Credential templates specify the structure of a specific kind of credentials and
are used to specify the ordering of attributes they record and their properties
(e.g. whether the issuer learns the attribute value and who chooses the value,
user or issuer). They are used for determining the position of an attribute of
interest within a credential and possibly checking some of its properties, e.g.
uniqueness. Templates do not contain attributes, as values are not assigned yet,
but only contain attribute definitions:

CredTemplatei = {Technologyi,Typei, [List of AttrDefinitions]i} .

The Technology argument refers to the specification of the credential technology,
such as X.509 or Idemix, while the Type represents its purpose, such as Belgian
eID or a store’s loyalty credential. Every credential template is uniquely
identified with the type and technology combination.
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On the other hand, issued credentials contain the actual attribute values, but
not the properties, as this information is available in the template specifications.
Issuance of credentials is modelled as creation of a credential structure with
initialised attributes, i.e. attributes with assigned values. It also asserts the
ownership of the user interacting with the issuer4. However, this does not
require the issuer to learn the identity of the user.

Attributes

There are two attribute structures used in the framework. One models the
attributes’ definitions which appear in the credential templates, while the other
represents the instantiated credential- and profile-attributes.

The attributes of a user, which constitute her (partial) identity, are represented
with the attribute name and value:

AttributeProfilei
ij = {AttrNamej ,AttrValuej} .

This structure is recorded as part of a user profile or an issued credential. In a
user profile, every attribute is paired with its source information.

Attribute definition structure contains the following fields:

AttrDefinitioni =
{AttrNamei,ValueTypei, IssuerKnowledgei,ValueChoicei,Sharingi} .

The AttrName of the attribute does not need to be unique. The ValueType
defines the type of this attribute’s value, such as ’String’ or ’Integer’. The
IssuerKnowledge and ValueChoice are fields representing whether the attribute
is disclosed to the issuer of the credential and whether the value is assigned
by the issuer or chosen by the user, respectively. Finally, the Sharing property
describes the level of attribute uniqueness. An attribute value can be unique
or shared amongst a differing number of users. For instance, a social security
number is defined as unique, while name or date of birth are not and address
attribute is considered to have a restricted sharing property.

Examples of an attribute structure and an attribute definition (linked to a
specific credential) as represented in Prolog are:

4This allows the framework to go through the list of user’s credentials, e.g. if it is extended
to offer determining the optimal choice for satisfying an authentication policy (minimising
the cost of the disclosure, as in Section 6.4.3).
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attribute(′ZIP′, ′3000′).

attrDef(′ZIP′, ′ZipCode′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Shared′).

The definition specifies that the attribute is learned by the issuer of the credential
(i.e. ’Known’), it is assigned by the issuer (i.e. ’Assigned’) and its value is shared
by multiple users (i.e. ’Shared’).

Since the framework also models the value aspect of attributes, this allows
for extension of the framework’s functionality. Namely, some authentication
policies require only proving properties of attributes, e.g. age is over 25. For
trustworthy providers, it is assumed that only this property is recorded. In
addition, the Idemix credential technology supports proving certain properties
of attributes, without disclosing their values. Therefore, the framework can be
extended to model collection or storage of only attribute properties.

6.3 Feedback creation

When a user reveals a piece of information, it is recorded by the interacting
provider as a profile entry5. After the new entry is created, the framework tries
to create links to other recorded profiles. It first checks whether the attribute
is unique in which case the same attribute is searched for in other profiles.
If a match is found in other profiles, they are marked as linked. Every link
between profiles is recorded through a linking predicate with profiles’ transaction
identifiers as arguments. It also specifies the reason for linking, i.e. the unique
attribute. Next, the unique attribute sets are evaluated. Similarly as with
unique attributes, the links are recorded with the set definition as a reason for
creating the link. In Prolog, a user action, e.g. a disclosure is represented as a
head of a rule, the body of which includes performing the needed checks, e.g.
which type of credential is used and which consequences it entails, and invoking
profile entries creation.

Initially, the user requests a specific service (reqService) from a service provider
(SP) over a transaction identified with TID. The related Prolog rule has the

5Whether a piece of information is stored depends on the provider’s storage policy. Also,
if the user does not trust the provider to limit the storage, all collected data is considered to
be stored by the provider.
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form6:

reqService(User, SP, TID, Service) : −

authPolicy(SP, Service, ListOfAttrAndSourcePairs),

authenticate(User, SP, TID, ListOfAttrAndSourcePairs),

showMetadata(User, SP, TID, MetaData).

Upon requesting a service, the authentication policy of the provider is
consulted (authPolicy). It specifies which attributes the user shows in
the interaction and their sources, e.g. specific credentials or free user input
(ListOfAttrAndSourcePairs). Once the applicable policy is determined and
the list of required disclosures, the authentication is modelled. If there is network
level data that the provider obtains, which could be used for deriving links
between user actions, it is also included as part of the disclosure (showMetadata).
For instance, if a user utilises a static IP address for multiple sessions with
providers, it is recorded as part of the created profiles, as it can also be used
for creating links between profiles. The disclosures from different sources (e.g.
credential source and free user input) are modelled differently. In case of
credential source the applicable rule is:

authenticate(User, SP, TID, [First|Rest]) : −

First = attrAndSource(cred(_, Technology, Type, _), AttrList),

Cred = cred(User, Technology, Type, _),

showCred(User, SP, TID, Cred, AttrList),

authenticate(User, SP, TID, Rest).

In this case, a credential of the user that has the required type and technology
is found and its show is modelled. If the disclosure refers to user input, the

6The presentation of the implemented Prolog rules is optimised for clarity. The actual
implementation of the presented examples may be more compact or more detailed and differs
slightly in the used notations.
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applicable rule is:

authenticate(User, SP, TID, [First|Rest]) : −

First = attrAndSource(′userInput′, AttrList),

userInput(User, SP, TID, AttrList),

authenticate(User, SP, TID, Rest).

If the user discloses information by showing a credential, the utilised credential
technology has an impact on the resulting disclosure. If the disclosure of a
piece of information is performed by having the user show an X.509 credential
attribute, the applicable Prolog rule has the form:

showCred(User, SP, TID, Credential, AttributeList) : −

Credential = cred(Alias, Technology, Type, ListOfCredAttrs),

Type = ′X.509′,

createFullListOfAttributesToShow(List, ListOfCredAttrs),

showCredentialAttributes(User, SP, TID, Credential, List).

This rule models the user showing a specific provider (SP) a chosen list
of credential attributes (AttributeList) over a transaction identified with
TID. The user’s credentials are also represented with aliases, which are
used to assist the user-side credential management. For showing an X.509
credential, the list of attributes to be disclosed to the provider is created
as a full list of credential attributes (createFullListOfAttributesToShow).
In case of Idemix credentials, only the specified attributes are shown
(createListOfChosenAttributesToShow), as selective disclosure is supported.
In addition, it is also possible to only prove ownership of an anonymous credential.
The rule applicable to this case has the form:
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showCred(User, SP, TID, Credential, AttributeList) : −

Credential = cred(Alias, Technology, Type, ListOfCredAttrs),

Type = ′Idemix′,

createListOfChosenAttributesToShow(List, AttributeList),

showCredentialAttributes(User, SP, TID, Credential, List).

Showing a list of attributes is a recursive rule, which adds the attributes to
the provider’s knowledge database one by one, if specified in the storage policy.
The credential source is also listed as part of the database entry. Additionally,
it adds the entry to the collaborating providers’ databases, in case the sharing
policy specifies exchange of the given attribute:

showCredentialAttributes(User, SP, TID, Credential, List) : −

List = [AttributeNameAndValue|Rest],

Credential = cred(Alias, Technology, Type, ListOfCredAttrs),

getCredAttribute(Credential, ′Issuer′, Issuer),

Source = credSource(Technology, Type, Issuer),

addToProvidersDB(SP, TID, AttributeNameAndValue, Source),

addToCollaboratingProvidersDB(SP, TID, AttributeNameAndValue,

Source),

showCredentialAttributes(User, SP, TID, Credential, Rest).

An attribute that is disclosed to the provider is recoded in the knowledge
database either if the worse case is observed, or the user does not trust the
provider or the provider’s storage policy specifies storage of this attribute.
Making an entry in the providers database invokes the following actions. Firstly,
a check whether the profile entry exists in the database is performed. In
case there is no matching entry, the entry is asserted as part of the provider’s
knowledge database. Secondly, the creation of links between other profile entries,
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i.e. other profiles identified with differing transaction identifiers, is initiated.
Adding an attribute to a collaborating provider’s database is performed in a
similar way. It only requires consulting the information sharing policy of the
original provider to check whether the specific attribute is shared with the
collaborating provider.

addToProvidersDB(SP, TID, Attribute, Source) : −

(

isWorstCase

; noUserTrust(SP)

; isStoredBySP(SP, Attribute, Source)

),

(

profileEntry(SP, TID, Attribute, Source), !

; assert(profileEntry(SP, TID, Attribute, Source)

),

establishLinksBetweenProfiles(SP, TID, Attribute, Source).

The links establishment starts with a check whether the given attribute, from
the specified source, is unique. In the case it is, the attribute is searched for in
other profiles. If a match is found, a link between the profiles is asserted with a
specification of the reason for its creation (e.g. matching unique citizen number
from the national ID card), unless the link was already recorded. If the link
already exists, but was recorded for another reason, the list of linking reasons
is simply extended. The link extends to other profiles linked to the one with
which a link is being established. The process is repeated for all matches that
are found:
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establishLinksBetweenProfiles(SP, TID, Attribute, Source) : −

isUnique(Attribute, Source),

Attribute = attribute(Name, Value),

transactioID(TIDOther),

\+ TID = TIDOther,

searchForUniqueAttrInOtherProfiles(SP, TIDOther, Attribute,

Source),

recordProfilesLink(SP, TID, TIDOther, reason(uniqueAttr(Name,

Source))),

fail.

If the observed attribute is not unique, the sets of unique attributes which
it constitutes are searched for next. After determining the unique sets this
attribute belongs to, the sets are searched for in the provider’s database. The
search examines whether a set exists in the profile which the attribute belongs
to and all its linked profiles. If the provider records the unique set in a single
or across linked profiles, they are then searched for in other (linked) profiles.
In case of a match, the profiles are denoted as linked. The process is repeated
for all (linked) profiles that contain the examined unique attribute set. The
process is repeated for all unique sets that contain the observed attribute. A
simple illustration of this rule is:
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establishLinksBetweenProfiles(SP, TID, Attribute, Source) : −

searchForUniqueSetInLinkedProfiles(SP, TID, Attribute, UniqueSet),

transactioID(TIDOther),

\+ TID = TIDOther,

searchForUniqueSetInOtherProfiles(SP, TIDOther, UniqueSet),

Reason = reason(′UniqueSetInLinkedProfiles′, UniqueSet),

recordProfilesLink(SP, TID, TIDOther, Reason), fail.

A few examples of links recorded by providers are illustrated in Table 6.1. The
examples illustrates the assumption that the public key a user has in her student
card is a unique attribute and that set of address and date of birth from a
Belgian national identity card attributes form a unique attribute set.

Table 6.1: Examples of recorded links between user profiles.

Service Linked Reason of link creationprovider profiles

Provider A TIDi & TIDj
uniqueAttribute{’PK’ in (’X.509’, ’student
card’, ’University’)}

Provider B TIDk & TIDl

uniqueAttrSet{’Address’ in (’X.509’, ’ID card’,
’Government’), ’DoB’ in (’X.509’, ’BeID’,
’Government’)}

For establishing the links, it is important to know which service providers
collaborate in the sense that their recorded databases are exchanged. Every
service provider has a policy describing the authentication and disclosure
requirements placed on the users interested in the offered services. In addition,
data management policies state which obtained data is stored and how the data
is further distributed. However, the providers are not necessarily trusted to
handle the obtained data in the specified way. User trust can be divided into
two categories:
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• Users trust the service provider’s information storage and distribution
policies, meaning that the storage of data and collaborations between
providers is modelled as stated in their privacy policies.

• The providers are not trusted to limit the storing of collected data or the
distribution of data to entities as stated in their policies. In this case,
the users may assume that the provider stores more or all data that it
collects. Similarly, it may be assumed that certain providers share their
databases, or parts of their databases. The links between user profiles are
established according to the user’s assumptions, i.e. the level of trust in
the providers.

From the point of view of finding new links between profiles, multiple profiles
are observed as one if there is an existing link between them. This means that
with every link that is created, the possibility of creating new links usually
increases. This is because a larger number of linked profiles has a larger set of
recorded attributes observed as belonging to one profiles. This increases the
probability of having an additional unique set that can be used for further links
creation.

The fact that the user attributes are modelled with their actual value allows
to enforce link creation based on the values, even if the source information
differs. Posing restrictions on trusted sources which allow for creating links is
also possible.

After the user’s actions are modelled, the knowledge database can be examined
through queries. An example of a query is checking which profiles of the user
are created. After posing the query:

?− profile(SP, TID, Attribute, Source).

The answer will consist of multiple elements, part of which is:
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SP = ′AdsProvider′,

TID = ′99′,

Attribute = attribute(′StudentNumber′, ′12345678′),

Source = credentialSource(′X.509′, ′studentcard′, ′KULeuven′),

SP = ′AdsProvider′,

TID = ′99′,

Attribute = attribute(′DoB′, ′01.01.1980′),

Source = credentialSource(′X.509′, ′BeID′, government),

The user can also query all the information about her that a specific provider
holds, or all profiles that contain a specific attribute:

?− profile(′OnlineTravelAgency′, TID, Attribute, Source).

Similarly, the user can query which links are derived between her profiles:

?− isLinked(SP, TID1, TID2, Reason).

The result would be in the form:

SP = ′AdsProvider′,

TID1 = ′99′,

TID2 = ′201′

Reason = uniqueAttribute(′PublicKey′, ′BeID′, ′government′),
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The framework feedback relies on two types of identifiability quantification. As
considered previously, the first provides the definition of (sets of) attributes
from specific sources that allow to pinpoint an individual with some assurance.
The second model is the definition of the weights assigned to concrete user
attributes. They represent the cost of disclosure of the specific attribute. This
information is considered to be dynamic and for optimal results, it would be
provided by a trusted party which is assumed to have better overview on user
attributes’ statistics, but also be familiar with the potentials of the data mining
techniques. For increased preciseness, the attribute weight would also depend
on the actual attribute value.

The information about a cost of a disclosure can also be obtained. By querying
for a cost, the verification of a head of the applicable rule invokes the calculation,
i.e. summation of the attribute weights and the result is printed for the user:

?− createWeightCount(User, SP, TID, ListOfCredsAndRevealedAttrsPairs).

6.4 Use cases

In order to illustrate the use of the framework, three simple use cases are
considered. The first illustrates usage of the framework for getting feedback on
the current privacy level of the user. The second and third demonstrate how
the framework can assist the user with making disclosure decisions and with
choosing between different disclosure policies of a provider, respectively7.

In the examples, the user is assumed to own a set of credentials. The issued
credentials contain the ‘expiration’ attribute, limiting their validity. This
attribute is used in every interaction to prove credential validity, but is not
modelled in this work for simplicity reasons. We assume that its value is created
in a way that does not increase the chances of linking different interactions
in which the same credential is used. Additionally, the issuers of the users’
credentials learns certain attributes of the users at the time of issuance. The
framework can model the issuers as providers that store their profiles created
based on the issuance interaction. However, for simplicity reasons, the issuers’
knowledge databases are not modelled in the presented use cases.

7The code that implements the presented use cases can be found at https://github.com/
mmilica

https://github.com/mmilica
https://github.com/mmilica
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Some of the credentials that the user is assumed to own are of type X.509.
This standard specifies that the credential contains, among other attributes, a
serial number and the owner’s public key. The serial number is unique for every
certification authority and thus allows to uniquely identifying a credential. The
public key is also a uniquely identifying attribute. In the observed examples,
we do not model these attributes for credentials that contain another unique
attribute, as one unique attribute suffices to uniquely identify the credential
and allow for linking of different sessions where the credential is presented.

The user is assumed to own the credentials represented in Table 6.2:

• A government-issued electronic ID card, containing the following
attributes8:
AttrList1 = {Name, Surname, DoB, Address, PK}

• An electronic credential representing a shopper card. This can be a
credential linked to the loyalty scheme that a shop offers. It is issued by
the online shop and contains the following attributes:
AttrList2 = {ZIP Code, Customer number}

• A student card issued by a university that records:
AttrList3 = {Name, Surname, Student number, University, PKS}

• An anonymous credential containing the same attributes as the electronic
identity card, recertified by a trusted third party (TTP).

The system’s identifiability models assume the following:

• All modelled public keys have unique values.

• The customer number contained in a shopper card of a specific provider
is assumed to be unique.

• It is assumed that student numbers are unique per university which issues
them.

• The issuance of student cards is assumed to allow for unique identification
of an individual through the combination of the student number and the
date of birth attributes.

In the observed examples, the providers have specific authentication policies,
but are assumed to collect all data that is disclosed to them.

8’DoB’ in the list of attributes represents a date of birth and ’PK’ denotes a public key.
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Table 6.2: User’s credentials.

Credential Type Tech. Attributes Issuer
eID Identity card X.509 AttrList1 Government
Shopper card Shop-issued card X.509 AttrList2 Online shop
Student card Student status card X.509 AttrList3 University
ID card Identity credential Idemix AttrList1 TTP

6.4.1 Feedback on user privacy level

The system being modelled is an online store, with which a user engages in
multiple interactions over time. The store’s authentication policy requires
the user to prove the age of majority using a government-issued credential in
order to receive the services9. Optionally, the user may also provide proof of a
student status, for obtaining a discount. For this, a university-signed student
card is accepted. However, the user has low trust in the store and believes it
stores all data it receives in an interaction, not just the data specified in the
authentication policy.

The online store is further assumed to collaborate with an ads provider, which
subsequently sends personalised ads to the users through the store’s site. The
ads provider also collaborates with other service providers with which the user
is assumed to have previously interacted. Therefore, before an initial purchase
at the observed shop, the ads provider already holds a profile of this user. It
is assumed to contain the user’s student number and date of birth, but also
information on a previous purchase. More details on the actual implementation
of this use case are provided in Appendix A.6.

A relevant snippet of the providers’ databases is presented in Table 6.3. The
links are also established and the existing links are based on the student number
that is revealed.

Table 6.3: The initial state of the knowledge database.

Service Recorded profiles Established
provider links
Online shop / /
Ads provider TID1 : {Student numberU, DoBU, Purchases1} /

9We do not model the disclosure of the bank details for payment purposes, and assume
that the user remains anonymous through the payment procedure.
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In the interactions with the online shop (Table 6.4), the user makes purchases
’Purchase2’ and ’Purchase3’ on two separate occasions, disclosing the required
date of birth from the identity card and the student status using her student
card.

Table 6.4: The state of the updated knowledge database (a).

Service
provider

Transaction
ID

Used
credential

Disclosed
attributes

Online shop TID2

BeID {DoBU}BeID
Student card {Ownership}UniCard
Free input {Purchase2}Free

Online shop TID3

BeID {DoBU}BeID
Student card {Ownership}UniCard
Free input {Purchase3}Free

The resulting state of the providers’ knowledge databases after the two
interactions is represented in Table 6.510. The online shop records two profiles.
However, they contain all the attributes in both the electronic identity card
issued by the government and the student card. This is the consequence of
using X.509 credentials with providers which are assumed to store all received
data. The two profiles are also linked as belonging to the same user, as they
contain unique attributes, such as public keys and the unique set consisting of
the student number attribute in combination with the university or the date of
birth. The two purchases are thus concluded to be done by the same individual
and the reasons for their linking are recorded as:

1. uniqueAttribute{’PK’ in (’X.509’, ’student card’, ’IssuingUniversity’)}

2. uniqueAttribute{’PK’ in (’X.509’, ’BeID’, ’Government’)}

3. uniqueAttrSet{’StudentNumber’ in (’X.509’, ’student card’, ’IssuingUni-
versity’), ’University’ in (’X.509’, ’student card’, ’IssuingUniversity’)}

4. uniqueAttrSet{’StudentNumber’ in (’X.509’, ’student card’, ’IssuingUni-
versity’), ’DoB’ in (’X.509’, ’BeID’, ’Government’)}

The ads provider updates its database with the same two profiles, but is
able to make even more links and to associate earlier purchases made with
other providers. At this point, it can link the users identity to the earlier

10The actual attribute values are also recorded in the database, but are not listed in the
table for clarity reasons.
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Table 6.5: The state of the updated knowledge database (b).

Service Recorded profiles Established
provider links

Online shop

TID2 : {Student numberU, UniversityU,

{TID2, TID3}

NameU, SurnameU, PKS−U}UniCard ,
{NameU, SurnameU, AddressU, DoBU,
PKU}BeID, {Purchases2}Free
TID3 : {Student numberU, UniversityU,
NameU, SurnameU, PKS−U}UniCard ,
{NameU, SurnameU, AddressU, DoBU,
PKU}BeID, {Purchases3}Free

Ads provider

TID1 : {Student numberU}UniCard ,

{TID1,
TID2, TID3}

{DoBU}BeID, {Purchase1}Free
TID2 : {Student numberU, UniversityU,
NameU, SurnameU, PKS−U}UniCard ,
{NameU, SurnameU, AddressU, DoBU,
PKU}BeID, {Purchases2}Free
TID3 : {Student numberU, UniversityU,
NameU, SurnameU, PKS−U}UniCard ,
{NameU, SurnameU, AddressU, DoBU
PKU}BeID, {Purchases3}Free

(pseudonymous) purchase. The reason for creating these additional links is also
recorded:

1. uniqueAttrSet{’StudentNumber’ in (’X.509’, ’student card’, ’IssuingUni-
versity’), ’DoB’ in (’X.509’, ’BeID’, ’Government’)}

6.4.2 Choosing between service providers

If a user is presented with a choice of different service providers offering the
same service, but having different authentication policies, the framework can
be used to determine which of them offers the preferred privacy level to the
user. For illustrating this use case, we use an example of two online bookshops.
Their policies are represented in Table 6.6.

Both bookshops offer their services only to registered users and impose a
minimal age requirement. The first bookshop requires the user to authenticate
by disclosing the age recorded in her identity card issued by the government
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Table 6.6: Service providers and their authentication policies.

Service provider Authentication policy

Bookshop A
eIDgov: {DoB}
Shopper card: {Customer number}
User input: Shipping address

Bookshop B
eIDgov or IDTTP: {DoB}
Shopper card: {Customer number}
User input: Shipping address

Table 6.7: Service providers and their storage policies.

Service provider Authentication policy

Bookshop A Shopper card: {Customer number}
User input: Shipping address

Bookshop B
eIDgov or IDTTP: {DoB}
Shopper card: {Customer number}
User input: Shipping address

and showing the customer number from a certified customer credential and
input the shipping address. On the other hand, the second bookshop allows to
prove that the age requirement is fulfilled by using either the government-issued
ID card or the identity credential issued by a trusted third party. Their data
storage policies are represented in Table 6.7.

Untrusted providers. We first observe the case where providers are not trusted
to limit the storage of the collected data. The profiles that each of the providers
composes after the user authentication are represented in Table 6.8. It is clear
that even though the same attributes are required to be shown by both providers,
the second provider offers better privacy to the users. This is because using the
government-issued eID reveals all the credential contents, rather than the singe
required attribute. Moreover, the unique attributes such as public key11 allow
to create links with other usages of the same certificate. On the other hand,
the anonymous credential issued by the trusted third party allows for selective
disclosure, thus offering more privacy to the user.

11A unique attribute is also the certificate’s serial number, which is not modelled here.
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Table 6.8: The resulting profiles in untrusted providers’ databases.

Service provider Recorded information

Bookshop A
{NameU, SurnameU, AddressU, DoBU, PKU}eID,
{Customer numberU, ZIP codeU}ShopperCard ,
{Shipping addressU}Free

Bookshop B
{DoBU}IDttp,
{Customer numberU, ZIP codeU}ShopperCard ,
{Shipping addressU}Free

Table 6.9: The resulting profiles based on (trusted) providers’ policies.

Service provider Recorded information

Bookshop A {Customer numberU}ShopperCard ,
{Shipping addressU}Free

Bookshop B
{DoBU}IDttp,
{Customer numberU}ShopperCard ,
{Shipping addressU}Free

Trusted providers. In case the providers are trusted to store the data according
to their policies, the resulting states of their knowledge databases after
interaction with the user are represented in Table 6.9. Even though Bookshop B
was determined to have a more privacy-friendly policy when all the collected
data is stored by providers, as it allows usage of credential technologies which
support selective disclosure of attributes, this example shows that for trusted
providers the result can differ. Namely, as Bookshop A does not store the date
of birth of the user, it offers better resulting privacy level to the user. Therefore,
even though X.509 technology is used for authentication with this provider, it
is still a preferable choice due to its more privacy-preserving storage policy.

6.4.3 Choosing between authentication policies

The framework can also support a more complex feedback provision about user
privacy level dependent on the sensitivity of particular attributes. If a user is
presented with alternative disclosure policies, the framework can be used to
make a choice between them taking into account the specific attributes which
are required and their sources.

Three exemplary authentication alternatives are listed in Table 6.10. However,
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Table 6.10: Alternative authentication policies.

Alternative Authentication requirementsdisclosures
Policy A eIDgov: {Name, Surname, DoB}
Policy B IDTTP: {Name, Surname, DoB}
Policy C Student card: {University} & IDTTP: {Name, Surname}

Table 6.11: Attribute weights.

Credential Attribute Weighttype

eID

Name 0.5
Surname 0.8
DoB 1.2
Address 3
Public key 1.5

IDTTP

Name 0.5
Surname 0.8
DoB 1.2

Student card

Name 0.5
Surname 0.7
Student number 1.3
University 0.3
Public key 1.5

the providers are not trusted to limit their storage of collected data to the
attributes required for authentication, but are assumed to store all data that is
disclosed in an interaction.

One of the framework input models represents the attribute weights for attributes
of different credentials or free user input. The higher the sensitivity of an
attribute, the greater the associated weight. The weights for the given example
are listed in Table 6.11. These weights can be adjusted according to the
uniqueness of specific values of the user’s attributes. This reflects the fact that
a less frequent attribute value, such as a unique name and surname, can be
considered more sensitive.

The resulting cost of a disclosure is calculated as a sum of the disclosures. When
the three different authentication requirements are modelled and the possible
disclosures evaluated, Policy B is determined to be the least costly, with the total
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cost of disclosures being 2.5. Policy A and C are related to the total costs of 4.3
and 5.6, respectively. Although the same attributes are required to be disclosed
with policies A and B, the framework result shows that their respective costs
are not equal. This reflects the fact that using different credential technologies
has different effects on user privacy. Namely, The eID credential of type X.509
discloses all recorded attributes, while anonymous credential technology allows
for selective disclosure. Since the provider are not trusted to limit their storage,
and are assumed to store all the data that is disclosed in an interaction, the
anonymous credentials are a more desirable solution and offer a better privacy
level.

6.5 Related work

For quantitative analysis of user privacy, Reiter and Rubin introduce the notion
of degree of anonymity [125], which is a continuum ranging from absolute
privacy to provable exposure. The actual quantification for the networks
for anonymous connections is presented by Diaz et al. [49]. The degree of
anonymity is dependent on the probability of an entity being the origin of a
message. Serjantov et al. [137] also propose an information theoretic measure
of anonymity for mix-based anonymity systems. It is also argued that the
knowledge of the size of this anonymity set is not sufficient to determine the
anonymity level of a single user, unless all users of the set are completely equal
from the point of view of identifiability.

As indicated by Clauß and Schiffner [32], it is not sufficient to observe only the
communication layer. Even when the users are indistinguishable at this level,
application-level data determines the anonymity level of a user12. For instance,
in an interaction with a provider, a user may disclose a set of personal attributes
(at the application level), each of which is not highly sensitive and does not
significantly reduce the anonymity set. However, the attributes collectively
may suffice to derive the user’s identity. In order to evaluate the privacy level
of a user, we take multiple factors into consideration. Those are the kinds of
attributes that the user reveals in the interactions with a provider, the frequency
of the attribute values13 and the provider’s access to other sources of user’s
data. Our approach is also compatible with different metrics for quantifying
privacy properties (e.g. the framework proposed by Clauß [31] for quantification
of anonymity and linkability). The obtained output of the framework can be

12In this work, we currently do not focus on the exchange of information used for device or
browser fingerprinting [96, 51], but only on users’ personal information.

13This data includes the behavioural data as well as personal attributes.
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combined with the chosen metrics to quantify the achieved privacy properties
of a user.

For these evaluations, it is important to know which information providers
collect, store and share. Even when privacy policies are available to users,
they may not provide expected information or may not be easy to understand
[107, 82]. Some proposals aim to offer a uniform privacy policy format and
make the policies more useful for the users. Examples are P3P [35] and the
CARL [19] language. They are, however, rarely utilised by providers. There are
also possible policy conflicts when multiple entities collaborate, which might
be hard to detect [12]. In the proposed system, the users are enabled to
evaluate their privacy in differing scenarios. Firstly, it is possible to take into
account available information about providers’ data management and sharing
practices. Secondly, if providers are not trusted to store a limited amount
of information or limit their sharing, the user may inspect her privacy level
under the assumption that providers store all collected information and offer
them to other providers. Additionally, the framework tackles the problem of
users not being sufficiently familiar with the utilised credential technologies
to estimate their impact on privacy. For instance, if X.509 credentials are
used for authentication, verification of the credential requires access to all of
its contents. This results in disclosure of all credential attributes, even if the
provider requested only a limited set. Storing the collected data may be limited
to only the requested set, but some providers might not be trusted to do so.This
is modelled in the framework and automatically taken into account when the
privacy-level results are created.

There are other approaches that analyse privacy by modelling knowledge of
users’ personal information. Veeningen et al. [153] describes a three-layer model
for personal information containing abstract and concrete description of the
information. Similarly, we take into account the abstract data description,
i.e. what the data represents, but also its concrete content. In addition, some
meta-data is captured, such as the entity who vouches for the validity of the
user’s information or the transaction in which the information is disclosed and
the service which it is disclosed for. The system is able to take this information
into account for modelling the provider’s deduction mechanism.

Our framework is based on the Prolog logic language. Usage of Prolog as a
security analysis tool and a law verifier was previously explored by Ho and
Sundaram [73]. It was applied to the HIPAA act [149] to check whether
unauthorised entities can obtain access to resources. The findings suggested
Prolog to be useful for detecting vulnerabilities, although it required an adequate
setup, i.e. some knowledge of what needs to be inspected. We avoid these
issues, as we use Prolog to model system behaviour rather than to search for
vulnerabilities.
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Other logic programming languages were explored for a formal approach of
privacy modelling. An example is work of Decroix et al. [43, 44], which is based
on the IDP system [105]. The IDP framework allows to model a system by
defining its initial state and the rules which describe its functioning. Based on
this model, all possible system states are discovered and can be queried. The
IDP system is convenient for evaluating a system from the point of view of
showing how an undesirable state can be reached, thus demonstrating that the
privacy guarantees are defeated. Although IDP system offers an intuitive way
to model systems, its main drawback is the complexity constraint. It allows
to analyse only systems of limited complexity. In other words, only a certain
number of actors and actions can be observed. Another important feature of this
related work is that attributes are observed at a conceptual level, i.e. without
modelling the actual attribute values. Since differing frequency of an attribute
value affects the overall privacy level, we choose to take this aspect into account.
By modelling the actual contents of the exchanged attributes, the framework
can further be combined with complex algorithms for determining the privacy
level [31]. The usage of IDP was also explored by applying it to loyalty systems
[45]. For evaluation, we apply our framework to a privacy-preserving public
transport ticketing system.

6.6 Evaluation of the privacy-preserving ticketing
system

In order to illustrate the usage of the described privacy-feedback framework with
complex systems, this section describes its application to the privacy-preserving
ticketing system described in Section 5.

In order to evaluate the system and its privacy properties, we have created
a system model in the Prolog framework. The PPTS-specific input into the
framework can be classified according to the framework’s conceptual model
(Figure 6.1) as follows:

• Credential model. We model system-specific traveller credential that
is utilised in the interactions. We define the template and the issued
credential.
For utilising the system, every traveller is issued with a PPTS anonymous
credential by the TSO (Section 5.4.3). The utilised credential technology
is Idemix14.

14In our privacy assumptions, we rely on the fact that Idemix allows for credential issuance
and its subsequent usage to remain unlinkable.
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• Provider-specific model. When evaluating the system, the TSO and PTO
entities are assumed to be collaborating. They are thus exchanging the
profiles they record related to the PPTS users. TSO and PTO providers
are also assumed to store all collected data. This means that the data sent
to and received from a traveller in one session is stored in a profile. It is
further used to create links and extend the knowledge that the providers
hold about the users. With this we model the worse case scenario where
there is no trust in the providers and evaluate the attained user privacy
in such a setting.

• Identifiability model. This model specifies which information that is
exchanged in the interactions in the system (e.g. purchase and spending of
tickets) can uniquely identify an individual and can be used for creating
links between traveller’s profiles. Based on the data collected by providers,
the identifiability models are created. In this evaluation, we take a
conservative approach and assume that unique values are all signature
values (including the partially blind signatures), commitment values,
blinded commitments, exchanges in the partially blind signature scheme,
random challenges, and validation times (Table 6.12).
Although commitments and blinded commitments are considered to be
unique in the system, they are not reused by the user’s in interactions for
earning or spending different uCents. Therefore, they cannot be used by
the providers for purposes of linking different uCents’ issuance or spending
sessions.

• User model. The interactions of the traveller with the TSO and PTO
entities, when utilising the PPTS scheme. The interactions include
purchasing travel products, starting and ending a ride, i.e. spending
a travel product and obtaining change.

The disclosures that are performed during the traveller’s interactions are
recorded in Table 6.13 and are based on the protocols’ descriptions in Tables
5.1-5.4.

Assumptions. The partially blind signature scheme-related interaction is
modelled as follows. In the interaction for signature creation, i.e. uCent issuance,
the provider learns the public value to be signed (info), the blinded commitment
(Cb) and the exchanged elements used for signature creation by the traveller
(PBSigex). When the uCent is spent, the partially blind signature (PBSig) is
shown to the verifier, along with the commitment (C) and the public data (info)
it was created on. Based on the utilised scheme’s security discussion [1], our
model assumes that the blinded commitment is not linkable to the subsequently
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Table 6.12: Unique information in PPTS interactions.

Unique value Symbol
Commitment C
Blinded commitment of uCent Cb
Data exchanged in the PBS scheme PBSigex
Partially blind signature PBSig
Challenge chal
Time of validation tval
Temporary ticket’s signature sigval
Starting time tstart
Start validation signature sigstart
Time of trip end tend
Trip end signature sigtrip

disclosed commitment value. Also, the exchanged data in the signature issuance
phase does not disclose a link to the actual signature that is constructed.

Links between profiles. Based on the given assumptions and modelled actions,
the produced object code of the framework can be queried to check the traveller’s
privacy level. The providers record profiles illustrated in Table 6.13. When
queried about the links between profiles that the providers are able to derive,
the results show that interactions with identifiers {TID2, TID3, TID4, TID5}
are linked as belonging to the same user. They are derived based on the unique
data recorded in the corresponding profiles, i.e. signatures (sigval, sigstart and
sigend), validation times (tstart, tend and tval) and the same challenge (chal).
The links are held by both providers, as they are assumed to collaborate. This
also shows that the issuance of uCents representing transportation products
(session with identifier TID1) is not linkable to its subsequent usage, as defined
in the privacy requirements.

The public values of partially blind signatures, i.e. uCents are assumed not to
be unique. If they were unique, the framework shows that the sessions when
the transport products are purchased and issued in the form of uCents would
be linkable to their spending with the TSO. This is expected, as the info values
are revealed to both the traveller and the provider in both sessions. In order
to prevent this, the construction of these values is defined in a way that limits
the set of possible values. It would therefore prevent links of traveller’s actions
based on this value.
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Table 6.13: Disclosed information in PPTS interactions.

Interaction Provider
(TID) Disclosure Symbol

Purchase of
travel products

TSO
(TID1)

Public information of uCent info
Blinded commitment of uCent Cb
Data exchanged in the PBS scheme PBSigex

Spending a
uCent

TSO
(TID2)

PPTS credential ownership Cred.Own
Public information of uCent info
Partially blind signature PBSig
Commitment C
Challenge chal
Time of validation tval
Starting location locstart
Temporary ticket’s signature sigval

Validation of
trip start

PTO
(TID3)

Challenge chal
Time of validation tval
Starting location locstart
Validation signature sigval
Starting time tstart
Vehicle ID IDbus

Start validation signature sigstart

Validation of
trip end

PTO
(TID4)

Challenge chal
Starting time tstart
Starting location locstart
Vehicle ID IDbus

Start validation signature sigstart
Change diff
Time of trip end tend
Trip end signature sigtrip

Issuing
change

TSO
(TID5)

Challenge chal
Change diff
Time of trip end tend
Trip end signature sigtrip
Public information of uCent’ info′
Blinded commitment of uCent’ C ′b
Data exchanged in the PBS scheme PBSig′ex
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User identifiability feedback. The output of the framework is also be queried
to check whether the providers record traveller’s personal attributes, such as the
name, surname or address. These attributes are recorded in the PPTS credential
that the traveller owns. This credential is utilised in the PPTS interactions,
i.e. purchasing products, spending them with TSO and obtaining uCents
representing change for a ride payment. As expected, the query results show
that the only credential-related information that is recorded is the traveller’s
ownership of a PPTS credential and no other attributes recorded in it.

6.7 Conclusions

With the proliferation of electronic services, an average user is engaging in a
growing number of online interactions. In these interactions personal information
is disclosed for authentication or service delivery purposes. In order to manage
their identity, users need to keep track of the partial identities constructed by
the service providers. However, this is not an easy task, due to the complexity of
data flows or unclear data handling policies of providers. In addition, different
technologies have differing effects on user privacy, which is something users need
to be familiar with for attaining control over their identity management.

In order to facilitate the identity management task by allowing users to view
their partial identities held by different providers, we have devised a privacy-
feedback tool. It is implemented in the Prolog logic programming language and
it models the observed system and related data handling to inform the users
which information about her is held by which party. The results are dependent
on the specific disclosures, credential technologies, and data sharing policies of
providers and identifiability conditions which allow for linking different partial
identities. In addition, the framework assists the user to make a disclosure
decision by reviewing the impact it would have on her privacy level. This can
also be used to make a choice between providers with differing privacy policies.
Finally, the framework can also provide the cost of a disclosure based on a given
model of attribute weights.

There are multiple directions of future work on the privacy-feedback framework.
On the one hand, complex models of user identifiability and attribute weights
can be explored. This would allow to determine the privacy level of a user
with higher precision. On the other hand, visual representation of the privacy
feedback would be a valuable extension of the framework. If there is a large
amount of data, it should be explored how to represent the results in a user-
friendly and easy-to-understand way.





Chapter 7
Conclusion

Privacy in a digital world is a shared responsibility of governments, electronic
service providers and users. Governments, as policy makers, are responsible for
the rules of the game by defining and enforcing legislation that protects the
privacy of the users.

Service providers, involved in collecting, storing, processing and transmitting
personal data, need to ensure that the data is properly protected. In the
majority of cases, service providers consider privacy protection as a pure
regulatory compliance issue and an impediment to service quality or business
value. The reason is that unrestricted collection of user data enables the
providers to profile their behaviour and offer personalised services, which
leads to increased user consumption or improved efficiency. Even though
data minimization, i.e. proportionate and limited personal data collection, is
typically mandated by law [55], service providers have an incentive to try to
find ways to collect more personal data than required to provide the service.
An example would be obtaining users’ consent by presenting them with a very
long and incomprehensible privacy statement.

Finally, the above-mentioned data minimization is where users’ responsibility
comes into the picture. Awareness of which data is shared when participating in
electronic transactions and understanding of possible consequences is crucial for
one’s privacy protection. However, this is not an easy task in the today’s society
where individuals are constantly engaged in online services and consume services
provided by multiple providers. On top of that, given the established data
sharing practices between service providers, it very difficult for an individual to
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control the information disclosure.

This thesis focuses on providing privacy in electronic services and its
contributions are twofold. Firstly, it offers guidelines and mechanisms to
service providers to design their services in a privacy-friendly manner, while
achieving the desired service quality. By embedding privacy into the design
of the systems, they can efficiently meet regulatory requirements and build
trust and transparency towards their users. Secondly, we help the user to have
control over their data by providing an overview of their private data disclosed
to the service providers. Further, it provides the users with an opportunity to
model the effects of future actions on the attained privacy, thus helping them
to make informed choices. By doing so, a user is in a better position to take
her responsibility in the data minimization process via self-censorship.

7.1 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows.

A design of a scheme for unlinkable earning and redemption of incentives.
The incentives systems that are in use today are provider-centric. The provider
maintains a profile for every user, that records all user-related data. This
includes the actions the user performed (e.g. purchases with the provider) and
incentives that she is awarded with (e.g. loyalty points). Every profile also has
a unique identifier that is typically the user’s identity.

We have therefore designed a scheme which provides user-centric handling of
personal information and issued incentives and prevents linking user’s actions.
The scheme offers benefits for both users and providers. The privacy of the user
is protected as no personal information is disclosed and different user actions
where incentives are earned or spent are unlinkable. However, the providers
are still able to control the usage of incentives and their inter-user transfer.
Double-spending of incentives is also prevented.

The designed scheme can be applied to a range of applications based on issuance
and redemption of tokens, in order to protect user privacy. We have illustrated
this with examples of loyalty systems and reputation schemes.

Privacy-preserving commercial eHealth system design. Currently developed
eHealth systems are usually being offered by health providers. This is a hindrance
to their commercial and large-scale deployment. In addition, even though the
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systems are developed to protect privacy according to regulatory guidance, i.e.
prevent access by non-medical caregivers, the patient still does not have control
over her data.

We have therefore developed and described an eHealth system where the services
no longer need to be exclusively offered by trusted institutions, such as hospitals,
to ensure compliance with privacy regulation. Furthermore, we also enable
the patients who use the system to express their privacy requirements and
preferences which thereafter guide the information management. The eHealth
system is developed using the mapping of the privacy-by-design principles to
the SDLC stages. It is assumed to be a service offered by a commercial entity.
The patients are able to connect to their chosen caregivers (both medical and
non-professional), so there is no need to change the caregiving network in order
to use the system. Third party providers of services such as catering or cleaning
can also offer their services through the system. Therefore, the patients would
be able to receive a full range of services they require.

Privacy-preserving ticketing system design. The public transport ticketing
systems are provider-centric systems. When a user is issued with a pass, her
data is disclosed to the provider. Often, the issued pass holds a unique identifier
which allows linking of user’s movements. Even if the identifier is not linked to
the user’s identity, data mining techniques can lead to identification of the user.

As an alternative to existing solutions, we have developed a ticketing system
that protects user privacy, by preventing linkability of purchases of tickets and
their usage. Different trips of the same user are also unlinkable. User profiling
is thus prevented. The scheme also has usable efficiency and can be used with
users’ mobile devices.

Development of a privacy-feedback framework. In order to enable the users
to make informed decisions about information disclosures and thus effectively
manage their identities, we have developed a Prolog-based framework that
ensures users are continuously informed about their dynamic privacy level and
consequences of their (potential) disclosures.

The framework models the user’s transactions with service providers from
multiple aspects. It takes into account all the information that affects the
resulting privacy level of the user, such as data disclosures, used credential
technologies, the provider’s authentication and privacy policies and the user’s
trust in providers.
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The framework can also be used by developers of privacy-friendly systems,
to verify privacy properties, by exploring different data handling policies and
scenarios of users’ interactions with the providers.

7.2 Future work

Tool support for privacy-by-design development. There is an evident lack
of technologies that would prevent the trade-off between privacy and quality
or range of services and ensure that both are achieved. Our approach of
mapping privacy-related processes to system development life cycle stages in
order to achieve privacy-by-design aims at addressing this issue. However,
to advance it, such development should be extended with tool support. The
tool would provide mapping of the fine-grained data-handling requirements
to specific (cryptographic) building blocks that can be used to achieve them.
It can be complemented with threat-scenario identification proposed in [163].
Furthermore, the tool should offer a prediction of efficiency for the suggested
solutions, so that the developer can immediately assess which ones could satisfy
the performance requirements of the system being developed.

Such a tool would also benefit from the evaluation that the privacy-feedback
framework can provide. The solutions could immediately be inspected from the
point of view of the privacy level offered to the users. Therefore, the interfacing
of the tool and framework is another option to be explored.

Extending the privacy-feedback framework for usability and preciseness
improvements. The framework itself can be extended for providing more
fine-grained and readable feedback. The users should be provided with a clear
and understandable feedback. Therefore, for long-term usage and complex
interactions, it should be explored how this feedback should be constructed to
depict the data of interest to the user.

Besides that, for more precise feedback, the framework should be able to make
an estimate of the probability of a user being identifiable by a provider. This
is a very complex task, and many aspects need to be taken into account. For
instance, this evaluation would require information on the frequency of an
attribute value of the user and frequency of sets of values – as seen by the
provider. The sets of attribute values are also dynamic as the user set is
constantly changing. Behavioural data would also allow the providers to derive
some information and accordingly assess the probability of two interactions as
belonging to the same user.
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Appendix

A.1 uCentive earning protocol with PBS details

This section describes the uCents earning protocol with partially blind signature
scheme details. Figure A.1 shows the integration of the partially blind signature
scheme (PBS) by Abe and Okamoto [1] with uCentive’s earning protocol for.
The incentive that is issued is defined with value and epoch (and other possible
usage restrictions). uCentive’s exclusive operations are presented in boldface.

A.2 Including a user secret in the uCentive creden-
tial

For including a secret value in a credential which is based on inputs from both
the user and the issuer, we utilise the following method. The user initially
chooses a random number to be included in her credential, but only sends a
commitment to it, so that the issuing party cannot learn its value.

The commitment can be presented as:

C = gmshrs (mod n).

The issuer applies a random offset to the committed value and the result
represents the uCentive secret (ucs), which is known to the user, but remains
hidden from the issuer. The offset is applied by multiplying the received
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commitment with the commitment generator exponentiated with a issuer-chosen
random number (∆):

C ′ = gmshrsg∆ = gms+∆hrs (mod n).

The resulting value (C ′) corresponds to a commitment to the user’s input
incremented by the issuer’s offset (ucs = ms + ∆). The offset is disclosed to
the user, hence allowing her to compute the final secret value recorded in the
credential. The new commitment value is used in the subsequent steps of the
credential issuance protocol resulting in the ucs being recorded as an attribute
in the credential. The issuance protocol is Idemix IssueCertificateProtocol
specified in [23].

Group scheme credentials issuance

The uCentive system supports the scenarios where groups of users are allowed to
collect incentives jointly. For instance, a family group is often allowed to collect
store loyalty points individually, but then merge them together for redemption.

In order for such a group to be able to gather incentives collectively, every
member is issued with an anonymous credential with the same uCentive secret
recorded in it. To achieve this, one group member performs the initial
registration. She sends a chosen commitment to which an issuer-chosen offset
is applied, resulting in the ucs secret value. This registered member creates a
new commitment to the ucs secret and distributes it to other group members
together with a generated non-interactive proof of knowledge to be shown
to the issuer. This proof of knowledge is created with the user’s credential
and proves the credential possession, the equality of committed value to the
ucs in the credential and possibly user’s attributes, e.g. address, so that the
issuer can verify that individuals who claim to belong to the same group are
registered at the same address. The challenge to which the proof is created
contains the commitment, in order to link it to the proof. It may also contain
additional information, e.g. names of members allowed to join the group. With
the commitment and the proof, other group members approach the issuer. After
verifying the proof and possibly whether the user satisfies other prerequisites
(e.g. having the same address as the one contained in the proof or having the
specified name), a uCentive credential can be issued using the same commitment
to which the same offset is applied. As a result, all credentials of group members
record the same ucs secret.

This way, the members of a group can collect points individually and store them
in a joint storage, so that any of them can redeem them as soon as a sufficient
amount is collected. It is additionally possible to specify in the issued credential
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whether the specific member can assume the role of the spender, or can only
collect incentives.
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Shared information: g, p, q, y = gx, info, hash function F
Information held by the Service Provider: secret key skSP = x

Information held by the User: usc, hash function H

Service Provider User

Choose uCent value and epoch
u, s, d ∈R Zq
info = value‖epoch‖additional restrictions
z := F(info)
a := gu, b := gszd

a, b
−−−−−−−−−−−−→

t1, t2, t3, t4, rc ∈R Zq
C = Commit(ucs, rc) = gucshrc

z = F(info)
α = agt1yt2

β = bgt3zt4

ε = H(α‖β‖z‖C)
e = ε− t2 − t4 mod q

e←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
c = e− d mod q
r = u− cx mod q

(r, c, s, d)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

ρ = r + t1 mod q
ω = c+ t2 mod q
σ = s+ t3 mod q
δ = d+ t4 mod q

ω + δ
?= H(gρyω‖gσzδ‖z‖C)

PBSig : (ρ, ω, σ, δ)
Store(uCent = {PBSig,C, rc,

value, epoch})

Operations:
x‖y: concatenation of strings x and y
H(x): SHA-1 hash of x
F(x): hash of x calculated as D(x)

p−1
q , where p and q are prime numbers

and q | (p− 1) and D is a hash function.
Commit(x, r) : commitment to value x with random opening value r,
calculated as C = gx1 × gr2 [122]

Figure A.1: The uCent earning protocol with PBS interaction details.
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A.3 Smart card personalisation

This section describes in more detail how a patient’s smart card is personalised
at the administration centre (Section 4.4.3). The protocol is executed between
the administration centre and the smart card (Table A.1):

(1) A new smart card SC∅ is initialised with the identity information of the
patient, the common authentication key pair (SKco, PKco), along with
additional certificates, namely those certifying the public keys of the
trusted devices TDCC and TDAC , creating SCPT∗.

(2) Next, the card generates and stores a random pseudonym (NymPT) and
two key pairs (SKenc/sig

PT , PKenc/sig
PT ), one for encryption/decryption and

one for signature generation/verification.

(3) The public keys are revealed to the administration centre, which then
issues the corresponding certificates.

(4) Finally, they are stored on the card, creating SCPT .

Table A.1: Personalisation of a patient smart card.

(1) AC → SC∅ : "Personalize", IDPT , AddrPT , SLA, PKco,
SKco, CertTDCC

, CertTDAC
// SC∅ becomes SCPT∗

(2) SCPT∗ : (NymPT , SKenc
PT , PKenc

PT , SKsig
PT, PK

sig
PT) ←

Generate()
(3) AC ← SCPT∗ : NymPT , PKenc

PT , PKsig
PT

(4) AC → SCPT∗ : Certenc/sig
PT ← IssueCert(SKiss

AC ,
{NymPT , PKenc/sig

PT })
// SCPT∗ becomes SCPT

A.4 Scheduling service

The system design presented in Section 4.4.2 also allows for advanced services
to be offered by the eHS. Example is scheduling of patient-requested tasks.
This service ensures fair allocation of patient-requested tasks to their caregivers,
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making sure that every task is assigned to and confirmed by a caregiver with
appropriate qualifications. The purpose of this protocol is:

• The patients make requests for specific tasks to be assigned to their
caregivers. They may also specify preferred caregivers and required skills.

• The caregivers receive automatically their task assignments and are able
to reply to them with approval or rejection.

• The scheduling provider needs to access the profiles of caregivers with
their qualifications and availability information in order to perform the
task assignment.

The data utilised in this protocol should be protected in the following way:

• Patient’s requested tasks can only be seen by the caregivers receiving the
assignment. However, a high-level overview and the required skills can be
accessed by the scheduling provider.

• The scheduling provider should only be able to see any request details
and caregivers’ data if it is authorised to perform the scheduling.

• The caregivers’ availability profiles should not be linkable to their
identities.

The base station of every patient is assumed to maintain a schedule of the
caregivers’ tasks. For every task, the schedule contains the task’s identifier,
the time frame within which it should be performed, other details and the
chosen caregiver. Until a caregiver confirms the assignment of a task, it remains
conditional.

Caregivers’ profiles. To allow for the scheduling, caregivers’ profiles are
maintained by the control centre. They record the caregivers’ availability,
they are linked with the caregiver’s pseudonym and can be updated only with
pseudonymous authentication of the owner. The profiles are stored in a vault
encrypted with the public key of the trusted device ScheduleVaultTDCC

NymCG−PT
.

Besides the availability, the profiles contain other information relevant for task
assignment. They also state the caregivers’ willingness to perform certain tasks
and how long in advance they need to be assigned with a task before it has to
be performed. This way of maintaining and storing caregiver’s profiles eases
possible transition between different scheduling providers. Additionally, there is
no information stored by the provider.
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The steps of task scheduling are presented in Table A.2:

Table A.2: Scheduling tasks.

(1) PT : REQi=1 ..M ← Sign(SCPT ,
{IDtask , [task details], NymPT})

(2) PT → CC : REQSS ← Encrypt(PKenc
SS ,

{REQi=1 ..M , NymPT})
(3) SS ← CC : REQSS

(4) SS : REQTD ← Encrypt(PKenc
TDCC

, {REQi=1 ..M})
(5) SS → CC : ”GetProfiles”, NymPT , {NymCGi−PT}i=1..N ,

REQTD

(6) CC → TDCC : REQTD, CertPT ,
{ProfileVaultTDCC

NymCGi−PT
}i=1..N ,

{CertNymCGi−PT
}i=1..N

(7) TDCC : if (for i = 1..N ) (! Verify({signature of REQi}) ∨
! Verify(CertPT .Nym ==

CertNymCGi−PT
.NymPT ))) Abort

(8) TDCC : ScheduleVaultSS
NymCGi−PT

←Encrypt(PKenc
SS ,

Decrypt(SKenc
TDCC

,

ScheduleVaultTDCC
NymCGi−PT

))i=1..N

(9) CC ← TDCC : {ScheduleVaultSS
NymCGi−PT

}i=1..N

(10) CC → SS : {ScheduleVaultSS
NymCGi−PT

}i=1..N

(1) For every task, the base station (BS) creates and signs with the patient
smart card a task-assignment request containing the specified task, the
time frame, the required caregiver’s role and/or qualifications and preferred
or undesired pseudonyms.

(2-3) The signed request is sent together with the patient’s pseudonym and
signed encrypted with the scheduling service providers public key (PKenc

SS ).
The request is mediated by the control centre.

(4) The signed request is re-encrypted for the trusted device of the control
centre (REQTD). It serves to prove the authorisation of the scheduling
provider to access the caregivers’ schedules.
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(5) The request to obtain the caregivers’ profiles is sent to the control centre.
It lists the requested caregivers’ pseudonyms, specifying the pseudonyms
of relevant caregivers ({NymCGi−PT}i=1..N ), the patient’s pseudonym
(NymPT) and the request for the trusted device (REQTD).

(6) The trusted device then obtains the data originating from the scheduling
service provider1 and the caregivers’ schedules.

(7) The TDCC verifies that the scheduling provider has the authorisation to
access the patient’s connections by verifying the signature on the initial
request and whether it corresponds to the correct patient pseudonym. It
also verifies that the caregivers whose profiles are requested are connected
to the patient through their certificates.

(8) After verifications, the trusted device re-encrypts the schedules with the
provider’s public key.

(9) The vaults are then sent to the control centre to be relayed to the scheduling
provider.

(10) After receiving the vaults, the scheduling provider can schedule the tasks.

Along with the initial request, the base station can also send relevant policies to
the scheduling provider. Examples are limitation of hours that can be assigned
to a role or a caregiver or restrictions on using commercial providers. In order
to ensure a fair distribution of tasks, the base station also sends a summary (e.g.
total number of hours) of current and past assignments to each of the caregivers.
This way, the scheduling service can consider the load that is placed on each of
the caregivers.

After the assignments are made, they are sent to the base station via an
encrypted link. The task assignments are now stored in the schedule in the
base station, but remain conditional until the assigned caregiver approves the
task. However, if the base station receives a refusal of a task, it will create a
new specification for the task, noting that this caregiver is not a possibility
and assign the task itself or via the scheduling service. It is also possible that
a task would simply be cancelled, depending on the policies. The scheduling
subsystem also allows for task prioritization (which tasks need to be re-assigned
and which may be cancelled) and assignment of standby caregivers (in case a
caregiver cannot keep an appointment).

1If special qualifications are necessary for a task, the system can be allow the SS to prompt
TDCC whether a particular caregiver has these qualifications. The TDCC would simply check
the caregiver’s vault and replies with ’Yes’ or ’No’.
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The base station can also request the profiles of the caregivers, when it wants
to assign a task itself. There is no need to employ the scheduling service
for assigning tasks that are regularly performed by a specific caregiver. The
base station will simply request from the TDCC , which checks that they are
connected to the patient and re-encrypts them for the patient.
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A.5 Additional details of the privacy-preserving
ticketing system

A.5.1 Random trip inspection

With the PPTS system, it is also possible to perform random inspections of the
travellers and their tickets. The protocol is performed between the inspection
authority, i.e. its mobile device IMD and the traveller’s mobile application
(Table A.3). The channel that is established is anonymous and short-range
communication is used to prevent interception [56].

(1) The IMD initially sends a challenge cI and requests proof of the currently
held ticket.

(2) Using the challenge, Tapp creates a proof of possession of a valid PPTS
credential and shows the picture attribute recorded in it.

(3) Additional trip details are sent, including the PTO signature, sigstart.

(4) The signature and trip details are verified and in case of irregularities, the
traveller’s device is requested to prove the traveller’s name and surname.

(5) The inspector then checks the picture displayed on the machine’s screen.
In case of irregularities, the traveller is identified by showing the PPTS
credential’s name and address attributes and with a document, such as
a driver’s licence. In addition, if the PPTS credential picture belongs to
another person, the credential is also revoked.

Table A.3: Protocol for random trip inspection.

(1) Tapp ← IMD : RequestInspection(cI)
(2) Tapp ↔ IMD : Prove Cred validity and picture
(3) Tapp → IMD : chal, tstart, locstart , idbus, sigstart
(4) IMD : if (! Verify(sigstart , chal, tstart, locstart , idbus){

Tapp ↔ IMD : {name, address} ← ShowCred(Cred)
}

(5) IMD : if (! Verify(picture)) {
Tapp ↔ IMD : {name, address} ← ShowCred(Cred)

TSOAS ← IMD : Revoke(Cred)
}
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A.6 Details on the Prolog implementation of a
feedback-framework use case

The use case-specific input are definitions of relevant credentials, the providers’
policies, the specification of the unique attributes and attribute sets and the
user’s specific requests for services’ utilisation. The definitions of credentials
(such as C1 and C2, cf. further) should be provided by the credential issuer,
rather than requiring the users to create these models themselves. The policies
of the providers that define how user data is managed should also be provided
by the providers themselves. This limits the modelling effort that is performed
on the user side significantly.

The user’s credentials that are defined in the observed use case are the Belgian
national ID credential and the user’s student card:

%Credential definition C1 : BeID :

: −defineCredType(′X.509′, ′BeID′,

[attrDef(′Name′, ′String′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Shared′),

attrDef(′Surname′, ′String′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Shared′),

attrDef(′Address′, ′String′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Shared(limited)′),

attrDef(′DoB′, ′Date′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Shared′),

attrDef(′PK′, ′PublicKey′, ′Chosen′, ′Known′, ′Unique′)]).
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%Credential definition C2 : Student card :

: −defineCredType(′X.509′, ′studentcard′,

[attrDef(′Name′, ′String′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Shared′),

attrDef(′Surname′, ′String′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Shared′),

attrDef(′Stud#′, ′Integer′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Unique′),

attrDef(′University′, ′String′, ′Known′, ′Assigned′, ′Shared′),

attrDef(′PK′, ′PublicKey′, ′Chosen′, ′Known′, ′Unique′)]).

The unique attributes are defined with:

: −assert(isUnique(′PK′, credSource(′X.509′, ′stud. card′, ′KULeuven′))).

: −assert(isUnique(′PK′, credSource(′X.509′, ′BeID′, ′gov′))).

Attributes that are considered to create a unique set are also defined:

: −assert(uniqueSet(

[attrNameSourcePair(′Stud#′,

credSource(′X.509′, ′studentcard′, ′KULeuven′)),

attrNameSourcePair(′DoB′,

credSource(′X.509′, ′BeID′, ′gov′))])).

: −assert(uniqueSet(

[attrNameSourcePair(′StudentNumber′,

credSource(′X.509′, ′stud. card′, ′KULeuven′)),

attrNameSourcePair(′University′,

credSource(′X.509′, ′stud. card′, ′KULeuven′))])).
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The models of unique attributes and attribute sets should be provided by
issuers, who have an overview of the complete system. However, in case of
privacy-concerned users, they may add their own rules that create a ‘stricter’
model to evaluate the information that is known about them.

The authentication policy of the provider is another part of the input. Its
model should be provided by the service provider itself, rather than requiring
their implementation on the user side. A policy model that is considered in the
example is:

%Authentication policy A1 : general purchase at OnlineShop :

: −assert(authPolicy(′OnlineShop′, ′purchaseGeneral′,

[attrAndSource(cred(_, ′X.509′, ′BeID′, _), [′DoB′]),

attrAndSource(cred(_, ′X.509′, ′stud. card′, _), [′Ownership′]),

attrAndSource(′userInput′, [′purchase′])])).

Final input are the user’s requests to utilise the purchasing service:

: −reqService(′Alice′, ′OnlineShop′, ′2′, ′purchaseGeneralProducts′).

: −reqService(′Alice′, ′OnlineShop′, ′3′, ′purchaseGeneralProducts′).

For every transaction, the user needs to provide only one such line of code.
Ideally, this would be performed automatically by a supporting tool that would
model every service request that a user makes. In the same way, it could model
transactions that a user is considering of making to provide feedback on them.

Based on the authentication policy that is defined, the disclosures are determined.
The created object code of the presented modelling can be queried about the
links that different providers are able to establish. An example is checking
which links a specific party is able to establish:

?− isLinked(Provider, TID1, TID2, Reason).
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Given the initial state of the knowledge database and the disclosures that the
user makes, a snippet of the obtained result has the form:

Provider = ′OnlineShop′,

TID1 = ′2′,

TID2 = ′3′,

Reason = reason(′uniqueSet′,

[attrNameSourcePair(′Stud#′, credSource(′X.509′, ′stud. card′,

′KULeuven′)),

attrNameSourcePair(′DoB′, credSource(′X.509′, ′BeID′, ′gov′))]).
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